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Abstract
This study explored newly qualified Clinical Psychologists’ (CPs) experiences of personal professionaldevelopment (PPD) during doctoral training. In particular there was a focus on their experiences oftheir personal and professional identities.Within literature relevant to PPD in Clinical Psychology training, personal and professionaldevelopment were largely conceptualised as separate processes. Yet models of reflective practicewould suggest that an awareness of the personal self is necessary for effective clinical work.The research questions were ‘How do newly qualified CPs experience their personal and professionalidentities during doctoral training? and ‘How do they experience the boundary between their personaland professional development?’. To respond to these questions seven newly qualified CPs wereinterviewed regarding their experiences of their personal and professional identities during training.A qualitative research design was employed and Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was usedto analyse the data.Three superordinate themes were identified within the data: Developing self-acceptance; Enhancingawareness of self and others; Taking risks and managing uncertainty.Within these results there was a strong message of an inextricable link between personal andprofessional identities. It seemed that participants started from a position of being themselves, andduring training negotiated the dilemmas of learning a professional role.  In order to do this they wouldoften look to others for how to negotiate this process. Yet this process could create challenges, asbringing one’s personal self into the professional arena was not always seen as acceptable. Ifparticipants were able to show personal aspects of themselves this could make them feel vulnerableand, therefore, these processes held an element of uncertainty. Where participants were able to showtheir personal selves and felt validated, this allowed for developing self-acceptance. The implicationsfor clinical training and the clients with whom CPs work are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The focus of this Introduction was the personal and professional development (PPD) of trainee ClinicalPsychologists (CPs).  In order to ensure the usefulness of this review, literature relevant to PPD but notdirectly commenting on it was included, for example on reflective practice (Schön, 1987).  The reviewthen discussed identity and how Clinical Psychology (CP) training may influence trainees’ experiencesof their identity as part of their personal and professional development.
1.1 The current NHS context for training Clinical PsychologistsAt the time of writing, training as a Clinical Psychologist in the United Kingdom required thecompletion of a three-year doctoral training programme. The aim of CP doctoral training is to train CPswho meet a range of competencies as detailed by the British Psychological Society (2014). Ongraduation from this training course it is expected that they meet standards for registration by theHealth Care Professions Council (HCPC). Programmes include academic, clinical and researchcomponents. However, there is variation amongst courses in how this is implemented.
1.2 Experiences of clinical trainingThe focus of this review was not on the general experiences of trainee CPs but the following studieswere relevant as they highlighted some of the challenges that training may present. This wasimportant when considering the personal and professional development of trainees as theirexperiences of training are likely to influence their development.Kuyken, Peters, Power and Lavender (1998) investigated stress and the psychological adaptation ofpsychologists to clinical training. They had a high response rate to their questionnaire and a samplewith varied demographics. However, they did not survey third year trainees, which may overlook thedevelopmental trajectory of trainees. Of note they found that appraisal processes, particularly of threatand avoidance coping, predicted much of the variance in psychological adaption. That is, how a traineeconstrues their experiences during training, and then their approach to coping with these, will impacton how they adapt to the demands of the course.  Overall, they concluded that trainees report highlevels of perceived stress but as a group do not show significant problems with psychologicaladjustment. However, more than 25% of trainees experienced difficulties, particularly in terms of self-esteem, work adjustment, depression and anxiety. Significant differences between training courseswere found in terms of work adjustment and depression, although the authors did not suggest reasonsfor this.Pica (1998) described his own experiences of clinical training and commented on the associated
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ambiguity and anxiety. He asserted that this often leads to rumination about therapeutic work when athome.  Both Kuyken et al., (1998) and Pica (1998) highlighted some difficult experiences associatedwith training, which may impact on both the personal and professional lives of trainees. Interestingly,this review revealed that much research about the experience of training to be a Clinical Psychologisthas been carried out by trainees themselves, suggesting a need and desire for this kind of research, bythose in training.
1.3 The reflective and scientist practitioner modelsThe BPS Standards for Doctoral Programs in Clinical Psychology (2014) highlighted that one of theoverarching goals of training is for trainees to have:“Clinical and research skills that demonstrate work with clients and systems based on ascientist-practitioner and reflective-practitioner model that incorporates a cycle of assessment,formulation, intervention and evaluation.” (p. 8-9)The scientist-practitioner model had its origins in the Boulder Conference on Graduate Education inCP (Raimy, 1950).  Shapiro (2002) highlighted that “a scientific approach should inform all the work ofclinical psychologists” (p. 234), which included their practice drawing on scientific methods and beinginformed by the research evidence base.  The reflective-practitioner model (based on the work ofSchön, 1987) focuses more on the process rather than methodology of practice. This model requiresclinicians to take a meta-cognitive approach, that is, to stand outside of their work and reflect on whatis happening (Youngson, 2009). Programmes with different course philosophies have responded tothese competencies in different ways.  For example, some courses have responded to the reflectivepractitioner aspect by utilising experiential learning, in addition to traditional didactic teaching.Perhaps this has been because of the link between experiential learning and self-reflection (Kolb,1984), which may then improve reflective practice.It could be argued that the scientist-practitioner model focuses more on technique in therapy, whichhas led to a focus on evidence-based practice (e.g. see Cochrane, 1972). A reflective-practitioner modelcould be considered to relate to the therapeutic alliance (e.g. see Bordin, 1979), as the focus is on self-reflection as a therapist, including the clinician`s impact on others (Lavender, 2003). Goldreid andDavilla (2005) highlighted that both therapy alliance and the intervention procedure play a significantrole in whether change occurs, suggesting the importance of both models of practice.This review now focused on reflective practice and its relevance to personal and professionaldevelopment of CP trainees.
1.4 Reflective PracticeDrawing on the work of Schön (1987), Lavender (2003) described four central concepts to reflective
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practice:1. Reflection in action (reflecting cognitively and emotionally on what one is doing and will do next,in the moment)2. Reflection on action (engaging in the reflective process retrospectively)3. Reflection about your impact on others4. Reflection on the relationship between the work and the selfThese concepts all required the clinician to be aware of what they bring to the therapeutic encounter,for example, their assumptions, belief and cultural values. The development of these skills has comeimplicitly within lecture content and also more explicitly within the personal and professionalmodules of academic programmes. It also required practitioners to consider how they interact andconnect with their client.The reflective practitioner model suggested that self-awareness is critical for effective practice. Thisself-awareness could be considered in terms of personal as well as professional development.  Theimportance of bringing the personal into awareness and for this to inform reflective practice has beensuggested by several authors, framed as the person of the therapist in therapy (e.g. Aponte, 1992).Rønnestad and Skovholt’s (2003) longitudinal study of almost 5000 therapists showed that engagingin reflective practice allowed them to continue to develop professionally throughout their careers.This reinforces the idea that self-awareness and reflective practice are closely linked to the ongoingdevelopment of therapists.Whilst these issues are seen within CP training programmes, perhaps it is within the training of otherprofessionals that there seems to be a more explicit discussion of personal development. Thus, theliterature within Family Therapy training was considered, namely the person of the therapist (Aponte,1992, p. 269).
1.5 The person of the therapistAponte (1992) discussed person of the therapist training for Family Therapists. This was relevant giventhe potentially personally impactful nature of CP training and the role of CPs as therapists in additionto many other roles. Within Family Therapy training, Aponte (1994) described therapy as a “personalencounter in a professional frame” (p. 1) and, therefore, advocated that to “fathom the therapyrelationship” (p. 2) one must understand both the personal and professional aspects of this. Heproposed a training paradigm where therapists:1. Develop the capacity to assess their personal emotions and reactions within the therapeutictransaction.
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2. Learn how, in the light of their experience, to interpret what these reactions tell them aboutclients.3. Learn to forge interventions out of their model of therapy plus an understanding of client needs.He acknowledged some ethical issues in relation to training therapists in this way and differentiatedbetween training being therapy and therapeutic (Aponte, 1994, p. 2). He suggested that in this trainingmodel the aim was for trainees to resolve personal issues. The reasoning for this was to improve theirperformance as therapists and, by doing so, this was therapeutic rather than therapy for trainees.Although Aponte (1994) promoted the importance of the personal in training, as a therapist there islittle acknowledgment of trainee choice. He suggested asking trainees to sign a consent form. However,it is improbable that they could be fully aware of the changes that may occur and whether these will beconstrued as positive or negative.  Further, the changes that happen for that trainee may depend onhow much they chose to engage with the process, which Aponte (1994) did not touch on. Clearly therewas the potential for this approach to training to be a contentious debate, with some advocating thismore personal stance and others advocating a more professional focus to PPD.Simon (2006) proposed placing the therapist worldview as central in the training of Family Therapists.He suggested that for therapists to be maximally effective their model of working needs to match theirunderlying personal worldview. He did not provide evidence for this hypothesis. However, hesuggested that congruence between the therapist worldview and model worldview:“turns a model into an instrument for deep and authentic self-expression on the part of thetherapist, that which is therapeutic in the model and that which is therapeutic in the therapistare mutually activated and enhanced, with the result that the therapist becomes maximallyeffective.” (p. 336)Although Simon (2006) acknowledged that this model does not take into account the importance ofthe client worldview, he did not consider this to be an important problem with his model.  This seemeda relevant consideration particularly as Simon does not provide evidence for the therapist`s worldview being more important than the client`s.The mutual influence of therapist and client in Family Therapy was considered further by Mason(2012), who stated that therapists should ask questions of themselves not just of others. For example,they should examine if the patterns in their family of origin or culture might be abiding or constrainingtheir clinical work. Mason (2002) highlighted the use of the self in two ways: the direct expression ofself (e.g. sharing an aspect of one’s history), and the indirect utilisation of self (e.g. using a connectionwith oneself as a theme without stating personal ownership).Although these authors focused on Family Therapy, the writings seemed to suggest that the training of
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therapists should include both personal and professional development.  This allowed for the mutualinfluence of therapist and client to be acknowledged and managed appropriately.Further to the literature in Family Therapy, Gale and Schröder (2014) completed a meta-synthesis ofqualitative studies about experiences of self-practice in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) training.This referred to therapists’ use of CBT strategies on themselves.  Although this meta-synthesisincluded some overlapping articles, these covered different aspects of the analysis and was thereforedeemed appropriate (Finfgeld, 2003). Gale and Schröder (2014) concluded that self-practice enabledincreased empathy of therapists for clients, understanding of the benefits and difficulties of engagingin therapy and increased confidence in their competence. This differed slightly from the FamilyTherapy perspectives (e.g. Aponte, 1992, 1994), as it did not suggest a focus in training on personaldevelopment. However, this does suggest the benefit of shared experience with clients and reflectionon the experience of therapy.Perspectives on the issue of the personal self of the therapist are also presented in the psychodynamicliterature.  The thinking around this can be seen in literature on therapeutic or treatment boundaries.Within psychodynamic literature the treatment boundary is seen as “providing the built-in structureto contain and process communications” (Bridges, 1999, p. 293).  Bridges (1999) posits that boundarynegotiations “illuminate patients’ most painful transferential issues” (p. 292). Yet she goes on tocapture the differing perspectives on these negotiations within the psychodynamic field:
“The conflict and controversy in the field are manifested in the heat generated by differing caseformulations and the resulting technical interventions. Some practitioners favor reliance on thetraditional methods of protecting the treatment frame, avoiding even the appearance ofboundary crossings and acknowledging the implicit authority of the therapist. Other theoristsfavour an uncharted treatment approach of mutual discovery between therapist and patient.This path allows for novel outcomes that may be enormously valuable but may not resembleconventional treatment boundaries. Passionately held contradictory positions espoused bysenior clinicians make formulating psychodynamic boundary interventions a conceptual andclinical minefield for therapists. Clinicians who deviate from traditional practice risk censurefrom those who consider they have entered a danger zone of boundary fluidity. Other theoristsdismiss traditional interventions as exclusively limit-setting techniques that diminishmutuality and empathic dialogue. An integrated approach, one that honors traditionalparameters and yet encourages an openness to creative, uncharted outcomes within ethicalframes, is hard to find.” (p. 292)
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It would seem that for some bringing the personal self into the therapeutic frame could be damagingas this would be crossing a boundary (e.g. Epstein, 1994). Therefore, this is avoided through rigidpersonal-professional boundaries. Yet, in recent psychodynamic literature there has been a suggestionof the value of mutual discovery and empathic dialogue (e.g. Coale, 1998). This would suggest a needfor the therapist to draw on their personal self in order to engage with these processes.
Bridges (1999) goes on to highlight that psychodynamic relational therapists “value a greatermutuality and humanness in the treatment relationship” (p. 293).  She writes about the “relationalexperience” of therapy which “allows the individual to experience and develop new sense of the selfand expand and deepen affective competence” (p. 294). Such a relational experience where there is
humanness may be thought to require the therapist to show something of their personal self, evenwhilst maintaining appropriate and useful therapeutic boundaries.
It seems that there are conflicting opinions regarding the personal-professional boundary within thepsychodynamic literature. Traditional psychodynamic perspectives, which perhaps underlie modernpsychological perspectives, purport that a rigid boundary between the personal and professional selfis necessary. However, more recent literature has proposed a shift towards a humanness, whichimplies aspects of the personal self being shown within the therapeutic frame.
In Section 1.5 the issue of personal and professional development was considered, particularly inrelation to personal development within the training of other therapeutically active professionals. ThisIntroduction now considered, more explicitly, personal and professional development within CPtraining.
1.6 Definitions of Personal and Professional Development

1.6.1 Definitions: Personal developmentA number of definitions have been proposed in relation to personal development each considering theself.  For example, Gillmer and Marckus (2003) defined personal development in CP training as that:“part of the training that is dedicated to developing in trainees a capability to reflect criticallyand systematically on the work-self interface. This process is directed towards fostered self-awareness and resilience.” (p. 20)Mearns (1997) conceptualised personal development as the processes of increasing self-awarenessand self-knowledge. He proposed four ways in which clinicians can develop personally:1. Self-structure (e.g. introjected beliefs, personal identity, and degree of self-acceptance).2. Self in relation, which pertains to our understanding of how we relate to those around us.
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3. Self as therapist, including the ability to monitor the reflexive relationship between personal andprofessional experiences.4. Self as learner, including a willingness to critically appraise and take responsibility for one’s ownlearning.According to Mearns (1997), personal development in any or all of these areas is crucial for becomingand continuing to be reflective and reflexive. The development of the self as therapist (Mearns, 1997, p.36) highlighted the boundary between personal and professional contexts; that is, the impact ofclinical work on the individual and the impact of personal life experiences on clinical work. Thereflective-practitioner model focused on what individual clinicians bring to the therapeutic encounter;however, conversely the therapeutic work may also impact on the clinician. The reflexive relationshipbetween personal and professional contexts may be particularly pertinent in the personal andprofessional development aspects of training, where trainees are learning to negotiate the boundarybetween their personal and professional lives.Hughes (2009) stressed the importance of personal development in CP because developing personallyhelps clinicians contribute to their profession. A number of advantages were cited including that: itcontributes to self-awareness which can decrease risk of harm to others; it gives resilience in dealingwith problems and dilemmas enabling clinicians to take care of themselves; and finally that cliniciansshould practice what they preach.Having considered personal development within the context of CP training, professional developmentwas considered.
1.6.2 Definitions: Professional developmentElman, Illfelder-Kaye and Robiner (2005) of the Professional Development Working Group definedprofessional development in professional psychology as:“the developmental process of acquiring, expanding, refining and sustaining knowledge,proficiency skill, and qualifications for competent professional functioning that result inprofessionalism. It comprises both (a) the internal tasks of clarifying professionalobjective; crystallising professional identity; increasing self-awareness and confidence;and sharpening reasoning, thinking, reflecting and judgement and (b) thesocial/contextual dimension of enhancing interpersonal aspects of professionalfunctioning and broadening professional autonomy.” (p. 368.)As can be seen within this quote, Elman et al. (2005) proposed two key elements of professionaldevelopment and professionalism. The former highlighted the importance of clinicians interactingwithin any encounter; by its very nature this suggests a personal or self-element, given this is about
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how people communicate. The latter of these is difficult to define and open to differing opinions as toits meaning. However, they did provide examples such as critical thinking and conceptualisingproblems from multiple perspectives.  Elman et al.’s (2005) suggestions were useful in conceptualisingprofessional development; however, this understanding does not originate from research and is basedon the American CP system.
1.7 Models of Personal and Professional DevelopmentIt was interesting to note that given the difficulty of even disentangling the personal within definitionsof the professional, in much of the literature personal and professional development are written aboutseparately. Therefore, within this section these have been separated into models of 1) personaldevelopment 2) professional development and 3) personal-professional development (PPD) in CPtraining. However, this does not necessarily fit with what the models say, as the models of personaldevelopment often refer to their importance in relation to professional development. Thus, within thisreview there were some ongoing reflections on this categorisation.
1.7.1 Models of Personal developmentHughes (2009) proposed an integrated model of personal development which included 4 realms inwhich personal development can occur:
- Self known and unknown and self-identity (including aspects of difference and diversity)
- Self in relation to others: seen and unseen
- Self in community
- Self in role at workShe highlighted that these realms are relevant to the variety of roles taken by CPs (e.g. team working,consultancy and research) which require individuals to work in partnership with others. Hughes(2009) based her model on Mearns’ (1997) conceptualisation of personal development. Whilst there isno evidence given for the model, her focus on personal development may be useful in understandingthe personal aspect of PPD.  In Hughes’ (2009) model, the development of self-identity is seen asintegral to personal development. The concept of identity is also applied to the professional domainand will be explored in Section 1.9.Building on Hughes’ (2009) initial conceptualisation, Youngson and Hughes (2009) hypothesised thatpersonal development begins with clues, which when they arise (for example, via learning, reading orpersonal therapy) hint at an issue which may require internal exploration.  This internal reflectionmay involve a consideration of the meaning of the clue, and this in turn, may result in an increasedawareness or understanding. If this is not achieved, further reflection may be required and the processof increasing awareness may continue.  Whilst there were useful aspects to this model, there was no
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empirical evidence to support these processes. Further, the model lacks specificity, for example, thereis no explanation about how these clues are detected other than a felt sense.Having considered models of personal development, models of professional development wereconsidered.
1.7.2 Models of professional developmentNo detailed models of professional development within CP domains were found, apart from a briefmodel in The Clinical Psychologist (a magazine publication of the American Psychological Association).In this article Slavich (2006) proposed that for optimal advancement in the profession it is importantthat experiences in research, teaching and clinical work should be congruent with a target image ofhow the trainee wanted to be. No evidence is provided for this model other than the personalexperiences of the author. However, this seemed to reflect some of the arguments from Simon (2006).The congruence Slavich (2006) discussed could be between personal beliefs (or therapist worldview,as discussed by Simon) and professional experiences.More detailed models of professional development were found within the Psychotherapy professions.For example, Friedman and Kaslow (1986) proposed six stages of the supervision process which linkto the development of professional identity in Psychotherapists. This was a normative model whichthey say does not cover “problem students” (Friedman & Kaslow, 1986, p. 31); for example, studentswho they define have problems with authority. This was a curious position, and one that may be opento subjective interpretation regarding what constitutes a problem. Further, this did not seem torecognise variation within students and the individual experiences they may have, even if they are notidentified as “problematic”. Furthermore, these stages seemed to be linked to the authors’ experiencesrather than having a research basis.  Thus, given this is not a model developed within CP, it will not beexplored further. However, their presentation of a move from dependence to greater autonomy andindependence during training may be relevant and link with additional literature (e.g. Rønnestad &Skovholt, 2003). This literature may enable a better understanding of professional development andso this model was further explored.Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) proposed six phases of professional development amongstPsychotherapists and Counsellors based on a 15 year study of almost 5000 therapists. This includedthe beginning student phase, the advanced student phase and the novice professional phase. Althoughprofessional development amongst Counsellors would be expected to be different to that of CPs(owing to the greater variety of roles a Clinical Psychologist may take), this phase model is useful,given that training courses in CP differentiate between the beginning (year 1), middle (year 2) andfinal (year 3) phases of training and post qualification.  Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003) described themove from lay helper to the role of professional as taxing and intensely challenging. In the advanced
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student phase therapists are expected to function at a “basic professional level” (p. 14) and, therefore,practitioners may be overly cautious in their work. The novice professional phase encompassed thefirst years after graduation where therapists often express feelings of being on their own, with thisbeing a time for reflection on their training experiences (e.g. seeking to confirm the validity oftraining). This study did not refer to the identity of the therapist but it would seem that passingthrough these phases of development could be associated with changes in professional identity, forexample from a student identity to a professional one.Models that seek to combine personal and professional development in CP training were nowconsidered.
1.7.3 Models of Personal-Professional Development during Clinical Psychology

trainingSheikh, Milne and MacGregor (2007) proposed an integrated model of PPD for CP training. Theyidentified that reflection is central to PPD, drawing on Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning model butadd a focus on the learning context of CP training. They highlighted that the key functions of PPD areenhanced self-awareness, resilience building and heightened reflection ability (drawing on the work ofGillmer and Marckus, 2003). They then considered methods of PPD, which are embedded withinrelationship and support systems. This model appeared to include all valid components of PPD andwas well thought out, though it tended to focus on content of PPD (e.g. learning priorities) rather thanthe process.  They highlighted that processes of PPD require trainee engagement, which can depend onthe individual’s personality and attitudes. However there is little comment on personal experiences ofPPD during training.Personal therapy has been proposed as a potential method for promoting PPD for psychologicaltherapists (e.g. Lavendar, 2003 and Orlinsky, Norcross, Ronnestad and Wiseman, 2005). Macran andShapiro (1998) in their literature review found reported benefits of personal therapy for various typesof psychological therapists, including Psychotherapists, Counselling Psychologists and ClinicalPsychologists. These benefits included increased therapist empathy and warmth (non-specifictherapeutic factors) and improved maintenance of therapist wellbeing. They also highlighted thevalue attached to personal therapy by therapists. However, there was no clear evidence that personaltherapy increased therapist effectiveness.  They also noted significant methodological flaws in theresearch, for example, selection bias.Wigg (2009) in her more recent review of literature from 1998-2009, also concluded there is a lack ofempirical evidence that clients benefit from therapists’ personal therapy. However, there are nowmore studies suggesting this potential outcome (e.g. Macran, Stiles & Smith, 1999; Grimmer & Tribe,
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2001). Yet, Wigg highlighted that the literature does not provide a comprehensive model to explain thebenefits of personal therapy for therapists.Despite the evidence for the benefits of personal therapy for psychological therapists, it is not amandatory aspect of CP doctoral training in the UK. This differs from other UK based psychologicaltherapist trainings, such as that of Counselling Psychology. This is perhaps owing to some of thedilemmas around making personal therapy a mandatory aspect of training. For example Sherman(2000) examined the experiences of facilitators of mandatory personal therapy to CP trainees in theUSA. This study highlighted issues in terms of: readiness for change; motivation to engage withtherapy and the ethical dilemma of providing therapy without a presenting problem. Further to these,there may be concerns around training courses becoming personally involved in the lives of theirtrainees. Elman and Forrest (2004), in their interviews with training course directors, highlightedpotential issues in recommending personal therapy to trainees. There was a conflict for course leadersin balancing confidentiality and course accountability for assessment of trainees. However,interestingly course directors who were more actively involved in the process of trainees’ accessingtherapy had fewer concerns about this conflict.There is a dilemma for training courses between the potential benefits of personal therapy fortherapist development and the difficulties of mandating therapy. This is perhaps why this remains anarea of debate in the field of Clinical Psychology.Other aspects of training have been investigated in relation to PPD, including supervision (Milne,1989; Scaife, 2009), reflective practice/personal development groups (e.g. Knight, Sperlinger &Maltby, 2010; Wigg, 2009) and mentor relationships (e.g. Clark, Harden & Johnson, 2000). Thesetended to focus on methods for promoting PPD rather than how trainees make meaning or engage withthis development.
1.7.4 Reflections of the separation of personal and professional developmentAs can be seen within the PPD literature, there was often a division between a therapist’s personal andprofessional development. Although a link may be suggested, models still explicitly conceptualisedthem as separate processes.  Yet, as discussed here, authors often from other professional contexts(e.g. Aponte, 1994, Simon, 2006), have discussed the importance of the person of the therapist (i.e. thepersonal) and its relevance for professional roles. Thus, there is a dilemma in the conceptualisation ofpersonal and professional development as separate processes, and alongside this, models and ourunderstanding of PPD often overlap and interact.
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1.8 PPD during Clinical Psychology Training

1.8.1 Implementation of PPD during Clinical Psychology TrainingPPD in CP training has been viewed as an important component within the curriculum. Gillmer andMarckus (2003) identified that 35% of courses fulfilled the criteria for a good course regarding PPD, inthat PPD was clearly defined, with a systematic opportunity to develop professional self-awareness.This might have included a clearly demarcated program within the curriculum and with diverse andimaginative assessment processes. Further, competency was developed in understanding theinteractions between self, others and work. There was a view that PPD was a core competency withinwhich trainees could cultivate a reflective attitude in a personal assimilation of theory and practice.Whilst Gillmer and Marckus (2003) raised relevant issues in the setting of PPD in the trainingcurriculum it is uncertain whether the categorisation of courses into good and bad is helpful. AlthoughPPD is not currently classified as a core competency, trainees on these courses may be encouraged todevelop in ways which is not defined as PPD. Course philosophy may be important in the way PPD isviewed within the curriculum, however, this paper did not record this positioning, making it difficultto consider the influence of differing philosophical perspectives on the value placed on PPD.
1.8.2 Experiences of PPD during Clinical Psychology TrainingHaving considered the literature on what CP courses may offer in relation to PPD, it is helpful to turnto the perspective of the trainee, i.e. the recipients of PPD. Miller’s (2009) service-evaluation project ofthe Leeds CP doctoral programme explored the personal development of CP trainees during clinicalplacement supervision.  He utilised the critical incident technique (Flannagan, 1954, cited in Miller,2009) where trainees were asked in a questionnaire about a critical incident or experience which ledto personal development and how this was managed in supervision. This technique has some flaws inthat it assumes personal development is step-wise (prompted by a so called critical incident) when itis possible that some aspects of personal development occur gradually over time. However, using thistechnique Miller identified some key themes around personal development. The precipitating eventwas often experienced as involving uncomfortable thoughts and feelings. Having said this, this would beexpected given the methodology. In terms of the role of supervision, discussion and space to reflectwere highlighted as central themes. Personal development outcomes included facilitating new

understanding in relation to personal emotions, the self and others, and gaining in confidence. Theconclusions of this project were limited given the sample size, yet these outcomes could be seen asimportant in terms of both personal and professional development.In relation to experiences of specific PPD training methods, Keville et al. (2013) discussed howtrainees managed the experience of Problem Based Learning (PBL) in CP training. This method of
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experiential learning brings personal experience into the professional context and Keville et al. (2013)argued that this allows for reflection and, thus, improves clinical practice. They discussed theirobservations wherein trainees alternate between emotionally connecting and disconnecting as a wayof managing potentially difficult experiences. It seemed possible that trainees may manage theexperience of training as a whole, and navigating the personal-professional boundary across thetraining experience, in a similar way. This has important implications for reflective practice andpersonal development, which would require some connection with the training experience and clinicalwork as part of this.Several authors have raised the concept of identity in relation to PPD and proposed that trainees canexperience changes in their identities (e.g. Gillmer & Marckus, 2004, Elman et al., 2005, Youngson &Hughes, 2009). Therefore, this review will now focus on the personal and professional identities oftrainee CPs.
1.9 Identity and PPD

1.9.1 The language of ‘self’ in the social sciencesLeary and Tangney (2011a) identified several ways in which the social sciences commonly use theword self. In this research the self was understood as the experiencing subject, that is, thepsychological process that is responsible for self-awareness and self-knowledge.  In the literaturemany words are used to refer to the self (e.g. identity, self concept, sense of self, personhood) and herethese terms were considered interchangeable.
1.9.2 The development of identityThere have been many theories which account for the way a person’s identity develops. It is outsidethe realm of this review to consider all literature related to identity, however, substantial books areavailable of the topic (e.g. Leary and Tangney, 2011b). This Introduction attempted to cover somepertinent points in the literature regarding the development of identity.
1.9.3 Stage models of identityOutside of training to be a Clinical Psychologist there were several theories and accounts of how aperson’s identity or sense of self is formed and maintained.  Earlier identity theories tended to involvestages of development and suggest that identity is fixed and tangible. For example, Erikson's (1968)psychosocial development theory stated that throughout each person's lifetime, they experiencedifferent crises/conflicts. Each of the conflicts arises at a certain point in life and must be successfullyresolved for progression to the next stage. Marcia (1966) suggested that one’s sense of identity isdetermined largely by the choices and commitments made regarding certain personal and social traits.
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However, it is notable that these theories have been criticised for lacking clarity and explanation forthe progression through the stages (Miller, 2002).  These approaches have also received criticism fortheir sole focus on macro rather than micro level processes (Pasupathi & Hoyt, 2009). Indeed, there isa focus on identity as a construct, rather than a process that might be contextually driven, involvingfluidity within the stability of the construct itself.
1.9.4 Alternative understandings of identitySocial constructionism has provided an alternative perspective on identity to that of the earlier stagetheories. Gergen (2009) argued that individuals or bounded entities are social constructs which emergefrom relationships and the larger social context. Further, Bruner (1990) highlighted that the self is alsosituated within cultural and historical contexts. From these perspectives the formation of identity isunderstood through a person’s social interactions, the context in which they occur, and the currentand historical narratives available to them (Elliot, 2005).The social constructionist approach is consistent with a Narrative understanding of identity. Narrativetheories, for example Kirkman (2002), posited that there is no such thing as the fixed andunchangeable single self, suggesting identity may be better understood as a process rather than aconstruct. De Fina, Schiffrin and Bamberg (2006) highlighted four aspects of the social constructionistperspective of identity. They stated that identity is a process that:1. Takes place in concrete and specific interactional occasions2. Yields constellations of identities instead of individual monolithic constructs3. Does not simply emanate from the individual, but results from processes of negotiation thatare eminently social4. Entails discursive work (Zimmerman and Wieder, 1970)Narrative theories of identity development have focused on events that occur in a person’s life that areinterpreted and evaluated (Bruner, 2004). Kirkman (2002) suggested that it is the making sense ofthese experiences which reflects and constructs the individual’s identity. In this way identity is seen asthe stories that are told by the person about themselves.  Riessman (2002) suggested that constructinga narrative about one’s life allows for continuity over time and serves to represent past and futureselves. This begins in childhood as personally meaningful events are interpreted and told as stories tothe self and others. This then continues throughout the life course as a way of representing the self(Kirkman, 2002).  In line with social constructionist perspectives, Narrative theories have also seenthe self as culturally defined and dependent on the ideas of the particular society in which theindividual lives (Atkins, 2004).
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1.9.5 Group identityAnother aspect of identity research has related to processes of categorisation and membershipdefinition (e.g. Antaki and Widdicombe, 1998).  This links to Foucoult’s (1984) ideas that identity is aprocess embedded in social practices, which frame the ways individuals and groups presentthemselves to others.  This Introduction did not cover this aspect of identity. However, it is importantto recognise that identity can be seen both at an individual and group level. The group level hasrelevance for understanding membership of a profession such as CP.In recent times there has been a move towards an anti-essentialist vision of the self.  This rejects theidea that there are natural identity categories, for example, studies on gender identity highlight thatpeople can represent themselves in ways that are different to those that their personal characteristicswould suggest (Barrett, 1999).  This suggested that a more flexible understanding of what is requiredto be member of the CP professional could be more useful.
1.9.6 Identity and PPDGiven that the term identity has been used within the area of PPD, it seemed that the concept ofidentity has relevance for the personal and professional development of trainee CPs. Several modelsand definitions of PPD refer to changes in personal and professional identity (e.g. Gillmer & Marckus,2003, Elman et al., 2005, Youngson & Hughes, 2009).Cheshire (2000) explored the professional socialisation of CP trainees, using a longitudinal designinterviewing participants at consecutive stages of their career (Assistant Psychologist, year 1, 2 and 3Trainee CP and post qualification). Cheshire (2000) took the position of professional socialisationbeing akin to the development of professional identity. Cheshire conceptualised professionalsocialisation in line with Jacox’s (1973) definition:“process by which a person acquires the knowledge, skills and sense of occupational identitythat are characteristic of a member of that profession. It involves the internalisation of thevalues and norms of the group into the person's own behaviour and self-conception” (Jacox,1973, p. 6)She highlighted the work of Bucher & Stelling (1977) who discussed how the training programmeinfluences professional identity, commitment and career choices. There was a developmentaltrajectory highlighted within the process of training, thus, Cheshire (2000) made some importantfindings regarding professional socialisation, including that this process begins before training. Shealso drew conclusions regarding experiences of different stages of training (e.g. anxiety anduncertainty in year 1, a greater belief in oneself as a psychologist in year 2 and an increased confidenceand consolidation of learning in year 3). Transition to qualified status was characterised by a
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welcoming of autonomy but also stress.Considering this developmental process further, wherein a member develops a professional identity bybeing socialised into the profession, Cheshire (2000) then focused on factors which aid or interferewith this socialisation (e.g. role conflict, role ambiguity, supervisory relationships and theinterdeterminacy of professional knowledge). However, she offered some critique from trainees’reports, for example stating that “individuals become well-versed in the rhetoric of the profession, themajority retain some scepticism about aspects of this discourse” (p. xi). This suggested that there canbe a more open and fluid understanding of professional identity in CP. An acceptance of differingperspectives and epistemologies is more in line with a social constructionist conception of identity,which does not focus on a fixed identity or fixed membership and categorisation.Schoenhotz-Read (2009) conducted a narrative study of the professional development of midlifewomen training to be CPs in the USA. She considered the role of gender as a focus of her study andfound that the 12 women interviewed experienced changes in their personal and professional livesand identities.  The attention which is drawn to the link between an aspect of personal identity (e.g.gender) and professional identity, suggested that professional identity cannot be considered inisolation.Further to these studies, several personal accounts (e.g. Baker, 2002) discussing some of thechallenges faced by trainees in developing professional identity and negotiating the trainingexperience, have been published in Clinical Psychology Forum.The studies and articles above considered the relationship between training to be Clinical Psychologistand the identity of trainees. Whilst the main focus was on development of professional identity, littleconsideration is made of the importance of personal development, despite it often being referred to.Yet the literature reviewed earlier (Sections 1.5-1.7) has highlighted the importance of personaldevelopment on becoming reflective practitioners and, therefore, competent CPs in therapeuticcontexts.Thus, in relation to identity and personal and professional identities Nel (2006), a practicing ClinicalPsychologist, explored Family Therapy trainee perspectives on their training. Nel also found that theprocess of family therapy training provoked a re-evaluation of established personal, professional andrelational identities. He also discussed the fluidity of trainees’ identities during training, framingtraining as a developmental process. As Interpretative Phenomelogical Analysis was used the findingsare not considered generalisable to CP training. However, they are relevant to this study as there is afocus on developing identity during a taxing training process which involves personal and professionalaspects. The use of the concepts of stability and fluidity within this context was suggestive thattraining destabilised earlier identities, allowing for new identities to emerge. However, there is limited
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discussion of the possibility that previous identities may remain central within the process.Nel’s (2006) study highlighted that relational, personal and professional identities are relevant in thetraining of Family Therapists, yet there is no similar research with this pluralistic understanding ofidentity regarding CP training.  Valon (2012) explored personal and professional identity change oftrainee CPs within PBL.  This research goes some way to linking the personal and professional aspectsof CP training and identity but is focused on one method of PPD.
1.10 Conclusions and RationaleSeveral authors suggested that CP trainees experience a change in identity during training. This isoften briefly referred to in the PPD literature but not explored further. Some studies have exploredidentity in the context of training. However, these have tended to focus on professional identitydevelopment. Yet models of reflective practice tell us that personal development is vitally important inthe development of reflective practitioners and is, therefore, relevant when considering identityduring training.Much of the research on personal and professional development of CPs is focused on content ofdevelopment (e.g. models of PPD, implementation, arguments regarding what should be included) butless so on the process of PPD. This research will, therefore, focus on the process of PPD. In particular itwill aim to develop a deeper understanding of the process of changes in both personal andprofessional identity through PPD. This research will have implications for the process of PPD andhow this is approached on CP training programmes.
1.11 Research questionsThe main research question was:

 How do newly qualified Clinical Psychologists experience their personal and professionalidentities during doctoral training?This was supplemented with a subsidiary question of:
 How do they experience the boundary between their personal and professional development?

1.12 Literature search and review strategyThis Introduction aimed to review literature related to identity and personal and professionaldevelopment during training to be a Clinical Psychologist. As part of this, relevant literature onreflective practice was also reviewed. Relevant literature from sources other than those directlyrelated to CP (e.g. from Family Therapy, Counselling Psychology, Psychotherapy) were included whereappropriate or where there was limited research in the CP domain.
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Articles relevant to this review were identified through systematic searching of the following keypsychology, social science and medical databases: Web of Science™ databases (including  Web ofScience™ Core Collection, BIOSIS Citation Index, Current Contents Connect®, Data Citation Index,Derwent Innovations Index, MEDLINE®, SciELO Citation Index, Zoological Record® ), NHS Evidence forPsycINFO, PubMed and Google Scholar.Several search terms were combined to ensure relevant articles were identified. For example: personaldevelopment; professional development; personal-professional development; identity; self; ClinicalPsychology; psychologist; psychotherapist; training and trainee. The abstracts of studies werereviewed for direct relevance to this research. If found to be relevant, the remainder of paper wasreviewed for relevant findings and any limitations or strengths.
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2. Methodology
2.1 A qualitative approachThis study used a qualitative design as the aim was to provide an account of newly qualified CPsexperiences of their personal and professional identities during doctoral training. Qualitativemethodologies can facilitate in-depth study of personal experiences (Barker, Pistrang & Elliot, 2002)such as CP training; therefore, this was deemed an appropriate methodology.
2.2 Interpretative Phenomenological AnalysisThis research utilised Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, 1996, Smith, Flowersand Larkin, 2009), a qualitative research approach. It is committed to the “examination of how peoplemake sense of their major life experiences” (Smith et al. 2009, p. 1), such as CP training. In particularthere is a focus on engaging with individuals reflections of what happened to them.  IPA has beeninformed by concepts from three areas of philosophy of knowledge: phenomenology, hermeneuticsand ideography. Smith et al. (2009) provided a fuller exploration of these; however, they will be brieflydescribed here in relation to IPA.Phenomenology is a “philosophical approach to the study of experience” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 11).This has tended to focus on the experience of being human and how humans experience their world. Akey point in phenomenology is the “view of the person as embedded and immersed in world of objectsand relationships, language and culture, projects and concerns”. This highlighted the person’sexperience within their context of their lived world. This places the person in relationship to the worldaround them, rather than as in isolation. Drawing on the theory of phenomenology, IPA enablesresearchers to examine individuals’ experiences of their lived world. In particular there is a focus onexperiences which are of particular significance to the person, in the case of this research CP training.Hermeneutics is the “theory of interpretation” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 27). An important aspect of thistheory is the hermeneutic circle, which is that to “understand any given part, you look to the whole; tounderstand the whole, you look to the parts.”  This is part of the theoretical underpinning of theiterative process of IPA: where there is movement back and forth through a range of ways of thinkingabout the data. That is “our entry into the meaning of the text can be made at a number of levels, all ofwhich relate to each other, and many of which will offer different perspectives on the part-wholecoherence of the text” (Smith et al. 2009, pg 28). IPA involves a “double hermeneutic” (Smith andOsborn, 2003, p. 3). In the context of this study this refers to the process of the researcher making
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sense of the participant, who is making sense of their experiences of personal and professionalidentities during CP training. Therefore, the researcher can only access the participant’s experiencesthrough their reports of it and also “through their own experientially informed lens” (Smith et al. 2009,p. 36). The participants meaning making is considered to be first order and the researcher’s sensemaking is second order (Smith et al., 2009).Idiography is concerned with the particular as opposed to the nomothetic, which focuses on makingclaims at a group level and aiming to establish the general laws of human behaviour (Smith et al.,2009). IPA is an idiographic approach in that, firstly, there is a focus on detail and depth of analysis;and secondly, on experiences of a particular phenomena from the perspective of particular people in aparticular context.  Idiography does not eschew generalisations but locates them in the particular and,therefore, develops them more cautiously.  Thus, the findings and conclusions of this study weregeneralised cautiously. IPA is considered to have an “idiographic sensibility” (Smith et al. 2009, p. 37)in that there is a focus on particular instances of lived experience. In the case of this study this refers toparticipants personal experiences of CP training.
2.3 Consideration of alternative methodologiesGiven the potentially developmental process inherent in CP training, a Narrative analytical approach(Crossley, 2000) was considered as an alternative to IPA. Narrative methodologies are concerned withthe process and structure of storytelling, with careful analysis of the function of that narrative within aparticular context and how that evolves over time (Smith et al., 2009). However, Narrative analysis ismore interested in the content and structure of stories that individuals tell rather the meaning makingabout a subjective experience. An IPA approach seemed to fit more closely with the aims of this study,where the meaning making around the subjective experience of CP training was being explored.Furthermore, I was particularly drawn to the meaning making participants made, perhaps given mypersonal experience of making meaning from my own CP training.Grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was also considered as an alternative methodology. Theaim of Grounded Theory is to construct theoretical explanations for psychological phenomena.  As thiswas a novel research area and it was important to remain open to a range of experiences, it did notseem helpful to try to fit participants’ experiences into existing categories or theoretical literature(Dey, 1999). Furthermore, Smith et al. (2009) recommended that in IPA sufficient analysis should becompleted so that group-level themes emerge and analysis goes beyond simple description. Thisallows both an openness to a full range of experiences and the potential for developing a theoreticalunderstanding of the data.
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2.4 Researcher’s relationship to this research and epistemological stanceElliott, Fischer and Rennie (1999) highlighted the importance of acknowledging one’s position as aresearcher and being self-reflexive, in order to ensure validity of the findings of the study. Given that atthe time of completing this research I am a trainee Clinical Psychologist investigating experiences ofCP training, this is considered peer research. Therefore, my epistemological position and personalexperiences will have influenced the interpretations I made within the IPA. Measures were taken to beself-reflexive and bracket my experiences (see Section 2.10). However, as Smith et al. (2009, p. 25)highlight, bracketing can only be “partially achieved” owing to the fore-conception the researcherbrings to the interview process. Therefore, it is important that I state my position as a researcher.As a trainee Clinical Psychologist undergoing training I have experienced changes in myself on bothpersonal and professional levels, which is what drew me to researching PPD during training. Owing tomy experiences, I view my personal and professional identities as closely linked, which sparked myinterest in the relationship between these. Experiences during CP training have been personallymeaningful and impactful on my personal relationships. Conversely, my personal experiences haveinfluenced me professionally.In this research I took a social constructionist stance, that knowledge is both culturally and historicallyspecific; that meaning is constructed between people; and that language is the mechanism throughwhich we make sense of life (Burr, 2003; Lock and Strong, 2010). This philosophy is in line with myown personal epistemology.
2.5 Participants

2.5.1 RecruitmentPurposive sampling utilises closely defined groups for whom the research question will be significant(Robson, 1993; Smith & Osborn, 2008). In this study participants were those who had graduated fromCP doctoral training in 2011 or 2012. Owing to the focus of this study on reflective practice I recruitedfrom a programme which utilised experiential learning in the form of PBL. To ensure homogeneity ofexperiences, in line with IPA methodology (Smith et al., 2009) I only recruited from one university inEngland.In order to identify potential participants, I gained permission from the identified Programme tocontact previous trainee CPs. I provided the course with copies of documentation that participantswould receive to inform their written consent (Appendix 4).My e-mail to potential participants was then forwarded to thirty potential participants (Appendix 2).This e-mail briefly described the aims of the study and highlighted what taking part would involve. An
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in-depth information sheet (Appendix 3) was forwarded to the seven people who expressed interest intaking part.  Once a potential participant decided to take part, an interview was arranged in a locationof their choice. All of the seven people who expressed an interest in taking part went on to participatein this study.
2.5.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteriaOwing to the minimum requirements for gaining a place on CP training in the UK, all participants hadat least an undergraduate degree. Indicators of social difference (e.g. gender, race, religion, class,culture, ethnicity, sexuality and spirituality) were not used as criteria for inclusion or exclusion fromthis study.
2.5.3 The sampleIn order to fulfill recommendations for doctoral level IPA studies (Smith et al. 2009), sevenparticipants were recruited. To preserve confidentiality participants’ names were replaced withaliases and other participant characteristics were presented at the aggregate level.
2.5.4 Participant aliases

Table 1: Allocated pseudonyms

Participant Number Pseudonym

1 Tilly
2 James
3 Jane
4 Nicole
5 Ben
6 William
7 Lizzy

2.5.5 Participant characteristics3 men and 4 women were interviewed. Their ages ranged from late 20s to late 30s. They were of adiverse ethnic and national background. All qualified from a doctoral course in Clinical Psychologyapproximately one or two years before the interview.
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2.6 Ethical considerationsEthical approval for this study was granted by the University of Hertfordshire Ethics Committee(School of Psychology), registration protocol number: LMS/PG/UH/00084 (Appendix 1). This researchwas compliant with the BPS Code of Conduct, Ethical Principles and Guidelines (2009).
2.6.1 Informed consentParticipants were provided with an information sheet (Appendix 3) prior to and at the beginning ofthe interview. This detailed the aims of the study, advantages and risks of taking part, what wasrequired of them and how confidentiality would be preserved. Participants were invited to ask anyquestions they might have prior to and at the beginning of the interview. Their right to withdraw fromthe study at any time without penalty or having to give a reason was emphasised. If they wished toparticipate they were then asked to sign the written consent form (Appendix 4).
2.6.2 ConfidentialityInformation on confidentiality and its limits was given to participants verbally and in writing prior tothe interview (Appendix 3). Personal information (including participant’s ages, gender, occupation andcontact details) were kept securely and participants given unique anonymised pseudonyms.Identifying information was kept separately and securely from the audio recordings, transcripts andanalysis. All these items were stored securely according to the University of Hertfordshire’s Guide toGood Practice in Research (2013). In the confidentiality agreement it was highlighted that audiorecordings would be kept for up to five years after my research was submitted for examination (untilapproximately June 2019), after which time they would be destroyed.Participants were informed within their confidentiality and informed consent forms that transcriptionservices were going to be used to transcribe their interviews. A signed non-disclosure andconfidentiality agreement was obtained from the two services used prior to giving them the recordings(Appendix 6a and 6b). All names and identifiable information was removed from the transcripts priorto being shown to my supervisors for the purposes of triangulation. Participants were informed of thisand gave their consent to the anonymised transcripts being shared with the research supervisors.
2.6.3 Potential distressIt was possible that participants may have had an emotional response to what was discussed duringinterviews. Some research participants have described the process of reflecting on their experiencesas therapeutic (Birch & Miller, 2000; Colbourne & Sque, 2005; Murray, 2003; Nel, 2006). However itwas possible that participants may experience distress if reflecting on difficult experiences duringtraining. These responses were managed during the interview by the researcher, who was a trainee
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Clinical Psychologist and, therefore, had skills in managing emotional distress. Participants wereadvised that they could end the interview at any time and remove their data from the study during orafter the interview. The last two questions of the interview schedule gave participants an opportunityto reflect on the interview and they were offered the opportunity to debrief once the interview hadfinished. Suggested sources of support after the interview were shared and the contact information ofthe researcher’s primary supervisor, who was a Clinical Psychologist, provided.
2.7 Data collection

2.7.1 Development of the interview schedule and skillsThe initial semi-structured interview schedule was developed in collaboration with the researcher’ssupervisors and drawing on the literature review and specialist IPA guidance (Smith et al., 2009). Theliterature largely viewed personal and professional identity as separate but linked constructs.Therefore, questions related to either personal or professional identity or their relationship with eachother. The schedule focused on these constructs in relation to the research questions.A pilot interview was conducted with my supervisor in order to test the schedule and obtain feedbackregarding the interview process. McNair, Taft and Hegarty (2008) reported that inexperiencedqualitative researchers can use inflexible question sequences in their early interviews. Theyhighlighted the need for reflexivity in conducting semi-structured interviews. The piloting process wasvery useful in reflecting on my skills as an interviewer and my style of questioning.  The feedback frommy supervisor was taken forward into my subsequent interviews. No amendments were made to theschedule at the piloting stage. The pilot interview was not included in the research analysis.In the initial interviews it seemed that participants had different understandings of what personal andprofessional identity meant for them. Therefore, two additional questions regarding definitions ofthese constructs (Appendix 5) was added to the beginning of the schedule for the 5 remainingparticipants. The subsequent 10 questions remained unchanged.
2.7.2 InterviewsParticipants were offered the choice of where to be interviewed. Three were interviewed in theirhome, three at a university location and one at her place of work. The interviews lasted between 38and 82 minutes.During the interviews the interview schedule was used flexibly, in line with guidance from Smith andOsborn (2008). This encouraged participants to provide detailed descriptive accounts and enabledexploration of other areas of interest which arose.At the interview participants were asked whether they would like a copy of the write-up of this
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research. All seven participants expressed interest in this. Therefore, I will make contact once theresearch process is complete and send them a copy of the write-up if they still wish. I will also informall the participants of any subsequent publication and send them copies of this if they wish me to. It isalso my intention to send participants an email thanking them for their participation once the researchis complete.
2.8 Data analysisThe data was analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith and Osborn, 2003;2008; Smith et al.; 2009).  The analysis was informed by guidelines for ensuring quality in qualitativeresearch (Elliot et al., 2009 and Yardley, 2000, 2008).
2.8.1 Analysis with larger samplesSmith et al. (2009) suggested that larger datasets can inhibit processes which ensure successfulanalysis (e.g. time, reflection, dialogue). They asserted that this was “especially amongst lessexperienced qualitative researchers” (p. 52), as in this study. They highlighted that the analysis maynot be as detailed in larger samples and so recommend that “the emphasis may shift more to assessingwhat were the key emergent themes for the whole group” (Smith et al., 2009, p.106).The total duration of the seven interviews was 6 hours and 58 minutes, which was considered toconstitute a larger sample, as identified by Smith et al. (2009).  Therefore, an attempt was made tomake the analysis more manageable whilst ensuring an in-depth analysis of the data. Smith & Osborn(2008) suggested that researchers can use themes from one case to guide the subsequent analysis.This idiographic approach (see Section 2.2) focuses initially on a single case. The findings of othercases are then compared to this. The aim was to move towards “general categorisation or claims”(Smith & Osborne, 2003, p.66).  Drawing on these recommendations, I analysed two transcripts indepth, rather than one, then utilised the themes from these to guide the analysis of the 5 othertranscripts. Therefore, to ensure a successful and thorough analysis 2 hours of data from interviews 1(Tilly) and 2 (James) was analysed in a case-by-case approach. . The data from the remaining 5participants was guided by themes emerging from these two interviews whilst continuing to bemindful of convergences and divergences (Smith and Osborn, 2003).
2.8.2 Individual case analysisI listened to the interview audio-recordings and read the transcripts for the first two interviews (Tillyand James) several times. Whilst doing so initial notes and reactions were made alongside thetranscription (Appendix 7 and 8 for the first interview transcription and sample analysis). Anythingwhich seemed interesting or significant was recorded, including descriptions, metaphors, languageused and contradictions. Following this the transcripts and notes were analysed at a deeper level,
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looking for the underlying meaning of what the participant said. Emerging themes were recordedalongside the transcript which required a higher level of abstraction whilst remaining grounded in thetext (Smith and Osborn, 2008). In line with the phenomenological underpinning of IPA (Smith et al.,2009), where possible the words and phrases of participants were used as labels for the emergingthemes.Following this process, superordinate themes were created by merging and clustering emergingthemes, based on the underlying shared meaning on these themes. An example of the entire analyticprocess for one interview (Tilly) was included in Appendix 7 and 8.
2.8.3 Group level analysisThe themes found in the individual case analysis of Tilly and James was used to orient the analyses ofthe remaining participants.  This involved reading the remaining interview transcripts and identifyingboth convergences and divergences in terms of themes, as well as remaining open to new themes.Once completed, the themes were collapsed and a master list of themes for the group was created(Appendix 9). A useful method for enhancing validity of the findings was to consider the frequencywith which a theme was common across cases (Smith et al. 2009) so this was reported in Appendix 9.
2.9 Ensuring quality and validity of researchElliot et al. (1999) provided specific guidelines for ensuring standards of quality and validity inqualitative research: owning one’s perspective, situating the sample; grounding in examples; providingcredibility checks; coherence; accomplishing general versus specific research tasks; and resonatingwith readers. These were applied in this study to ensure quality and validity of the study’s findings.These were revisited in the discussion (Section 4.9).Smith and Osborn (2003) suggested that in order to establish credibility and transferability in IPAstudies, it is necessary to triangulate the analyses. This enables the generation of findings which aremeaningful to its readers. Yardley (2008) highlighted that within this, convergences in perspectivescan be an indication of the validity of the research findings.In this study triangulation occurred through convergences of themes across the sample and the use ofsupervision by the researcher. Supervision was used through the analytic process to discuss emergingthemes and coherence of the analysis. The two interviews that were analysed in depth were reviewedby the supervisors to look for convergences and divergences in interpretations. Both supervisorschecked the Results section to ensure coherence and that these were rooted in the original text.I kept a reflective journal through the process of planning the research, interviewing, analysing dataand writing up. I used this journal to consider my experiences of the research, including personal
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reflections and potential biases, as recommended by Smith et al. (2009). They suggested that areflective journal enables in-depth thinking, which enables a deeper understanding of the data.
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3. Results
This section presents the findings of an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) of newlyqualified CPs’ experiences of their personal and professional identities during CP doctoral training inthe UK.
3.1 Summary of themesThree superordinate themes emerged from the analysis of the seven interviews. Within these, eightsubordinate themes were also identified. Please see Table 2 for an overview of these themes.
Table 2: Superordinate and corresponding subordinate themes

Superordinate theme Subordinate themes

Enhanced awareness of self and others  Budding to blooming: Evolving awareness ofself
 Personal and professional selves: One doesn’t gowithout the other
 Losing naivety vs. gaining wisdom

Developing acceptance of self  I should be someone better vs. feeling okayabout who I am
 Being valued by others to  valuing myself
 Comparing myself to others

Taking risks and managing uncertainty  Comfort with not knowing vs. the safety ofcertainty
 Opening to connection

The double hermeneutic of IPA must be acknowledged as in this process the researcher has tried tomake sense of participants’ experiences, who are in turn making sense of their own experiences (seesection 2.2. Owing to this, these Results represent one possible construction of the experiences of theparticipants. However, measures were taken to ensure a thorough analysis of the data and ensurerigour (Section 2.8). Also, through presenting a methodological and rigorous account of the analyses itis hoped that the reader will be able to make their own credibility checks (Elliot et al., 1999).
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Yardley (2000, 2008) developed principles for assessing the quality of qualitative research and inparticular, outlined that sensitivity to context was of paramount importance. This will be demonstratedwithin this Results section by using numerous verbatim extracts from transcripts in order to supportthe findings of the analysis.  The use of multiple quotes from participants will also be used to ensureparticipants’ voices are placed at the centre of the analysis, and to allow the reader to check theinterpretations that have been made.1This following section focused on the themes in Table 2 and aimed to represent convergences anddivergences in these themes, both within and across participants. It will not be possible to include allaspects of the participants’ experiences; however, Appendix 9 provides an overview of the themesacross the seven participants. Furthermore, the reoccurrence of these themes across many of theparticipants’ account this provides evidence for their inclusion as themes (Smith et al., 2009).

1 It should be noted that the quotes in the following section have been edited to highlight key points, with effortsand checks having been made to retain the participants’ original meaning. Furthermore, in order to preserveconfidentiality, names have been changed and identifying information has not been included.
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3.2 Superordinate theme: Enhanced awareness of self and othersThis theme referred to a process of developing an increased awareness of both oneself and of otherpeople during the course of CP training. This involved developing a greater understanding of: whothey are as a person and why they are that way; what they stand for and believe in; what roles theytake in relationships and in groups; and similarities and differences between themselves and others.For example, James spoke about becoming more aware of “who you are as a person and how yourespond to certain people and certain situations”. These processes are further explored in thesubordinate theme Budding to blooming: Evolving awareness of self.The process of enhancing self-awareness seemed to occur simultaneously both personally andprofessionally, highlighting a link between personal and professional identities. This is seen in thesubordinate theme of Personal and Professional Selves: One doesn’t go without the other.As part of the process of increased awareness of the self and others, there was a conflict betweengaining wisdom and losing naivety (subordinate theme Losing naivety and gaining wisdom).Participants often spoke of valuing the knowledge and awareness they had gained. However, therewere dilemmas in holding this new found knowledge and awareness. For example, participants spokeabout the dilemma of sharing ones psychological knowledge within personal relationships (Jane) andof not being able to let things “brush over you” as might have been done before (Tilly).
3.2.1 Subordinate theme: Budding to blooming: Evolving awareness of selfThis subordinate theme referred to the process before, during and after training of becoming moreaware of oneself.  For some participants, it seemed that they were less sure of who they were beforetraining. Tilly described how this influenced her experiences during training:“Before starting training, and I don’t know if I really, knew who I was, I think my self was a bit,all over the place really, which maybe echoes how my training experience went, actually, howdid I view myself?”TillyNicole highlighted some aspects of this process of growing self-awareness, using the metaphor of agrowing plant, which captures both a growth during training but also an opening up of what wasalready there. This process appeared akin to an evolution where the stable core of the person is stillthere, yet there have been changes:“Because it’s fully formed but I suppose it was just green, kind of the buds and shoots of whatI’ve grown to become.  But it’s hard to look back now, it’s all fully flowered and grown, but itwas just the tiny beginnings.”
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NicoleNicole talks about being fully formed but is perhaps referring to there still being potential fordevelopment.  Lizzy also spoke about reflecting on herself and a growth in her, which again conjuredthe idea of building on the self that was already there. She identified that this is linked to experiencesduring training:“I’m a lot more analytic about myself, a lot more self-reflective than I was prior to training.  Intraining, you do a lot of work on yourself and I grew a lot in that time, a quite intense growth.  Ithink that comes just from the amount of work we have to do, from the pressure that we’reunder, and from hearing people’s stories all the time.”LizzyIt seemed that for participants this process of growing and evolving during training was aboutdeveloping awareness of oneself and this giving rise to further personal and professional changes. Itwas common for participants to describe feeling as if they were the same person, even though theybelieved they had changed in some way:“I think I’m the same person but I’m completely different in terms of, because of things thathappened on the course and having therapy and just time, I guess.”NicoleInterestingly, in this quote Nicole highlighted that training, as well as personal therapy and time,influenced the changes in her, suggesting that it is not possible to identify one singular cause. Nicolefurther highlighted that training did not change who she was, however it enabled her to “pushforward”:“So my professional identity is definitely always been slightly on the more radical side of beinga psychologist, […] a more rebellious side […]. I think it helped me, really helped me pushforward kind of who I thought I was.”NicoleHer phrase “push forward” perhaps suggested she was able to continually develop and gain furtherinsights into her professional identity. For James, reflective practice played a key role in this process ofbecoming more aware of one’s personal and professional selves during training:
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“I think it was part of a lot of mirrors going on. I think for training and particularly withincohort dynamics, you're constantly reflective of who you are as a person and how you respondto certain people and certain situations.  So you’ve got, there really isn’t any choice but tobecome more aware of who you are as a person.”JamesJames’ mention of “mirrors” during training brought to mind the idea of identity being constructed inrelation to others. Similarly, Jane also spoke about reflecting on the roles and positions she would takein relation to her cohort:“Ok how do I behave in my cohort? Why do I take this role? Do I challenge this role? Am Ichallenging my role? And all this kind of thing we don’t really do it I think, but it does, it doesinfluence us, and we took a role because of some reason.”JaneThe reflection that both James and Jane spoke about seemed to highlight the enhanced self-awarenessthat can come from reflecting on oneself in a group context.Furthermore, all participants spoke in some way about learning about themselves within theirrelationships with others. Both Ben and James spoke about how you could learn from both those youdid and did not get on with:“I then had a few (supervisors) I really got on well with and kind of learned a lot from but just,sometimes you learn, you learn from people who don’t particularly want to be like […].Because I don’t think you fully appreciate everything until you work for someone that doesn’tquite fit you.”Ben“Developing a fairly close friendship with somebody else in the cohort who is somebody whocuts to the chase quite quickly and can give quite honest, and sometimes experienced asabrasive, feedback. And that being somebody else who I've learnt a lot about myself from.”JamesThis is an interesting idea that relational experiences, which might be considered challenging in someway, can allow for learning and development. In particular, it seemed that interactions with othersprovide opportunities for self-awareness wherein an alternative view of the self is reflected backthrough the other. James also spoke about the pressure or “intensity” of training experience leading tothe “real person” coming out, specifically Problem Based Learning; a form of experiential learningutilised by his training course:
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“There was a lot of pressure within PBL.  And then people are more likely to show their truecolours within that context.  You can’t keep a false face up for that long; that means there willbe a point where that face breaks and the real person comes out.”JamesThere was an interesting idea here that an intense experience can lead to showing a different side ofoneself and others, with these more authentic interactions leading to increased awareness of the selfand others.Jane spoke about the value of this relational process, particularly with those whom where differencesexist.  Although not seen in this quote, it seemed that she too was expressing the self-awareness thatcan come from looking at differences between the self and others:“People have different cultures as well which is always super interesting, already think orassume you may understand each other but then, as you discover each other you see muchmore different you are, and how rich that is.”JaneJames went on to speak of how this self-awareness gained through others allows for more meaningfulrelationships with others:“It helps building the personal relationships because I get to know how you think abouttherapy and how you think as a person and being able to own the bits that you feel reallycompetent at and also things that you feel are the relative weakness and you can’t really relateto somebody’s who’s perfect 100% of the time."JamesThe idea that one cannot be “perfect” seemed to link to a letting go of a need for the self and others tobe faultless, which linked with the next superordinate theme of Developing self-acceptance (Section3.3). However, James seemed to gain both awareness and acceptance of his strengths and weaknesses.Lizzy spoke about the importance of self-awareness and reflection in order to be effective intherapeutic work:“I think to be an effective therapist, you have to do that because you have to learn about whatyou’re feeling when you’re with somebody else and is that to do with you or them.”LizzyFor Lizzy, there seemed to be an underlying idea that therapy is a relational pursuit and that in orderto be effective there needs to be a distinction between what the client and therapist brings to the
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room.  Nicole seemed to think about this on a different level, in that an awareness of the rationale andmotivations behind the way a clinician works is necessary:“And I think sometimes you can get into a bit of a habit of just doing stuff and not reallyknowing, well why am I doing this and do I agree with why I’m doing it.”NicoleFor many participants, it seemed the process of reflecting on oneself and developing self-awarenesscontinued post qualification. For example, Jane spoke about the process of “go(ing) back…to my core”:“Step back and, like with training, ‘cause it was very intensive and you kind of lose track ofyour life, […] but the end of training and the reflective bits that I was doing, helped me to goback slowly to my core person.”JaneThis almost suggested that training could be destabilising in some way, yet the reflective process aspart of training was seen as a way of getting back to her core self. This brings to mind the image ofsomething being disassembled and then reassembled in order to gain a deeper understanding. Tillytoo spoke of the importance of sitting back and reflecting on her personal to gain a deeperunderstanding of herself and she wants from life, with this process continuing post qualification:“I can really sit back and think about what I want from life and, what’s right what’s wrong and,where am I going, so, that’s probably taken two years, here’s the post-qualifying year as well.”TillyShe went on to speak about how this process had given her sense of empowerment and feeling morecomfortable to take her life in the direction she wishes to take:“Hang on a minute, who am I? What do I want from life? Regardless of anyone around me andthat’s been quite empowering I think just, feeling comfortable with being able to do that.”TillyWilliam also highlighted that his journey of self-reflection continued post-qualification, but was moreuncertain about where this would lead him:“How I would answer these questions again in another year? Because I think even in these sixmonths I’ve been on a big old journey, changing, changing professionally.”William
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This theme highlighted a process described by participants’ of becoming more aware of themselvesduring training and this continuing post-qualification. A key part of this process appeared to bereflecting on oneself, both internally and within one’s relationships with others.
3.2.2 Subordinate theme: Personal and professional selves: one doesn’t go without the

otherThis theme referred to participants’ descriptions of the relationship between and within their personaland professional identities. For some, there was an overlap between these aspects of themselveswhereas for others they saw their personal and professional identities as the same thing. The overallidea was one of not being able to separate out one’s personal and professional selves, summed up byTilly: “I guess they go- one doesn’t go without the other does it?”Tilly
James employed the metaphor of a rail track to describe how he understood his personal andprofessional identities:“I think this is where I got tied up mentally.  Is because it was, it can be really hard to see themas separate.  And so I think probably the image coming to mind is seeing them as two sides ofthe same railroad track so where one goes, the other one goes as well.  There might be slightdifferences between it and slight distance but broadly speaking they’re following the samestretch.”JamesIt seemed for James that his understanding of these aspects of himself were inseparable, yet heallowed for differences at times. In addition, there seemed to be an idea that movement ordevelopment in one area led to change in the other.  Tilly pondered how these two aspects of herselfinteracted, however, it seemed this was a reflexive rather than linear process:“I wonder if that had gone in, what order they’d gone in […] you change professionally whichhas an impact on your personally, or is it the other way around?”TillyBen spoke about his belief that the personal and professional could be kept separate and the strugglewhen he found it difficult to find a balance between the two:
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“I think I always had a view that my personal and professional life are very separate […]. Ithink it surprises me that I couldn’t kind of maintain the balance particularly in the last twoyears, […] that kind of affects, I guess, me.”BenBen suggested that the impact of his professional experiences on his personal life was not expectedand therefore surprising.  It seemed that despite Ben’s attempts to separate out the personal andprofessional, this was not possible for him. Yet he also spoke a need for balance between the two,evoking an idea of ying and yang with these lives being both connected and separate. This struggle ofseparating out the personal from the professional into individual constructs could account for whymany of the participants questioned the design of the research interview:“I find it really hard to see them as separate at times.  I’m thinking back to the start of theinterview, I probably think about it now was going with the legal response rather than the feltresponse.  So the felt response is that they’re inseparable.”JamesIn the following quotes, we see Nicole describing her experience of the questions about personal andprofessional identities, and clearly highlighting some difficulties with conceptualising personal andprofessional identities as separate constructs (shown in italics):“The questions don’t sit well with me, which is why I think I found it a bit difficult to talk aboutit because I’ve been trying to almost kind of understand a different language like, just like ifyou…it’s like you’re speaking French and I have to translate.  So it’s like you said the questionsand I had to try and translate it in my head into how I view the world.”NicoleAs the researcher, I also struggled with the mismatch between my questions and Nicole’sconstructions during the course of the interview, as seen in this exert from my reflective diary:“I doubted myself.  Did I ask my questions in the wrong way? It felt messy – trying to find a wayof meeting in the middle. Yet Nicole was saying things that other participants have also said –personal and professional identities are not separate. Was it more about language? The idea ofa restricted identity did not fit with her. This left me stuck, yet I agree with her! Different waysof describing a similar experience?”Natasha
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It seemed that Nicole was naming the distance between her and the interviewer, which it seemed hadinfluenced the content and process of the interview. Nicole went on to speak about the dilemmadrawing on her professional training in her personal life:“I just am a psychologist, because I was before the course and I still am now, and I just got thislovely title that makes me qualified […]. So, say, my partner has difficulties in a relationshipwith someone at work and he says to me, “What do you think?” so I’m not allowed to talk tohim […] I don’t know which bit of me is the psychologist and which bit of me is not.”NicoleFor Nicole, there seemed to be a dilemma for her and those around her as to how she should respondto requests for advice / support in her personal life. Given Nicole’s belief that the personal andprofessional are intertwined, it appears such situations are particularly difficult to navigate.Conversely, Jane spoke about the positive aspects of bringing her personal self into her work and howher personal and professional selves are so closely linked.  In particular, she speaks of them almostbeing in a symbiotic relationship, in that one cannot evolve without the other:“I like doing painting and art so I always bring, the things I do outside inside, […] it’s a bitmixed, but, I, I always saw, psychology and why I choose psychology for me is very linked towho I am, in my head so, it doesn’t, it makes sense that it’s the same […] as I evolve in personallife I evolve in my professional and vice versa.”JaneIn addition, she spoke of her professional life being a choice that fit with her sense of self and personallife, furthering this idea of there being no separation between the two.  William also spoke aboutshowing his personal self in the professional context and his dilemmas around this:“Trying to find a balance between trying to be who, I am, you know if there, if there is a core ofyou […] knowing that you can, I guess, be, be good at your job and be able to talk to people andbe able to communicate properly and, be boundaried […] and still be able to be you, and youdon’t have to be completely dull and lifeless.”WilliamIt seemed a central process for William was understanding how he could be professional and stillbring personal aspects of himself into his work. This is something that was important for him to beable to do, to be boundaried and congruous with his values as a person and also as a professional.Lizzy spoke about the value she places in bringing her personal self into her professional work,specifically in terms of her therapist “style”. Her use of the phrase “couldn’t pretend to be anything but
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me” suggests that partialling out her personal self from her professional work would not be possiblefor her. The positioning of her clients as valuing the authentic self rather than the professional selfenhanced this view:“Some of my clients, particular clients, who thanked me in different way […]. I felt it was methat they were thanking, not a clinical psychologist, my style of being a clinical psychologist.[…] I always knew that I had to be present in the room as the therapist.  I couldn’t pretend to beanything but me.”LizzyLizzy also spoke about still being herself even though she may appear different in different contexts.This may suggest something of the self is carried into all contexts, but is also viewed and constructedrelationally, resulting in different aspects of the self being accessible at different times. This links withthe later subordinate theme of Comparing myself to others (Section 3.3.3):“I think about it as a relational concept, personal identity, because my identity is differentwhen I’m with you, when I’m with family, when I’m with work colleagues, and differentenvironments, and even though I may be different in each place with each person, with eachgroup of people, those are all still me.”LizzyFor William and Jane, it seemed that training facilitated the process of bringing together differentaspects of themselves:“There was two worlds became much, much closer by the end, which I thought was really,really good because I guess in the third year you pick your placements […] that were much,much more aligned with where I wanted to be.”William“There was maybe a bit more splitting? So I had my job, I’m very serious, and then I had myfriends and we were having fun, but I never mixed […]. I think with the training, it helped me tobring those two together.”JaneIt seemed finding a way of aligning their personal and professional selves was something that heldvalue for them and may link with the later themes around self-acceptance and finding one’s voice.This theme described some of the experiences of participant’s personal and professional identities,and their understanding of these.  Participants construed their personal and the professional identities
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in multiple ways, but it seemed they were largely viewed as closely interlinked and were notunderstood as separate constructs.
3.2.3 Subordinate theme: Losing naivety and gaining wisdomThis theme referred to participants’ simultaneous experiences of developing knowledge andawareness whilst losing their “naivety” (Tilly).Participants often spoke about the more practical aspects about gaining knowledge as part of theirtraining, with an emphasis upon translating academic knowledge into clinical practice. For example,Jane spoke about carrying with her the voices of those who had influenced her way of thinking:“It’s more like about their thinking style, so if I have a case or I’m thinking about some kind ofresearch or reading an article, that, I, I will be reading it with my automatic identity, the self,and then I will step back and re-read it and then I will have their voices (of the training courseteam).”JaneFor Nicole, training enabled her to consider importance ethical issues related to her practice:“That fundamental right to question things like, you know, is psychology actually a good thing?[…] do I actually want to be a psychologist, enabled me to think about that and to continuethinking about that when I qualified.  Am I doing good?  Am I doing harm?  Why am I doingwhat I’m doing?  Is it okay?  Is it moral?”NicoleHer words, such as “good thing”, “harm” and “moral”, highlighted what an important decision makingprocess this was for Nicole. It seemed that asking these questions was part of process of moving fromnaively practicing and implementing psychological knowledge, to a place of constructive criticism andthe inherent wisdom therein.  This may be in line with a developmental process of moving fromdependency (where such issues are left to those in authority to consider with the individual perhaps ina naïve position), to a position of autonomy where she considers these important issues for herself.Interestingly, as demonstrated by these quotes, participants often spoke about developing an ability tothink differently, take a reflective stance or being able to think critically about issues, rather thanpossessing concrete knowledge.  Jane spoke about how her experiences have influenced her in theprofessional context, giving her more confidence in her opinions and skills:“I have this impulse and this intuition - maybe it’d be a good idea - maybe sit down beforegoing and shouting everywhere and, make a proper things and that, build arguments stronger,
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and I learned a lot with the training about how to build a good argument as well, based ontheories, based on practice, you know what I mean, much more stronger than before.”JaneJane’s seemed to be describing herself drawing on a knowledge base to inform her decision makingprocess, specifically how she will approach a situation. The concepts of impulse and intuition seemedto be more related to her personal stance before training, which has been influenced by the knowledgeshe has gained during training.  This again suggests a developmental aspect to knowledge acquisitionand application for trainees.It seemed that the combination of participants’ newly acquired knowledge and way of thinkingcritically/reflectively enabled them to adopt alternative perspectives in their personal andprofessional lives. For example:“Can be no way of, of being there being one way of seeing the world no way in which you cantake for granted one person’s opinion as being right or factual or, any sort of truth, and I, reallytook all of that on, quite a lot, in my personal life as well and, tried to, in a way kind of hold ontothings a lot more loosely, like and, and challenge all of my, own kind of underlying assumptionsabout the world.”WilliamIt seems that William developed the capacity to maintain multiple perspectives in his personal andprofessional lives, as well as the uncertainty such a stance brings.  This new found awareness couldcreate dilemmas of not being able to leave it behind, for example within personal relationships:“Let’s say you have a friend of yours who’s doing something that she doesn’t want to keepdoing, talking to some boy, whatever it is, that’s just an example, but you can see what thepersonal, what the kind of ulterior kind of gain is for her, and I guess it gets in the waysometimes of being just supportive.  I guess I don’t even know what supportive is anymorebecause it might be supportive to point it out.”LizzyThis linked to Nicole’s description of the dilemma of being able to respond spontaneously and in ahuman way in one’s personal life, given one’s professional experiences (see Section 3.2.2).  However,for Lizzy the struggle seems to reside in how to respond in the situation more than whether it is thepersonal or professional self doing the responding. Tilly described this dilemma as a loss of “naivety”:“You sort of lose that naivety of life, you can’t look at the situation in the naive way and just, letit brush over your head, and I, I think I tried to think that I can but actually you can’t and that,
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can impact on, how you view other people, the relationships that you have, perhaps expectingpeople, to, have the same way of thinking as you, have that ability to, be analytical in how youthink about things and, be emotionally intelligent.”TillyThis loss of naivety was perhaps difficult for Tilly as it made it difficult to disconnect from herexperiences, namely to “brush over” them and view them from an alternative and perhaps deeperperspective.  It addition, the expectation of others to be “emotionally intelligent” seems to have led to afurther loss of feeling disconnected from others.  Although not included in her quote, in her interviewshe spoke about her experience of the loss of naivety as being like a “burden”. She used the metaphorof a superpower to further express the challenges of this experience:“I don’t know it’s like a superpower you’ve been given, I’m not saying I have a superpower but,it is a bit like you’ve been given a superpower, that actually can be quite dangerous and you’renot quite sure where to go with it.”TillyThis quote may demonstrate how this new found awareness, or superpower, can create a feeling ofuncertainty and the use of the word dangerous, suggested that it perhaps even created a feeling ofanxiety. When these two quotes are considered together, it seems that Tilly may feel as if she is in adifferent position in relation to others and furthers this idea of an inverse relationship betweennaivety and disconnection from others.  However, participants also highlighted the potential value thislost naivety or gained wisdom could have; for example, Tilly described how she would not want toreverse this:“I mean it’s like asking a, hundred year old woman, what you, what you knew then, and youknow and I’ve had lots of conversations with people recently about, if you had the choice togoing back to being eighteen again would you? And, and it’s always, I would if I knew what Iknow now.”TillyHer use of the phrase “I would if I knew what I know now” highlighted the value she placed on theknowledge and perhaps the wisdom she had gained despite their costs. I wrote about this in myreflective diary:“I felt such hope from Tilly’s comment about the 100 year old woman – it seemed like even ifthings feel really unstable during training (like they do now for me!), it is worth it.”Natasha
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This theme related to the simultaneous processes of losing naivety and gaining wisdom.  Gainingwisdom often related to developing academic knowledge which could be put into clinical practice. Italso included being able to think critically and acknowledge multiple perspectives. However this self-development came with challenges in their personal lives, where a loss of naivety could perhaps createan experience of disconnection from others.
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3.3 Superordinate Theme: Developing acceptance of selfThis theme related to the process of developing an acceptance of oneself, both personally andprofessionally. This self-acceptance linked to the previous theme, as developing a better awareness ofoneself and an understanding of why you are that way, enabled the process of self-acceptance.The development of self-acceptance appears to have been a challenging process in the context oftraining, wherein trainees were expected to simultaneously learn and develop, thus creating a need tostrive towards becoming better. This led to potential conflicts between self-development and self-acceptance. This is explored in the subordinate theme I should be someone better vs. feeling ok about

who I am.As part of this process of developing acceptance of self, there appeared to be a transition from having aneed for others to recognise and reflect back one’s value towards valuing oneself (subordinate theme
Being valued by others to valuing myself). Participants also spoke about comparing themselves toothers, with the aim of becoming more like the other. Yet over time they were able to acceptthemselves for their differences and similarities to others. This is further explored in the subordinatetheme Comparing myself to others. These themes suggest that participants’ relationships with others(personally and professionally) played a key role in the development of their acceptance ofthemselves.
3.3.1 Subordinate Theme: I should be someone better vs. feeling okay about who I amThis subordinate theme related to a dilemma between the requirement for trainees to constantlydevelop and learn (e.g. developing clinical competencies, completing academic requirements), and theprocess of accepting oneself. There seemed to be a dynamic bi-directional process at play betweenthese two positions during training, with the majority of participants ultimately moving towards aposition of self-acceptance.For Tilly, the need to “be someone better” was often linked with feelings of anxiety:“I don’t know if I saw myself as a professional. I […] didn’t see myself as very confident. I guess[I was] very anxious about, who I was as a professional, always thinking that [….] I should besomeone better”TillyTilly’s use of the word “should” seemed to highlight the perceived pressure inherent within thisprocess, whilst the phrase “always thinking” suggested the recurrent nature of this process. Thisevoked a sense of intensity to the experience. The use of “should” brings to mind the idea of trainingbeing exposing in a variety of ways (e.g. of trainee’s inadequacies), which may have led to participants’
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developing a belief that they should be different in some way. A potential consequence of this beliefappeared to be a personal loss of confidence during training:“I’m not sure what it was but I know that I lost confidence kind of through the process oftraining in my personal life and I’m not sure I fully understand.”BenThe repetition of “I’m not sure” in Ben’s account evokes a sense of uncertainty about his sense of self inhis personal life, seemingly triggered by the process of clinical training. Furthermore, for some, beforetraining the idea of being a professional was one that did not fit with how they saw themselves:“As an assistant […] I think any attempts I did make towards being professional, almost felt likeplaying at the role; it didn’t feel like I was ever really in that role, and taking it particularlyseriously.”WilliamWilliam’s suggestion that he was “playing at the role” almost evokes a sense of disconnect between hispersonal and professional selves.  This phrase also evokes an idea that William believes he did nothave a professional self at that time, or that his professional identity was not ‘good enough’. Yet, it alsoseemed as though William did not want to become professional or develop his identity in this domain,and so the disconnection may have been a functional way to maintain his sense of a personal self.Participants detailed a number of ways in which they managed the potentially difficult emotionsarising from the dilemma between personal and professional development versus self-acceptance.Tilly described having sought reassurance from others (e.g. supervisors) about how to be and whatwas acceptable:“I was definitely like working within my competence; I would always be sort of seekingreassurance from my supervisor.”TillyFurthermore, Tilly appeared confident in the fact she is working within her limits, suggesting self-acceptance, yet she also wants external validation of this from others.It was common for participants to speak about how they should be, for example, in order to beprofessional.  These should be aspects were often gained through observation of others, but came to beinternal expectations of self:“Just small things like instead of wearing kind of, flowery shirts to work – […] I would go formuch more kind of plain, business-like […]. My, first supervisor was really square, […] very
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professional and that helped as well because, it, it sort of gave me a mark of where, you couldbe, but then at the same time a mark of where perhaps I didn’t want to be. He was sohumourless and so lifeless and, in supervision he wouldn’t, you know, get into the emotional;he would never let that barrier down.”WilliamIn this quote, William highlighted an aspect of the dilemma for him, wherein he felt in order to beprofessional, something of the personal self must be covered up.  This may have been linked with asense that his personal self was not allowed to be shown in the professional context. This sense wasenhanced by the perception of the supervisor’s stance of not letting an “emotional [….] barrier down”.Yet William spoke of not wanting to model his supervisor, and so there may have been an internaldesire to show more of the personal in the professional setting, or for there to be no separation at all.This idea of the personal self needing to be put aside in order to be professional, was expanded uponby Jane, who spoke about how striving to be better could lead to the de-prioritising of self-care withintraining:“’…cause I suffered from it, ‘cause I have always forget about it and that [taught] me a lot aboutself-care, so then in my personal life now […] I’m running everywhere sometimes […] and I’mlike ok, remember, and then you know, take it slowly and manage things differently andprioritise differently.”JaneWords such as “suffering” and “forget” highlighted a potential need experienced by Jane for self-care inthe professional context, but also evoked a perhaps functionary disconnect between the professionaland personal in order to manage such suffering. Alongside this was a strong awareness of theimportance of self-care in managing the suffering. This had implications for the personal andprofessional lives of participants as struggles or “suffering” in one area may affect the other. This wasfurther discussed in Section 3.2.2.For most participants, there seemed to be a developmental process towards acceptance andconfidence in oneself occurring over the course of training:“I’d like to say it was called kind of faker syndrome […] even like kind of six months they’re stillwaiting for someone to say actually your off the course […] but I did quickly move on throughthat […] I hope this doesn’t come across as cocky but I did feel relatively confident when itcame to a year and a half in.”Ben
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Ben’s use of “faker” and “false” evoked the idea of acting into a professional role put forward byWilliam earlier. The word “syndrome” also suggested it was almost a universal condition of disbelief inattaining a place on training, creating the idea of a shared trainee identity around not feeling goodenough.  This doubt may still exist for Ben due to his disclaimer about being “cocky”, but he was able toacknowledge his increase in confidence following the first half of training. This developmental processof gaining confidence and self-acceptance was often reflected across the course of the participants’research interviews. As the interview progressed, participants would speak about these initial feelingsof needing to be better and then moving more towards a theme of developing confidence andacceptance of themselves. This process seemed to be on going and continued after training:“The training experiences played a massive role in starting that process; […] post-training iswhen I found I could actually, work best. I wouldn’t say if you took a snapshot of me, if we say, Idon’t know, 5-6 years ago, and me now - fundamentally I think I am the same person, […]maybe it’s about me becoming more self-assured in who I am.”TillyTilly draws on the idea that she was “fundamentally […] the same person", evoking a sense of stabilityin her core self; and whilst not explicitly stated in this quote, it was suggestive that alongside this, ranan uncertain process with regards to training to be a Clinical Psychologist, which is further discussedin Section 3.4.1.For James, developing confidence and self-acceptance during training seemed to be reflective of acomfort in oneself, wherein recognition and acceptance of his strengths and weaknesses occurred:“The second half of training probably feeling more comfortable in my own skin as aprofessional […] being valued by the team and being valued by supervisors and that buildingup and up and up and sort of having a spiral […]. And I think ultimately recognising my valueand not being big headed about it […] but recognising that, you know, I’m a unique person.  Ihave my own individual strengths and weaknesses that I can bring to any team I go to.”JamesThere was an acknowledgment by James that he was a “unique” individual and with this he couldrecognise “my [his] value”. Such words seem fundamental to a sense, and acceptance, of self.  Thedevelopmental process of this for James seemed evident in the phrase “building up and up and up”.This process did not appear to be a lone journey; participants spoke about others playing a part in thedevelopment of self-confidence:
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“I think she sort of reinforced that you know, people are people and that’s what people need,and sort of instilling that confidence in me […], just seeing, sort of the positives in someone”TillyHere Tilly emphasised the value of highlighting a sense of being good enough, and the value of thisvalidation and acceptance of being good enough as coming from someone else. Conversely, Jane spokeof critically comparing her view of being a psychologist with how others practiced, which suggestsperhaps an insecurity about her professional identity and comparisons with others as being her way ofreinforcing her sense of self.  However, through these comparisons she began to gradually accept thatthere were different ways of being a psychologist, which suggests a new acceptance of herself for whoshe was in the professional context.  Alongside this, there appears to be an acceptance of the differenceand uniqueness she brought to the professional context:“Before I had high expectations sometimes of maybe other psychologists because of my view ofwhat psychologist is and now I understand a lot that psychologist is not one thing and being apsychologist is millions things […] ‘cause we’re all different […] and that’s ok.”JaneLizzy stressed the value she placed on her training and professional identity, with her seemingly beingproud of her professional identity:“I feel […] my professional identity […] is very protected, as in it’s something I worked reallyhard to achieve, and I’ve done it and I’m now qualified and no one can take it away from me[…]. The thing is, it’s strange because obviously I gained the title of ‘Doctor’.  That to me, blowsmy mind, because I struggled to use that title because it feels almost embarrassing, notembarrassing because I’m very proud of it, but it just feels strange.”LizzyLizzy’s description of working hard speaks to the developmental aspect to self-acceptance put forwardby other participants, as well speaking of the pride she takes in her professional role. However, shealso commented that title of “Doctor” felt “strange”.  It was difficult to ascertain from Lizzy’s commentswhy this title felt strange.  Perhaps it was because she had been continually working towards this goaland comparatively evaluating herself against those who had achieved this.  Therefore it was perhapsdifficult to recognise that she has reached her goal, and that she was now in the position of those towhich she aspired.  The switch from “almost embarrassing” to “not embarrassing because I’m veryproud of it” suggested a conflicting experience to the title; perhaps similar to the experience evoked byBen’s “faker syndrome” described earlier of an achievement not fitting with how they see themselves.
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Nicole spoke about the dilemma in this theme in a slightly different way. She seemed to feel restricted,almost pliable and under the will of external expectations (e.g. by needing to meet competencies andacademic expectations within training), which could sometimes mean she felt she had to act in waysthat she did not agree with:“I think it’s automatically restrictive because it’s NHS-funded […] so […] they have to do thingsa certain way […] I still think it’s trying to put people into a box.  I find it hard to know how youwould train psychologists and how […] to meet a certain standard without some sort of criteria[…]. Somebody is deciding what makes a good psychologist and who we should send out.”NicoleIt seemed this was a different experience for Nicole as, in other parts of the research interview, she feltshe was accepting and aware of herself before training. As the quote above suggested, trainingrequired her to be different and incongruent to her self-perceived personal and professional selves.Further to this, it appears that Nicole may have experienced training as invalidating of her sense ofself, yet her description gives the sense her self-acceptance was not shaken by the experience.Overall, it seemed participants felt more comfortable in themselves by the end of training. BothWilliam and Tilly spoke about feeling happier in themselves:“I think I became a lot happier during training than I had been before, hugely happier, and a lotmore kind of easy going […] yeah, and just feeling happier, happier in myself as well, and, doingsomething that I wanted to be doing.”William“Well there’s just something about me being, a happy psychologist.”TillyOverall this theme represented participants’ experiences during training of the dynamic processes atplay between needing to learn, develop and also finding self-acceptance.  For most, there seemed to bea process of moving towards an acceptance of oneself as training progressed, with this processcontinuing post-qualification.
3.2.2 Subordinate theme: Being valued by others to valuing myselfThis theme highlighted the move from a focus of seeking validation by others to valuing oneself.  Aspart of this, there seemed to be a move from an external to internal locus of self-worth and value.  Thislinks to the overarching superordinate theme of Developing Self-Acceptance as recognising one’s ownvalue could be considered an aspect of self-acceptance.
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Although at first glance there appears to be little difference between the current and previous theme,interpretation of the data suggested that there was a subtle but meaningful distinction between thesetwo aspects of the process of accepting oneself. The theme I should be someone better vs. feeling okay

about myself identified a process of self-acceptance. Whereas this theme speaks to a dynamic betweenacknowledging and appreciating your own value in personal and professionals contexts versus gainingvalue through what others say or think of you.Lizzy spoke about looking to be valued by and gain approval from her supervisors during training. Shealso spoke of being able to see the development in and value of her own views post-training, yet alsosuggested that her perspective on these views had changed.  This suggests that both her views, and herperspectives on said views, were part of a developmental process:“I wanted to please my supervisors.  I wanted to be good at what I was doing without thinkingtoo much in the way that I would be thinking now, about what are my views as well.  Now myviews are a lot more valuable and I could call them clinically relevant, my views now, whereasbefore I wouldn’t have thought of them in that way.”LizzyFurthermore, it seemed that Lizzy was referring to a move towards autonomy and away from needingthe guidance of others, as indicated by her “thinking […] what are my views”. It seemed experiences offeeling valued by others enabled Lizzy to value herself:“I felt probably for the first time in my life I had a group of people that actually listen to what Isaid.  It was very validating […]. I felt like that gave me strength in my personal life, to do otherthings, to be a certain way, and I value myself a little bit more.”LizzyLizzy’s use of the phrase “gave me strength” suggested she had acquired strength through hervalidation from and interactions with others in a professional context, but she saw this having animpact in her personal life.  It may be that this strength enabled the move towards autonomy, assuggested in the previous quote. Others also spoke about how validation from others enabled adeveloping value in oneself:“Feeling like what I had to say, was sort of respected and listened to, which felt so nice it felt sopositive […] then certainly as training went on […] I felt much more valued at work […]. I founda voice and found a way of being […] I was a valuable asset […] rather than just a burden.”William
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William spoke about finding his “voice” and “way of being” which suggested a move towardsautonomy, rather than the dependence suggested by his description of himself as a “burden”. William’suse of multiple positive words and phrases (e.g. respected, listened to, nice, positive, valuable asset)perhaps highlighted the positive experience of growing autonomy.  In addition, he spoke ofincreasingly being valued by others as training progressed.  This may have been representative ofWilliam’s potentially increasing competence, or perhaps William’s increasing self-value giving rise toincreased competence and being more open to and acknowledge the value placed upon him by others.It seemed that valuing oneself could enable individuals to “stand up for” themselves in theirprofessional lives:“I just won’t do it. I took a job where in my interview […] I said […] “I’m not going to do CBT.”And I got my job […].  So I kind of, the course gave me an ability to kind of stand up for myselfin some ways and a belief that you know what, it’s okay that I can do that.”NicoleThe use of the phrase “I just won’t do it” suggested a determination in Nicole’s approach rooted in herself-belief.  It seemed that owing to the value she felt in herself she was able to be assertive andcongruent to her values. It also seemed that her experiences during training had given her the “ability”,confidence or perhaps skills to take an autonomous and contrary position to others, without anyconcerns about not being valued by others. This was something I took note of in my reflective diary:“I admire Nicole for standing up for what she believes in. I wonder if I could do this? Whatgives her the strength to this? Perhaps conviction in her beliefs and in herself. But it alsoseems that it is something she has learnt to do – a skill. Can anyone learn this?”NatashaHowever, Ben highlighted that sometimes working in the NHS could present dilemmas between whatan individual clinician may value and what is expected by the service. He discussed seeing himself asan “emotional therapist” and the dilemmas this could present in the workplace:
“I think with clients, it works really well […] I think in an NHS environment, obviously which isa lot more focused on targets, on goal orientation, on evidence basis, I think it does and itdoesn’t fit. […] I think particularly for managerial roles […] having an emotional identity feelsvery different. […] I think the key part, of the emotional identity, is that when you connect withsomeone - be that professional or a client - I think it just works.  But I guess maybe as I get
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higher up or in different roles in terms of commissioners and things so I wonder how it wouldbe done.”BenInterestingly, Ben doubts that being “emotional” will be acceptable in management roles. This issimilar to William’s thoughts (see Section 3.3.1), which suggested a need to cover up one’s personalside in order to be seen as professional.  This dilemma between what one might value in oneself andthe expectations and values of others was present for four of the participants. For example, Williamspoke about how difficult it can be to find “space” for yourself:“You know IAPT becoming so completely prevalent and then, thinking I’m, oh well I’ll be safewith child work and then CYP-IAPT becoming so ridiculously prevalent and thinking Christthere’s no room for me there’s no space for me and becoming really, quite panicky almost,about the idea of finishing, finishing training, and hating that feeling so much that.”WilliamThis again linked with William’s earlier suggestion that one needed to cover up one’s personal self inorder to be seen as professional. Here it seemed that William had value in himself and what he stoodfor, however there was limited “space” for this to be valued in the NHS context.  There is also a sense ofhis views and identity being overwhelmed or overridden by the values of others and the systemsaround him, again speaking to William feeling his identity was not acceptable in the professionalcontext at times.For some trainees, bringing the personal self into professional contexts was less of a dilemma andmore of a valued interactive process.  Lizzy spoke of a link between feeling valued by others in herpersonal and professional lives in an earlier quote in this section.  Whereas James spoke about a linkbetween valuing himself in his personal and his professional lives, in that development in one domaindirectly impacted upon the other:“So seeing more value in myself as a person I think would directly impact on my value as aprofessional and vice versa.”JamesOverall this theme captured participants’ experiences of valuing and acknowledging aspects ofthemselves and their overall identity. This was often thought of as an interactive process betweenbeing valued by others and valuing themselves:
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“It’s often another virtuous cycle going on but the more you use your voice, the more you feelconfident in it.  But yeah, also the value attached to it; so being able to value my own voice andit having inherent value and it being able to be valued by others.”James
3.3.3 Subordinate theme: Comparing myself to othersParticipants often spoke about comparing themselves to others, particularly as a way of evaluatingoneself.  However, similarly to the previous themes there seemed to be a process of movementtowards taking a more self-accepting stance, of appreciating oneself and one’s value, with lessevaluative comparison to others.Several participants spoke about the impact of defining labels (e.g. trainee) in the process ofcomparison to others (e.g. to qualified CPs and other professionals). For some, the trainee label led toassumptions by themselves and others:“You’re labelled as a trainee clinical psychologist or a clinical psychologist and people makeassumptions based on that label.”JamesThis was shared by Tilly, who described worries about how others viewed her in the trainee roleversus qualified professionals:“What do the team members think of me as a trainee, do they think that I’m not the skilledperson, they actually want the, the qualified clinical psychologist.”TillyThere is an interesting idea here that trainee’s maybe lack skills and it is skills that others value in aClinical Psychologist. For some, the trainee label was experienced as restrictive and not allowing thewhole self to be seen, as demonstrated by the use of the phrase “everything […] seen within thatprism” by James:“I was labelled as an anxious trainee from that point onwards and if it felt like everything wasseen within that prism.  So if I was having difficulty it was because I was [an] anxious trainee.”JamesI had struggled with the labels given to trainees and wrote about this in my reflective diary afterinterviewing James:“I hate being called “the trainee”, I want to fight against it. I’m not just a trainee, I’m so manythings. The idea of a prism is very powerful, many experiences narrowed down into one beam?
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There are multiple aspects of me, is this what James is saying? See the whole of me, not just thewhite light.”NatashaSome spoke about how professional labels changed as their careers progressed, as well as theirposition in comparison to others.  These different labels and positions came with different internal andexternal expectations, which were sometimes difficult to adjust to:“It took me a long time, to think of myself as, a psychologist in the team, and, and found it reallymuch easier to slip into the role of the assistant, […] hide a little bit, and it, just gradually sort ofactually no, you’re not in that role anymore […] thinking about myself actually that I do have totake responsibility for things.”WilliamIt seems that it was easier, or perhaps, safer for William to occupy the previously held position of anassistant, rather than confront the responsibility and uncertainty represented by a new position andlabel within the team. For James, his position within the team resulted in him interacting in differentways with those in different positions around him:“So I felt good enough with peers but in terms of more powerful positions, I just didn’t feelgood enough to be interpersonal with them.  And if there was any incompetence there, I thinkthey would see through it […] it was a safer place to be.”JamesFurthermore, James appeared to feel safer as well as more sure and accepting of himself when withpeers, with his sense of self being threatened by interacting with those in power.  This speaks to theevaluative process of training, in which Trainees are regularly evaluated by those in higher positionsthan them.It seemed that there was also an idea that it would be a risk to show his personal self to those inauthority, as shown by the use of the phrase “a safer place to be”.  This seemed to link with William’scomments in the previous two subordinate themes, where he spoke about the need to hide one’spersonal side in order to be thought of as professional and there being little space for the personal selfin the NHS context.Lizzy also spoke about an awareness of hierarchy and how this could make her feel in a subordinateposition. The joke of a Psychiatrist highlighted how attention can be drawn to hierarchies and this canincrease evaluative comparisons between professionals:
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“I saw myself as very subordinate to others.  As an assistant psychologist […] I remember oncegoing to an MDT and having a psychiatrist referred to us assistants as being cheap as chips.  Hewas joking, but he was also being frank.”LizzyIt seemed that Lizzy initially located the feelings of being subordinate internally (seen in the phrase “Isaw myself”) but then almost immediately referred to others making her feeling this way andtherefore locating the feeling externally.  For Tilly, the process of comparison was used to further herself-development.  She spoke of comparing herself to clinical supervisors and attempting to emulatethem, yet she noted this could lead to feelings of being “lost” in terms of her sense of self:“I would always try and, see what my supervisor was like and emulate that […] which, in onehand is trying out different styles, but, I think you can get lost as a person in all of that and notreally know who you are.”TillyConversely Ben spoke about comparing himself to those in his cohort to work out how one should bein terms of their personal lives:“I put a lot of pressure on myself to kind of match where other people were personally. Iremember thinking of my relationship, you know, seeing other people kind of getting marriedor having kids and I wonder if that is where I should be.”BenFor Tilly, there seemed to be a move over the course of training and beyond from constantlycomparing oneself to others, to self-acceptance and appreciation:“Feeling more confident, and self-assured in myself as just a person, to, be that personprofessionally, and definitely, recently thinking about me, personally and just that sort of, realsort of reflective, kind of, who am I? Rather than always seeing the self in this context of otherpeople.”TillyIn addition, Tilly hints at her identity being more unitary and internally located rather than beingdependent upon and seen through the context of the other.This theme captured participants’ reports of comparing themselves to others as a way of evaluating,further developing and accepting themselves. In particular, Trainees spoke of the internal and externalexpectations resulting from their professional labels and position in relation to others in teams.
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3.4 Superordinate theme: Taking risks and managing uncertaintyThis theme referred to the process of becoming more comfortable with uncertainty during CP training(subordinate theme Comfort with not knowing vs. the safety of certainty). It seemed participantsinitially sought out certainty, for example in understanding who they are and how they are supposedto be. The move away from this could feel destabilising, for example Jane spoke about feeling she had“lost” herself. However, participants ultimately valued taking a more uncertain and flexible positionboth in their clinical work and their view of themselves.By being able to feel more comfortable with uncertainty, participants were more able to take risks, forexample being vulnerable and open, within their personal and professional relationships. It seemedthese risks enabled a deeper connection with others, which was very much valued by participants.This is explored in subordinate theme Opening to connection.
3.4.1 Subordinate theme: Comfort with not knowing vs. the safety of certaintyThis theme referred to participants’ experiences of becoming more comfortable with uncertaintyduring clinical training, whilst recognising the safety that certainty can provide. Tilly spoke about herexpectation that training would provide certainty:“Then you get on the course, and you think wow everything, that’s done now, then actually youstart and then suddenly, things change I think, and it becomes incredibly scary again.”TillyIt seems that Tilly believed that gaining a place on training was the goal or the end of her journey, withthe attainment of this goal providing the sense of certainty.  Similarly James spoke of the uncertaintycommencing training brought, in which he described how a friend’s comment that he had alreadychanged during the first week of clinical training created anxiety for him:“My god what’s going to happen?” […] Am I going to turn into this zombified clinicalpsychologist but being able to in the back of my head sort of preparing me for knowing thatchange was going to happen.  But also the uncertainty that brought in terms of how I viewedmyself, but it’s the opposite that happened into becoming more uncertain view of a person.”JamesHis comment that he may turn in a “zombified clinical psychologist” suggested a fear that he might losehimself in some way during the process of training. Despite the uncertainty this creates, he spokeabout being prepared to accept the change in his identity as well as a less fixed, more flexible view ofhimself. Jane also spoke about training as a potentially destabilising experience:
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“At the beginning I was a certain person that I thought I was, then you kind of explored it, andeverything was, smashed, you kind of lose yourself, […] and then it came back together, […] Ikind of got back to the person I was but in a stronger way.”JaneJane seemed to refer to an exploration and developing awareness of her identity as part of training (asexplored in Section 3.2.1), with her use of the phrase “lose yourself” suggesting that this process madeher feel less certain in who she was. It seems that occupying this uncertain position in relation toherself was destabilising and distressing during training, exemplified by the use of the word“smashed”.  Yet she then spoke about getting “back to the person […] in a stronger way”, which issuggestive of being more sure or certain within herself. This may link to the theme of self-awareness(Section 3.2.1).William also spoke about him experiencing aspects of clinical training as destabilising, but in relationto the academic teaching:“I don’t know vulnerable is probably the wrong word but, certainly in the first year theteaching felt so philosophical, so deconstructionist about everything, never teaching youanything to say ‘ok well this is something you can take away, this is an actual fact that you cankeep’, so it meant that everything could be challenged, everything could be debated about andeverything could be argued about.”WilliamWilliam’s repeated use of and stress on the word so perhaps suggested a feeling that this new positionwas very different to his previous way of seeing things. As with Tilly and James at the start of thissection, it may be that William experienced the start of training as uncertain. The idea of a fact that“you can keep” suggested that he was perhaps looking for something stable during this time ofuncertainty, when “everything could be debated”.Rather than seeking certainty through facts, James seemed to seek containment from his supervisor. Inthis instance he spoke about the uncertainty owing to difficulties in the team, which increased hisseeking out of this containment:
“And in terms of me and my supervisor, we never really got a good working relationship.  Wejust didn’t click.  And something, that because of all that uncertainty going on, I think there wasa need, that I probably wasn’t articulating or acknowledging, which was for some containmentfrom the supervisor.  And because she was relatively new, often if there was something tricky
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it would be, I need to take it to my own supervision or I need to ask my supervisor, which Ididn’t find containing at all.”JamesIt seemed that perhaps containment came from both the supervisor’s confidence but also a “goodworking relationship” between trainee and supervisor.  In addition, it seemed that James experiencedthe supervisor’s attempt to create certainty by seeking advice from her own supervision as creatingfurther uncertainty.  In another of James’ supervisory relationships, this containment seemed to beprovided, even in the context of difficulties in the team. In particular, it seemed the provision of a spaceto express and acknowledge one’s emotions perhaps enabled a feeling of containment:“So she would start the session by saying, “How are you?”  And if you said okay, “No really, howare you?”  And having a 5-10 minute chat about how you were at that point. […] I think […] thatwas needed to really push home the point, you know, how you are at this point is going toinfluence what you talk about supervision and how you make sense of what’s going on.  Andthere was still a lot going on in that team.”JamesTilly spoke about how it felt to sit with uncertainty, in which she took a position in her clinical work of“not having to know everything”:“I think my training experience sort of really allowed me to […] be confident with that idea of,not having to know everything […] I’m a lot better in not having to know everything, and,which I think is a good place to be.”TillyThis seemed to suggest a comfort and confidence for Tilly in adopting an uncertain position, yet shealso spoke about how this position could feel risky in some way (which is further explored in Section3.4.2): “Build their confidence up to be able to take those risks, and it’s ok if it doesn’t work out, ‘causelife doesn’t always work out.”TillyHer suggestion is that perhaps being confident to take the risks of taking an uncertain position is auseful skill. Yet Ben spoke about how within clinical work one is exposed to the “struggles in life” andthis has led him to be more uncertain and “cautious” in his personal life:
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“Just realising how little you know and how difficult it is to kind of support people and just allthe struggles in life, I think made me a lot more cautious in my personal life.”BenThis cautiousness was perhaps a way of protecting himself or others from the “struggles” he has seenin his clinical work.  This is perhaps owing to awareness of the uncertainty in life, similar to Tilly’scomment that “life doesn’t always work out”. This may also link to the earlier theme that highlightedthe reflexive relationship between participant’s personal and professional lives (Section 3.2.2).In contrast to taking a cautious approach to manage uncertainty, Tilly initially attempted to gaincertainty through bedding her understanding of her experiences in research and academic learning:“Actually trying to find, all the answers immediately sort of, take you nowhere and sort of stopsthat creativity […] someone at the ***** course must have brought him up (referring toMason’s (1993) concept of safe uncertainty) and I think that was something that I found really,quite freeing.”TillyShe seemed to suggest that it is in not searching for answers and tolerating uncertainty that one is ableto be creative. In addition, it appears that Tilly obtained a sense of safety through accepting and sittingwith uncertainty. I had also reflected on the concept of safe uncertainty during my training and,therefore, felt a connection with Tilly when she spoke of this. I wrote about this in my reflective diary:“I couldn’t believe it when Tilly talked about safe uncertainty and Barry Mason. The idea that Idon’t have to know everything has felt so new to me too, so different to how I saw thingsbefore.  Though it doesn’t feel that safe to me yet, I wonder if I will get to that place one day?Seems to be a process of going back and forth between accepting uncertainty and looking forsome certainty again. Maybe Tilly is at a different place in relation to this idea.”NatashaSimilarly to Tilly’s sitting with uncertainty, Ben spoke about a move in his clinical work from astructured approach to a more emotional one. It seemed the structured approach was comfortable forBen, but that occupying multiple positions was of more value:
“I think before the course, I was a lot more structured and organised about my thinking. […] Ithink all Psychologists kind of have that ability to sit emotionally with clients. […] But […] Ithought I could structure my thinking quite quickly and I think that led me to do a lot kind of
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CBT stuff.  It was only when I did a systemic-type work role before the course that I actuallystarted thinking we needed something more than just being quite structured.”BenBen also spoke about taking a more uncertain position as a supervisor:“Where I supervise other people, I kind of go in with nothing.  I go in with a very much morereflective approach which I think has a positive influence.  I guess the negative influence is, Ithink whilst before I would probably give people what I think they need, I think now Ihopefully would reflect it more back on them which isn’t always what people kind of want.”BenHe highlighted a dilemma between his supervisees desire for certainty but the need for a reflectiveapproach.  This is an interesting reflection post qualification from Ben when considered in the contextof the rest of this theme, as it suggests there may be a developmental process from yearning certaintyto sitting with and valuing uncertainty. William shared Ben’s belief and confidence in adopting anuncertain position and how this allowed him to not “hold onto ideas with the same kind of force” andbe more “free”:“I think by being more confident I had to hold onto things less tightly, because I didn’t need tohold onto ideas, with the same kind of force. I could be more confident in myself letting thingskind of come and go and, being a bit more free I think.”WilliamIt seemed that for most of the participants, part of training involved a developmental process ofresponding to and tolerating uncertainty, including in their clinical work and within themselvespersonally.
3.4.2 Subordinate theme: Opening to connectionThis theme referred to some participant’s reports of opening themselves to connection with others,during the course of training and post-qualification.Tilly spoke about initially separating herself and disconnecting from those around her during training:“I viewed myself a bit of a, as a bit of a lone ranger, as a bit of somebody who, didn’t really wantor need lots of other people around me, was just looking out for myself. When looking back atthat was quite sad to think about how I was.”Tilly
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Her reflection that this was “quite sad” suggested that she now views things differently, however shealso commented:“It was easier to push them away emotionally, to protect myself I guess.”TillyYet Tilly also spoke about a process of learning to trust people again, perhaps where she would takethe risk of connecting:“I think I was sort of being on a journey of allowing myself to trust people again.”TillyJames spoke about his belief in the need in his professional life to connect with others. He referred tohis earlier comments on relating to those at his level of the hierarchy (see Section 3.3.3). It seemed hecame to acknowledge the need to connect on a personal level with those in “positions of power”(James):“And across the placements just realising, you know, you are working as part of a team.  Youcan’t be isolated.  You can’t keep yourself to yourself or keep yourself to the peer level becausethat’s not going to work particularly.”JamesSimilarly to Tilly, James identified that a mechanism that can be protective (in his case focusing on theneeds of others and blocking out his own needs), could also leave you feeling “isolated”:“But what I learnt throughout it was actually, it is protective but it also blocks contact withother people and can make you quite isolated.”JamesIt seemed that for both Tilly and James fully connecting with others contained an element of risk.However there seemed to be value in taking this risk as through making connections with others onecould feel less isolated.Nicole spoke about her personal therapy during training. She linked becoming connected with heremotions and the ability to connect with people in her life. This perhaps suggested a need forreflection on oneself in order to connect with others:“So before the course, I was a lot more closed as a person.  What was I like before I hadtherapy?  I wasn’t connected to my emotions […], I was disconnected from people in my life.”Nicole
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She also spoke about how significant relationships could enable “depth” or connection in otherrelationships, which was perhaps the result of her feeling “encouraged” or validated:“I made, you know, some amazingly close relationships that enabled me to develop better,deeper relationships with people. […] I had some, you know, some really lovely people that justreally encouraged how I thought.”NicoleIn addition, it felt as if Nicole was able to increasingly grow and accept herself through her connectionswith others.  Similarly, William described the benefits of conversations with his cohort, which enabledhim and others to be vulnerable:“Quite emotional, conversations, and right from the beginning, which I thought was soimportant because of the work that we do. Everything was on the kind of quite emotional plainand we were able then to know where each other was, emotionally, what people could kind oftake where people’s buttons were, and, almost kind of be equally vulnerable with each other.”WilliamIt seemed that something of these conversations enabled a connection with others, which perhapsprovided a safety later in training, to be “vulnerable with each other”. This again highlighted the valuethat can be gained from taking risks within relationships and this enabling a deeper connection. Hisreference to “people’s buttons” suggested an awareness of each other’s experiences which allowedthem to support one another.Tilly spoke about an active process of seeking out a supervisor whom she felt she could connect withand trust. However, her comment that he may say she did not do this completely, suggested anawareness within her that although this was a change for her, she did not fully “let him in”, perhapsbecause of the risk inherent in doing so:“There was something about my supervisor I guess that, I chose him for the fact that I knew I
could trust him, so I guess I did let him in, as much as, he probably would say I didn’t let him incompletely.”TillyThe letting in she refers to is perhaps suggestive of the dilemma of showing her full personal selfwithin a professional context, which links to William and Ben’s comments in Section 3.3.2.Jane spoke about how her response to arguments in personal and professional contexts.  Her commentthat she needed to be “careful” in the professional context, as there is a risk associated with beingoneself or perhaps showing one’s personal self in the professional context:
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“At home I never had that much problem with managing arguments, I find it easier than atwork, at home I think I’m, I was fully being myself so, that doesn’t matter, and you feelaccepted, whereas at work you have this pressure of always proving who you are or you know,be a bit more careful, I would say, and you don’t feel as accepted.”JaneIt seemed for Jane that fully being herself in the professional context would run the risk of her beingrejected by her colleagues.  Yet Jane also spoke about the opportunities created by having argumentswith other members of her cohort during training:“We had like a lot of arguments, and the arguments really like, I know it’s horrible but it reallyhelped, to build up and bring friendships.”JaneJane’s link between these arguments and “building friendships” suggested that being open about howone is feeling may lead to a deeper connection.  This may be considered a risk given her previouscomment about being “careful”.  In addition, it may be that the peer relationships in her cohort were asafer place to try out fully being herself, due to potential power dynamics inherent in clinicalplacements.This theme explored participants’ experiences of connecting personally with others during CP training.For some, it seemed connecting with others presented a risk in being vulnerable within theserelationships. This theme perhaps linked to the previous one regarding managing uncertainty as intaking these risks and showing the personal self in the professional context, there was an element ofthe unknown regarding what might happen next.  However, participants also spoke of the benefits oftaking these risks in gaining deeper connections with others.
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4. Discussion
This discussion reflects on the results of this research study within a framework of psychologicaltheory. It draws on clinically based literature where relevant, although it is acknowledged that theseare derived from clinical issues and samples. This literature often related to how people manage theirexperiences and as this study explored how CPs managed doctoral training this was appropriate.  Thisdiscussion reflects on the research questions and how the findings of this study relate to these. Themain research question was:

 How do newly qualified Clinical Psychologists experience their personal and professionalidentities during doctoral training?
This was supplemented with a subsidiary question of:

 How do they experience the boundary between their personal and professional development?
The Discussion then provides a critique of the methodology of this study; highlights implications ofthis research including clinical implications; and finally suggests potential directions for futureresearch.
4.1 Summary of resultsThe results of this study were viewed within the context of CP doctoral training, which aims to trainindividuals to engage within that professional role.  This training includes academic teaching, clinicalplacements and the undertaking of research. Trainees are then assessed in line with certaincompetencies (BPS, 2014) as part of this process.The results suggested a process of increasing awareness of oneself acquired during the course oftraining and beyond. This awareness was of both personal and professional selves and, perhaps,involved developing a more flexible view of oneself. Self-reflection seemed to be central within thisdeveloping awareness process. Participants stressed the links and overlap between their personal andprofessional identities, however, there were differences in how these constructs were seen to relate.They also described dilemmas of when it would be acceptable to show their personal selves in theprofessional context.The awareness participants spoke of, also included a process of developing knowledge and skills. Thisarea of development had implications for participants both professionally and personally. Forexample, within the professional context they were able to put academic knowledge into clinical
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practice. Yet, personally, this knowledge could have different implications, such as feelings ofdisconnection from people who had not been through a similar experience.Another theme, which ran through participants’ accounts, was that of managing the uncertain processof training, tolerating that uncertainty and seeing the creativity that could come from taking anuncertain position.  As part of responding to uncertainty, participants spoke about taking risks withintheir personal and professional relationships. These risks could have uncertain outcomes, yet theserisks were seen as valuable as they enabled deeper connection with others.A process of developing self-acceptance during and post training was seen, both personally andprofessionally, within participants’ accounts. As part of this process there was a move from looking toothers to externally recognise one’s value to internally valuing oneself.  Yet within this, recognisingone’s own value could be enabled by being valued and validated by others. Alongside this came aprocess of developing autonomy whilst maintaining relatedness to others. However, developing self-acceptance and a sense of autonomy presented a challenge in the context of training, where traineeswere expected to learn and develop. This led to participants striving to become better. As part of this,participants compared themselves to others, with the aim of becoming more like the other. Anoutcome of these processes seemed to be a conflict between self-development and self-acceptance.
4.2 Responding to the research questionsIn response to the research questions, within these results there was a strong message of aninextricable link between one’s personal and professional identities and their personal andprofessional development. It seemed that participants started from a position of being themselves, andduring training negotiated the dilemmas of learning a professional role.  In order to do this they wouldoften look to others for how to negotiate this process. Yet this process could create challenges, asbringing one’s personal self into the professional arena was not always seen as acceptable, unlesswithin the context of professional development. If participants were able to show personal aspects ofthemselves this could make them feel vulnerable and, therefore, these processes held an element ofuncertainty. However, where participants were able to show their personal selves and othersvalidated this, this allowed for developing self-acceptance.In light of this understanding, this discussion now goes on to conceptualise the results, withinpsychological theory, in the following sections:

 The personal self in the professional context
 Understanding oneself through relationships
 Autonomy and relatedness: Being yourself whist maintaining connection to others
 Connecting personally in the uncertain context of professional training
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 Self-development and self-acceptance
4.3 The personal self in the professional contextPerhaps the aspect of the results which most immediately answered the research questions, wereparticipants’ experiences of the connection between their personal and professional identities. This ishighlighted in the subordinate theme Personal and professional selves: One doesn’t go without the other(Section 3.2.2) for example, James’ description of his personal and professional identities as “two sidesof the same railroad track”.Within the Introduction the literature regarding the underlying conceptualisation of PPD duringclinical training emphasised delineation between personal and professional identities. Yet within theresults of this study, it was clear that participants’ experiences of their personal and professionalidentities did not match with this literature. This was demonstrated by Nicole and James questioningthe interview schedule (which was derived from the literature base), where personal and professionalidentities were asked about as separate constructs (Section 3.2.2). This conflict can perhaps beunderstood from a social constructionist standpoint (see Berger and Luckmann, 1991). The separationof personal and professional within the profession of CP may be linked to a focus on the scientist-practitioner model (Raimy, 1950), as discussed in Section 1.3. This model places emphasis on atechnique within therapy, which has been shown to be important in the effectiveness of psychologicaltherapy (Goldreid and Davilla, 2005). However, this model does not stress the importance of theperson who is becoming a therapist during CP training. It seemed that the separation of the personaland professional in CP training may be a socially constructed separation, in line with a scientistpractitioner model and a product of cultural and historical context (e.g. the focus on evidence-basedpractice in the NHS).Models of PPD during CP training (e.g. Sheikh et al., 2007) view this differently and haveacknowledged the personal aspects of professional development. Yet the results of this studyhighlighted a continuing dilemma for those undertaking training in connecting personally with theirprofessional roles. It seemed possible that there is mismatch between models of PPD and theacknowledgement of the personal self in CP training.  As discussed in Section 1.3, a reflectivepractitioner model would stress the importance of self-reflection and, therefore, may notconceptualise the personal and professional aspects of CPs so dichotomously. Therefore, in order totrain reflective practitioners (BPS, 2014) it seemed this dilemma must be responded to duringtraining.It seemed that, for some, there was a dilemma of bringing their personal selves into the professionalcontext. For example, William’s concerns that showing personal aspects of himself (as represented byhis “flowery shirts”, Section 3.3.1) may not be acceptable in a professional context. James spoke about
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worries about being “interpersonal” with those in authority, which again highlighted this dilemma ofbringing the personal self into the professional context, particularly in hierarchical relationships(Section 3.3.3).There was a theme of trying to think how, and whether, to bring the personal into the professionalcontext. This could be conceptualised as connecting personally with one’s professional roles. Yet atother times participants attempted to keep their personal selves separate from their professional life,which could be seen as a way of protecting oneself by disconnecting.  For example, William spokeabout “playing at the role” and Ben about a “faker syndrome” (Section 3.3.1), both of which suggesteda disconnection between their personal and professional selves. Ben spoke about trying to separatethe personal and professional yet being unable to do this and this being “surprising” to him (Section3.2.2). This further suggested the undeniable link between the personal and professional aspects ofoneself.Yet this was not a one-way process of bringing one’s personal selves into the professional context.Participants’ professional experiences influenced their personal lives and experience of themselves.For example, Tilly spoke about feeling “more self-assured in who I am” and William about being“happier in myself”, suggesting change beyond the professional context.  Lizzy spoke about thevalidation provided by her training experience which “gave me strength in my personal life…I valuemyself a little bit more”. James also spoke about the transference of seeing value in himself betweenthe two contexts: “seeing more value in myself as a person would directly impact on my value as aprofessional and vice versa”. The use of the phrase “vice versa” highlighted the bi-directionalrelationship between the personal and professional. It was perhaps seeing value in herself whichenabled Nicole to develop an “ability to stand up for herself” during training and take this forwardpersonally. It seems professional experiences influenced participants beliefs about themselvespersonally.Participants often spoke about the impact of training on their personal relationships. This couldpotentially be a positive experience but also presented challenges. For example, Tilly spoke aboutfeeling she had gained a “superpower”, which represented an increased awareness of herself andothers but which led to a sense of disconnection from those around her. Yet, conversely Nicole spokeabout how training enabled connection to others in her personal life and her to have “deeperrelationships with people”. Ben spoke about how “being exposed to the struggles of life” in his clinicalwork made him “more cautious” in his personal life, suggesting a personal struggle with hisprofessional experiences. It seemed that training had a significant impact on personal relationshipsbut this was often a mixed experience.
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These accounts of the personal impact of professional experiences suggested a bi-directionalrelationship between the personal and professional, where people bring personal experiences into theprofessional context, however, they are also influenced personally by their professional experiences.The idea of the personal in the professional context is an interesting one when considering literatureregarding socialisation to the profession of CP. Cheshire (2000), as discussed in the Introduction(Section 1.9.6), highlighted that through socialisation trainees internalise values and norms of theprofession. However, trainees retain some scepticism about the rhetoric of the profession. Thisscepticism is perhaps reflective of their personal stance and an aspect of the personal self, whichtrainees in the current study attempted to bring into their professional work.There was a developmental process inherent in acknowledging the personal self in the professionalcontext, as highlighted by William’s comment that the “two worlds became much closer”.  This wasperhaps indicative of a flexibility in how participants saw themselves, for example Jane spoke aboutholding a more flexible view of what a psychologist could be, suggesting an element of the personalbeing expressed in the professional context.The concept of psychological flexibility, resides at the heart of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy(ACT; Hayes, Strosahl & Wilson, 1999) therapy. Alongside flexibility, ACT discusses a ‘conceptualisedself’, which contains conceptualised literal content about the self, in terms of fixed attributes of thatperson (self-as-content). It is proposed that the person then tries to live up to their own or othersviews of themselves:“healthy human life required continuous and flexible verbal self-knowledge” (p. 184)ACT focuses on distinguishing oneself from conceptualised content of self-knowledge (e.g. thoughtsabout being good and bad) to one based more on context (self-as-context). Though there may be anever changing content of one’s thoughts and feelings, there is the constant perspective of one’s selfwhich perceives those.  It is a mindful position where the self is understood as both stable andfluid/contextual.  For example, this is highlighted in Tilly’s quote “5-6 years ago, and me now,fundamentally I think I am the same person […] maybe it’s about me becoming more self-assured inwho I am” (Section 3.3.1). This is in line with the hypothesis that individuals bring a stable personalself to the training experience but through professional training are able to have a different view ofthis self. Alongside such flexibility is likely to be cognitive defusion (Hayes et al., 1999) wherein one isable to distinguish oneself from the language based content of that self-knowledge.William spoke about there not being “one way of seeing the world”, in both his personal professionallives (as described in Section 3.2.3 Losing Naivety vs. gaining wisdom). It seemed that part of the
wisdom that was gained was having flexibility in his personal position, which was in line with a move
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from a conceptual to contextual self.  Lizzy spoke about a desire to respond spontaneously in herpersonal relationships without considering whether this was from a personal or professionalperspective (Section 3.2.2).  This again seemed linked to developing a contextual self, which is stablebut able to respond in a human way in the moment.It seemed that in order to connect personally with one’s professional work and develop a contextualself, it was necessary to reflect on oneself. Tilly suggested that training prompted and enabledreflection on who she was personally and professionally. James spoke about there being “lots ofmirrors going on” during training, Jane about reflecting on her roles in her cohort and Nicole aboutreflecting on her professional role.Though participants spoke about the link between their personal and professional selves, there wasalso acknowledgement of the importance of boundaries in their professional work. For example,William spoke about the challenge of being congruous to himself whilst being boundaried in his work.It seemed there was a difference between connecting personally with one’s professional role andcrossing professional and ethical boundaries (e.g. Kitson & Sperlinger, 2007).
4.4 Understanding oneself through relationshipsBoth superordinate themes of Developing self-acceptance (Section 3.3) and Enhancing awareness of self(Section 3.2) included an element of seeing or understanding oneself in relation to others.  Participantsseemed to be negotiating the process of training, and understanding themselves within thisprofessional context, by comparing themselves to others and looking for others to value and validatetheir achievements.  Compassion Focused Therapy (Gilbert, 2009) ideas could be usefully applied here,which highlight the evolutionary necessity to see oneself in relation to others in one’s social group.Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT) is rooted in an evolutionary, functional analysis of basicmotivational systems (e.g. to live in groups, form hierarchy’s and ranks, seek out sexual partners andcare for kin) and different functional emotional systems (e.g. to respond to threat, seek out resourcesand states of contentment/safeness). In many themes in this study (Being valued by others to valuing

myself; Comparing self to others; Becoming open to connection) the interpersonal aspects of PPD werepresented. This resonated with the motivational system for interpersonal functioning, as discussed byGilbert (2014). Within this system most central processes that regulate emotion and sense of self, arethose linked to roles such as status, sense of belonging, affiliation and caring. The comparisons toothers seen in this study (e.g. to supervisors and other trainee CPs) could be understood within thismotivational system. Through comparing oneself to others, participants were able to ascertain theirown status and level of achievement. A focus on achievement was seen in the theme I should be

someone better vs. feeling ok about myself. Owing to the need to achieve as part of this motivationalsystem, Jane even spoke about how she de-prioritised her own self-care (Section 3.3.1).
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This motivational system may explain why acknowledgement of one’s achievements (qualifying as aClinical Psychologist) was a source of pride as it was for Lizzy. Yet, conversely, at times it seemed that,for some, recognition of their achievement did not fit with how they saw themselves (e.g. Lizzy feelingsomewhat embarrassed about being called Doctor and Ben’s description of experiencing “fakersyndrome” when accepted onto training).  Understood within a CFT model, this may be because theyhold certain beliefs about their status or place in the hierarchy within their social group (e.g. inrelation to peers and qualified CPs) and this achievement does not fit with these beliefs.From an evolutionary perspective, understanding oneself relationally is perhaps what allows humansto live in groups (Gilbert, 2014), or in the case of this study, perhaps operate within a training cohortor multi-disciplinary team.  In order to live in a group and seek out a sense of connectedness, one mustmonitor oneself for what others might want from them. For example by comparing oneself to others(linked to subordinate theme Comparing myself to others) and looking for other members of the groupto value you (linked to the subordinate theme Being valued by others to valuing myself).Gilbert’s (2009) model would be in line with theories of self-esteem (e.g. Cooley, 1902/1964) whereone’s self-worth originates from comparisons with others. This is in line with the striving, achievementfocused aspect of the theme I should be someone better vs. feeling ok about myself.  Yet Neff (2006)highlighted that though self-esteem can produce positive feelings at times of achievement, at times offailure it can lead individuals to become self-critical.  For example this was shown in the wayparticipants spoke when they believed they did not act in the expected way (e.g. William “playing at arole”).Another theoretical understanding of the processes by which participants compared themselves toothers is Relational Frame Theory (RFT; Hayes, Barnes-Holmes and Roche, 2001). RFT suggests thathuman behaviour is governed largely through networks of mutual relations called relational frames.Humans think relationally and are able to relate objects, thoughts, feelings, actions, to other objects,thoughts, feelings and actions.   This allows people to learn without requiring direct experience, forexample by being told something verbally by another person. Through this verbal exchange people areable to create a relational frame between previous knowledge and this new knowledge.Two examples of types of relational frames are comparative and evaluative frames (Hayes & Smith,2005). These are where people understand something by comparing it to something else (e.g. usingwords such as better than, bigger than, prettier than).  It seemed that participants within this researchoften understood their experiences in comparison to those around them, that is, within thesecomparative frames. However, according to an ACT (Hayes, Strosahl & Wilson, 1999) perspectivethese language-based comparisons can present difficulties and can restrict how experiences are seen.For example, participants spoke about the comparisons that were made based on the language-based
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labels they had been given (e.g. trainee). These labels were often attached to comparisons to others,for example Tilly’s comment that “they want the skilled psychologist”.  James spoke about being seenthrough the prism of the label “anxious trainee” and how this stopped others seeing his complete self.Thus, this complete self, perhaps, referred to other personal aspects of himself, rather than this oneaspect as viewed by another within a professional context.Hayes and Smith (2005) identified that humans are problem-solving creatures. Understandably, whennegative evaluations of oneself in comparison to others arise, we respond to this problem by strivingto be better. This was evident in the theme I should be better vs. feeling ok about myself (Section 3.3.1).Yet this striving can cause difficulties, for example, when Jane spoke about not attending to her ownself care. It may be that this process of striving to be better was influenced by the evaluative nature oftraining, which is focused on a need to develop certain competencies (BPS, 2014). For Nicole thisseemed to go one step further: she felt that training seemed to require her to act in ways which wereincongruent with how she was before training. Regardless, the results of this study suggested that, notonly did participants develop competencies, but also an acceptance of themselves; they placed greatvalue on both of these aspects.Continuing to consider the theme of seeing oneself relationally, the importance of participants’ roles, interms of how they viewed themselves, became apparent. Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT, Klerman,Weissman, Rounsaville & Chevron, 1984) discusses the roles one has in one’s social system as being“indelibly woven into the sense of self” (p. 120) and the attached status is important for patterns ofinterpersonal behaviour.Given the understanding that one’s role is important in one’s sense of self, IPT proposes that roletransitions (in the context of this study from Assistant Psychologist, to Trainee Clinical Psychologist, toClinical Psychologist) are understandably taxing times.  This was seen within the results of this study,for example, William spoke about struggling with the new responsibility of being qualified; Ben spokeabout feeling like a “faker” when starting training; and William about feeling like he was playing a“role” as a professional. Klerman et al (1984) suggested that impairment in social functioning canoccur if there are demands for rapid adaption to new or strange roles. They proposed four difficulties,which potentially co-occur with role transitions:1. Loss of familiar social supports and attachments2. Management of accompanying emotions3. Demands for a repertoire of new social skills4. Diminished self esteem
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These difficulties may be apparent for trainee CPs, for example, it is likely there will be changes intheir social network associated with new roles of trainee or qualified psychologist. Interestingly, theidea of diminished self-esteem at times of role transition was seen in the reports of Ben and Tilly whenthey stated they lost confidence at the beginning of training (Section 3.3.1). An aspect of this may alsobe linked to the demands for a “new repertoire of new skills” (p. 120) during training, which may leadto a feeling of inadequacy, which can be seen in the theme I should be someone better vs. feeling ok

about myself.The theme discussed in this section of understanding oneself through relationships is in line withNarrative and Social Constructionist views on identity, as discussed in Section 1.9.4.  Gergen (2009)proposes that individuals or bounded entities are social constructs which emerge from relationshipsand the larger social context. This is supported by the results of this study where participants’identities were understood within their personal and professional relationships and the context of CPtraining.
4.5 Autonomy and relatedness: Being yourself whist maintain ing connection to

othersExploring the experience of PPD further, it seemed that there was a theme within the results ofunderstanding oneself in relation to others. Yet the sense of self-acceptance and self-awareness notedin participants’ accounts (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), often seemed linked to developing a sense ofautonomy and value in their own voice. For example, rather than looking to others to know how to be(which appeared to be a more dependent position), participants were able to take a more autonomousposition of seeing the value in themselves.  For example, Lizzy questioned about “thinking […] whatare my views?” (Section 3.3.2), which both suggested she valued her views (perhaps linked to self-acceptance) but, also, that she was able to consider what her views were (indicating self-awareness).This autonomy seemed to be enabled through containing relationships. For example, James spokeabout the importance of feeling valued by his supervisors, which enabled him to feel “comfortable in[his] own skin” and value himself (Section 3.3.1).  By valuing themselves it seemed that participantswere able to take more autonomous positions (e.g. William saying he “found a voice” and “way ofbeing” in Section 3.3.1).Yet alongside this developing autonomy there was also connectedness with others, as seen in thetheme Opening to connection (Section 3.4.2). There seemed to be some similarities between theprocess of developing autonomy during training and developmental processes during adolescence.Therefore, theories related to developing autonomy during adolescence were drawn on to furtherunderstand the results.
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Ryan (1995) reported in his review that there was a positive relationship between perceptions ofautonomy in adolescence and the perceived quality of relatedness in attachment relationships.Supportive relationships were found to facilitate rather than inhibit autonomy, and, as seen in thiscurrent study there was both autonomy and connectedness. Baltes and Silverberg (1994) suggestedthat a developmental task of adolescence was the negotiation of one’s sense of self as a competentindividual whilst feeling a connection with significant others. Perhaps this was seen in thesuperordinate theme Taking risks and managing uncertainty (Section 3.4) where there was a level ofdeveloping autonomy and taking risks within relationships, and thus still being open to connectionwith others.Although clearly the participants in this study were not adolescents, there appeared to be some similardevelopmental processes within training to be a Clinical Psychologist. For example, trainees must finda balance between developing competencies and autonomy, whilst maintaining relationships, andseeking support from others.  Drawing on clinical practice, these processes can also be seen in thenegotiation of the therapeutic alliance, as conceptualised by Safran and Muran (2000). Theyhypothesised that through ruptures in the therapeutic alliance, the therapist empathises with theclient’s experience of the rupture, which shows that “relatedness is possible in the very face ofseparateness” (p. 102). In therapy as the client comes to accept this separateness there is lessdependence on the therapist whilst still maintaining relatedness, as is seen in adolescence within one’srelationships.  It may be that processes of negotiating relationships at times of transition (adolescenceor therapy) may also be seen in the process of negotiating CP training. This would suggest that acentral task of trainers is to enable a sense of autonomy whilst providing supportive and containingstable relationships.Safran and Muran (2000) also discussed Luborsky’s (1984) Core Conflictual Relationship Theme(CCRT) method as way of conceptualising the therapeutic relationship. This method proposes thatdysfunctional relationship patterns have three components: an underlying wish (e.g. a desire fornurturance); the response of the other (including the expected response and the actual response) andthe response of the self to others’ responses. They differentiated between the underlying wish as a‘need’ and the response of the self to this need as ‘neediness’.  Although it was not thought thatparticipants were engaging in dysfunctional relationship patterns, an aspect of this model may beuseful in conceptualising their experiences. It may be that some of their needs or underlying wishesmay remain constant during training (e.g. for guidance, support, containment). However, theirresponses to this may change, for example, this wish may initially manifest as a dependency onsupervisors but move towards an autonomous position where relatedness continues.
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Considering this autonomy further, Rønnestad and Skovholt (2003), as discussed in Section 1.7.2,investigated the experiences of professional development of counsellors and therapists.  They foundcounsellors experienced a growing autonomy during training, similarly to the processes found in theCPs in this study. CP training is a significantly different training process, yet there seemed to besimilarities, perhaps because of the therapeutic role of CPs. In Rønnestad and Skovholt’s study, duringthe beginning student phase, students’ anxiety was calmed by positive feedback from supervisors andthey often looked to emulate supervisors. This was similar to this study’s themes of Being valued by

others vs. valuing myself and Comparing self to others. In the advanced student phase counsellorsexperienced more autonomy, but showed little risk taking or spontaneity in their work. This wasperhaps reflective of not showing personal self in their professional work, as was seen in the results ofthis study. For example, William’s concerns regarding the acceptability of showing his personal selfwithin the professional context (Section 3.3.1). In Rønnestad and Skovholt’s proposed noviceprofessional phase, counsellors felt more free and at ease in their work, perhaps suggesting a comfortin bringing their personal selves into their work. This was also seen in this study, as discussed inSection 4.3 of this Discussion.Although participants spoke about becoming more autonomous in their professional roles (whichseemed analogous to bringing their personal self in), both Ben and William highlighted that this wasnot always welcomed in the NHS context (Section 3.2.2). Therefore, there can be challenges inmaintaining one’s autonomy and voice within the professional context.
4.6 Connecting personally in the uncertain context of professional trainingThe processes discussed so far in this discussion centre on acknowledging the personal in theprofessional context and negotiating the process of CP training. In order to acknowledge the personalself in a professional context it is understandable if one connects with vulnerability, making theprocess of training an uncertain one.  This could include taking risks and connecting personally withothers, which can be an uncertain process within itself.Tilly conceptualised the process of managing the uncertainties of training within the writings of Mason(1993) on safe uncertainty (Section 3.4.1). Mason proposed that a task of therapy is to help clients tomove towards a position of safe uncertainty, where they feel secure despite the uncertainties in life.As discussed, training can be seen as a very uncertain and destabilising process, for example, in termsof fears about how one might potentially change (James, Section 3.4.1), feeling like you could loseyourself (Jane, Section 3.4.1), the surprising impact of professional work on one personally (Ben,Section 3.3.2), or the challenges academic teaching can present to previous ways of seeing oneself andothers (William, Section 3.4.1). Tilly even spoke about how a new found awareness of herself and
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others (Section 3.2.1), can in fact create feelings of uncertainty owing to the newness of this self-knowledge. This seemed to be a professional process linked to personal development.Despite these challenges in the uncertain process of training, participants also spoke about feelingmore comfortable with taking uncertain positions e.g. Ben taking a less structured approach and morereflective approach in his clinical work and as a clinical supervisor post qualification (Section 3.4.1).There were suggestions that this position could enable more creativity and meaning making (Section3.4.1). This is perhaps indicative of a move towards a position of safe uncertainty. This can beunderstood in relation to the concept of the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). Vygotskysuggested that in order to learn effectively, people need to develop from their current position (aperhaps uncertain process) but to do so require support from more capable peers (who could be seenas providing safety). This is in line with the work of Keville et al. (2013) on Problem Based Learning,who highlighted the importance of assessment within a safe context. They stressed the value of anurturing environment in facilitating the learning of CP trainees. However, it must be noted that anawareness of the uncertainty in life, could also influence participants in their personal lives (e.g. Benbeing “more cautious” in his personal life, Section 3.2.2).For some, taking risks during training was within relationships and involved the dilemma ofconnecting with others. Interestingly, this also seemed to be related to showing one’s personal self inthe professional context, particularly in relation to hierarchical relationships. This can be understoodwithin Mason’s concept of relational risk taking (2005), where risks are taken within an interpersonalrelationship to open new avenues within that relationship. It seemed that a sense of safety to takethese risks could potentially come from the supervisory relationship, for example, Tilly spoke aboutseeking a supervisor with whom she felt safe to be open about her experiences (Section 3.4.1).Conversely, some described supervisory relationships that they did not experience as containing, forexample, because of the supervisor’s own anxiety (James in Section 3.3.1).  It seemed that feelingcontained could enable participants to connect with others despite the relational risk (Mason, 2005).Yet when these relational risks had been taken effectively, value was seen in the outcome in terms ofallowing more openness in future within the relationships. For example, William spoke about having“emotional conversations” early on in training and this enabling people to be vulnerable with eachother later in training.  However, it must be noted that for others it was deemed too risky to show thewhole personal self as in the professional context as “you don’t feel as accepted” (Jane in Section 3.4.2).Considering the theme of connecting within relationships one can draw on the work of Keville et al.(2013). They explored experiences of connection and disconnection in Problem Based Learning. Theyproposed that connecting and disconnecting was a strategy for managing experiences within this formof experiential learning. This can be perhaps be understood as alternating between connecting and
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disconnecting on a personal level with a professional exercise and colleagues. It seemed that perhapssimilar processes occurred within the process of clinical training, as a way of managing the experience.For example, Tilly and James spoke about the protection that disconnecting from others can provide.
4.7 Self-development and self-acceptanceThroughout the process of training, there appeared to be a process of developing self-acceptance, asseen in the superordinate theme Budding to blooming: Enhancing awareness of self. This washighlighted by James’ description of feeling “comfortable in my own skin” (Section 3.3.1).  This self-acceptance appeared to emanate from validation by others. For example, James spoke about othersvaluing him professionally and this enabling him to value himself personally (Section 3.3.2).Although some relationships could enable self-acceptance, some participants spoke about seekingreassurance from others as a way of managing the potentially difficult dilemma between personal andprofessional development versus self-acceptance.  For example, Tilly spoke about seeking reassurancefrom her supervisors (Section 3.3.1). Wells (2013) in his book on cognitive therapy for anxietydisorders highlighted that reassurance seeking (which he considered a type of safety behaviour) canactually enhance exposure to danger-related information and strengthen negative beliefs, thusmaintaining anxiety about a certain situation.  Interestingly, it seemed participants reached a similarconclusion and Tilly identified that, in emulating supervisors, one could “lose” themselves. It seemedthat there was a subtle but important difference between supervisors who provided reassurancethrough advising trainees how to be and what to do and those who enhanced self-acceptance throughvalidation of their supervisee’s own ideas.There appeared to be a link between self-acceptance and the dilemma of bringing the personal into theprofessional context. Through developing self-acceptance participants spoke about finding their voice,which can perhaps be seen as acknowledging one’s personal self in the professional context. Forexample, William stated “[I] felt much more valued at work […] I found a voice and found a way ofbeing” (Section 3.3.2), which perhaps suggested bringing something of his personal identity into hiswork and an acceptance in his way of being.This developmental process of self-acceptance appeared to span before, during and post-training. Forexample, Ben spoke about initially feeling like a “faker” on training but feeling “relatively confident” bythe second year of training (Section 3.3.1). Third wave cognitive and behavioural therapies (e.g.Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, Dialectical Behaviour Therapy) often have a focus ondeveloping self-acceptance as part of helping those in distress. Linehan (1994) proposed thatacceptance and change are the polarities of psychotherapy. That is, within therapy clients are expectedto make changes and develop an acceptance of themselves. Within this study, a similar processappeared to occur in participants’ experiences of CP training, as suggested in the subordinate theme I
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should be someone better (a requirement for change) vs. feeling ok about myself (developing self-acceptance). Given this overlap with Linehan’s work, the theoretical underpinnings of this approachwill be briefly explored.Linehan (1994) stated that the balance between acceptance and change comes from her study ofmeditation and Eastern spirituality.  She proposed that “therapeutic change can only occur in thecontext of acceptance of what is, however, acceptance of what is, is itself change” (p. 99). In light ofparticipants’ experiences this was perhaps applicable to clinical training, where there was a need tochange – learning and training; perhaps this change was better enabled through self-acceptance. YetBen and Tilly’s comments that they initially lost confidence on training (Section 3.3.1), perhapssuggested training, at times, may focus more on the need for change rather than on self-acceptance.Perhaps an element of the developmental process of training is finding a synthesis between self-acceptance and change, as would be the focus of Dialectical Behavior Therapy (Linehan, 1994).Considering acceptance further, Cordova (2001) described psychological acceptance as allowing,tolerating, embracing, experiencing or making contact with, private experiences which previouslyevoked escape and avoidance.  The acceptance seen in the experience of trainees may also involve alevel of psychological acceptance where they were able to embrace and connect with aspects ofthemselves which may have been previously difficult to tolerate. For example, James spoke aboutvaluing both his weaknesses and his strengths and that he was a “unique person” (Section 3.2.2).  Thiswas perhaps acknowledgement of his complex personal self within the professional context. This alsolinks with an acceptance of different aspects of himself, in line with a contextual self, discussed inSection 4.4 of this discussion.
4.8 Summary of theoretical conceptualisation of resultsThis Discussion highlighted an understanding of the results of this study (the experience of PPD) inlight of psychological theory. In particular there has been a focus on the personal self that is brought totraining and how this is influenced by the process of training to be a Clinical Psychologist.  This wasunderstood from a social constructionist standpoint and drawing on models of reflective practice. Itseemed that part of this process of bringing the personal into the professional context, wasunderstanding oneself through relationships. This was understood drawing on theory, includingtheory underling the therapies: CFT, IPT and ACT. Yet alongside this relational understanding ofoneself there was both growing autonomy and deeper personal connection with others. This isunderstood within theories of adolescence, the therapeutic alliance, and of managing uncertainty andrisk within relationships. Finally this discussion considered the theme in this research of simultaneousself-development and self-acceptance, in light of the work by Linehan (1994) on the dialectic ofacceptance and change.
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4.9 Critique of the methodology of this studyElliot et al. (1999) proposed seven of standards for quality of qualitative research. These standardswere drawn upon to critique the methodology and results of this study:
1. Owning one’s perspective.This refers to the researcher owning one’s perspective of the research topic, including their theoreticalorientation and personal anticipations. In order to do this, as the researcher, I have attempted torecognise my values, interests and assumptions and the role these played in my understanding of theresults.  I engaged in self-reflexivity through keeping a reflective journal and through conversationswith my research supervisors. A declaration where I am open about my theoretical and personalperspectives is included in Section 2.3 of the Methodology.  By doing this I aimed to help the reader tocomprehend my understanding and consider alternatives. I will now further expand on my ownperspective in order to highlight the reflexive relationship between myself and this research.When first considering this research area I was drawn to investigate the boundary between trainees’personal and professional lives. This perhaps stemmed from my own struggles in trying to create aboundary between these for myself.  I was particularly intrigued by relationships during training,which are framed as professional (e.g. with other trainees), yet for me, colleagues became friends andconfidants.  Yet, I attempted to maintain a boundary between different aspects of myself, perhapsbecause this was what I thought was expected of me. Therefore, in approaching this research Ianticipated that my participants would attempt to separate their personal and professional lives andselves.  Yet, participants spoke about these aspects of themselves as closely intertwined. This closerelationship was something many participants valued. This mirrored my own journey of allowingfluidity into the boundary between personal and professional aspects of myself.The fluidity of the boundary between personal and professional is a theme which I have consideredthroughout the duration of this research and there were multiple perspectives on this fromparticipants. Supervision and my relationship with my primary supervisor has played a key role in myunderstanding of this boundary. The creation of an open reflective space by my supervisor enabledfluidity in my thinking and allowed for a focus on personal aspects of myself.  The permission to bringmy personal experiences and struggles into supervision has been a freeing experience.  I have beenable to consider multiple perspectives and embrace new ideas. As the reflexive relationship betweenpersonal and professional is acknowledged, so it must be that the personal cannot be ignored withinthe professional domain of supervision. This stance has allowed me to fully explore and acknowledgemy relationship with this research, which has enabled me to fully engage with the research processand better represent the experiences of my participants. This personal focus has subsequently becomeintertwined within this research, as my research journey has joined with my personal journey.
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I was drawn to working with my primary supervisor owing to her stance in relation to the training ofClinical Psychologists and how this fitted with my own experience of training. My supervisor valuesthe personal perspective in training and views the personal context as central to the trainingexperience and professional role. Her view is that through allowing people to be themselves, evenwithin the professional training context, they are enabled to develop more fully and gain a fullerawareness of themselves. This was a view that fitted with me, though prior to this research I wouldhave struggled to articulate this fully. Training has been a personal experience for me and I believethere has been a paradoxical process of me flourishing into who I have always been. My supervisor’sstance has made me consider alternative ways of thinking about the training experience, for example Ihave been able to move away from the current literature, which is often categorising of personal andprofessional, towards being open to the varied experiences of my participants.As a trainee I have valued opportunities for personal professional development offered by my course(e.g. Problem Based Learning tasks, reflective practice groups). These opportunities have enabled meto make changes both personally and professionally. For example, I was greatly influenced by teachingon the value of relational risk taking (Mason, 1999) which I have applied in both my personalrelationships and in my clinical practice. This idea has subsequently featured in this thesis and I wasintrigued to find a theme around risk taking in my analysis of the interviews.These experiences have led me to believe in the value of both personal and professional developmentas aspects of CP training. There has been a reflexive relationship between my own perspectives andthe themes in the research. I now value a degree of separation between my personal and professionallives, but also bring personal aspects of myself into my practice.  This is shown in my clinical workwhere I greatly value the human connection I have with my clients.In light of this study being peer research, owning my perspective as the researcher was of particularimportance, as I may have had similar experiences to the participants. Our potentially sharedexperiences would have understandably influenced my interpretations of the data; however, throughself-reflexivity I was able to remain open to multiple perspectives. Furthermore Platt (1981)highlighted that a strength of peer research is that it can reduce power differences. Mercer (2007)stated that shared experiences can help foster stronger rapport and a deeper shared frame ofreference.  When asked about the influence of my peer status, participants spoke of a sharedknowledge base, which enabled a deeper shared understanding of their experience.
2. Situating the sampleAs part of situating the sample, it would be expected that the diversity of participants would beacknowledged.  However owing to the small population from which I recruited participants, in linewith the homogeneity of sample expected in IPA studies, exploring issues of diversity may
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inadvertently have revealed the identity of participants. Therefore, diversity of the sample was notexplored apart from basic descriptive data (e.g. age range and gender). This may impact on thegeneralisability of the study.
2. Grounding in examplesElliot et al. (1999) highlighted the importance of grounding the results in examples from the data. Thiswas achieved through use of verbatim quotes in the Results section. However, it must beacknowledged that this was only one possible representation of the results.
3. Providing credibility checksThe analysis in this study followed the rigorous and transparent IPA procedure (Smith et al., 2009) inorder to ensure validity of the results.  Elliot et al. (1999) proposed that triangulation throughchecking the credibility of emerging themes with individuals who have had experiences of thephenomena under investigation, can be particularly useful. Both of my supervisors who were involvedin triangulation of the data, have experienced PPD in the context of CP training and are now qualifiedCPs. Given the interpretative element of IPA, the findings of this study relate to my interpretations ofparticipants interpretations of their experiences. Therefore, my interpretations of the data remainedcentral to the overall findings of this study. Owing to Smith et al.’s (2009) concerns regarding seekingparticipants validation of the themes owing to the inherent double hermeneutic in IPA, their feedbackwas not sought.
4. CoherenceElliot et al. (1999) proposed the importance of achieving coherence and integration whilst preservingnuances of the data. Coherence in this study was achieved through attempting to ensure themes hungtogether into a coherent narrative whilst preserving the nuances of the accounts through thoroughrepresentation of divergences and convergences in the Results. In addition, the two researchsupervisors were consulted to ensure the account given here was both coherent and rooted in thedata. Yardley (2000) proposed that coherence can be achieved by ensuring that the research adheresto the underlying theoretical and epistemological assumptions of the implemented approach. This wasensured through acknowledging these aspects of IPA within the Methodology.
5. Accomplishing general versus specific research tasksOwing to this being a qualitative study employing IPA, one must be cautious in the generalisability ofthe findings here. However, although the aim of IPA is not to make nomothetic conclusions, Smith et al.(2009) highlighted that generalisations can be made cautiously (See Section 3.1). The presence ofcommon themes between participants (Appendix 9) suggested that the findings could be cautiouslygeneralised. However, the focus of this research was on CP training programs, which utilise
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experiential learning. Therefore, it is likely that the findings here are more relevant to similarprogrammes and perhaps with similar underlying philosophies.
6. Resonating with readersElliot el al. (1999) highlighted that the reader needs to be able to judge the research as accuratelyrepresenting the subject matter or clarifying their understanding. It has been attempted to achieve thisby capturing participants’ experiences through a rich, transparent and contextualised account by usingtheir words. This has included, where possible, the language of participants, for example in the namesof themes, in order to represent their experiences.
4.10 Clinical Implications and RecommendationsThis section considers the implications of this study’s findings. In particular there is a focus on theirclinical relevance in terms of how these will benefit both the profession of Clinical Psychology and theclients CPs work with.An overarching theme of the findings was the centrality of the person who becomes a ClinicalPsychologist. It seemed that trainees bring themselves to the training context and then negotiate thisprocess of taking on a professional role. This perspective suggested a need for the personal self to becentral in the professional training of CPs. This may be a contentious issue given the currentseparation of the personal and professional in the literature, yet models of reflective practice highlightthe need for self-awareness in order to be a more effective therapist and perhaps build bettertherapeutic alliances (see Section 1.3). This will directly influence the quality of therapy that clientsreceive.In balance with a focus on a personal self in training, there is a need to help trainees find the balancebetween reflecting on their personal selves and maintaining professional boundaries with their clients.This is something which could be considered in the training process, as both the ability to self-reflect
and maintain boundaries is important for therapeutic work.An overarching theme within the findings of this study was the balance between self-development andself-acceptance. It seemed at times that, for participants, the focus was much more on developing andbecoming different than on accepting themselves as they were. Training necessarily focuses on self-development, but it seemed there could potentially be explicit exploration of personal aspects oftrainees during training, which could then applied and utilised in their work.It seemed that a natural aspect of being human is to compare oneself to others in order to ascertainone’s own value, as was seen in this study. However, participants spoke about the importance ofpersonal validation, rather than in comparison to others. Training necessarily has an evaluativeaspect; however it may be useful to provide other opportunities for validation, which are not linked to
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evaluative comparisons to others. This could involve explicitly seeing both the potential withintrainees but also validating their current stage of development, irrespective of those around them.The dilemmas around maintaining autonomy and one’s personal voice in the professional context, inparticular in NHS contexts, highlighted another area for training programmes to consider. It seemedthat training enabled participants to have a voice and develop a level of self-value. Yet how is thismaintained post-qualification, where their professional roles may not allow this? This has importantclinical implications as a role of CPs may be seen to provide alternative conceptualisations ofemotional distress (e.g. formulation as an alternative to the medical model (Johnstone & Dallos, 2013).Further, CPs often work in multi disciplinary teams often led by other professions. If clinicians are notable to promote their voice and perspectives within their professional context this may haveimplications for the clients their team engage with.There were some interesting parallels between the processes during CP training and those thathappen within psychological therapy (e.g. learning to manage uncertainty, finding a balance betweenacceptance and change). In light of research on the value of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984), itseemed that these experiences during training may increase CPs awareness of some of the experiencesof those they work with clinically, though there are significant differences between therapy andtherapeutic training. Therefore, perhaps training programmes could usefully help trainees to thinkabout the similarities between their experiences of training and the experiences of their clientsengaging in psychological therapy. A personal focus could facilitate this.
4.11 Future research directionsHere some potential future research direction are proposed, which may aid the further understandingof the mechanisms and dynamics at play in the PPD of CP trainees.1. Given the developmental processes highlighted in this study, longitudinal study of personaland professional development during clinical training and post qualification would enablefurther understanding of the processes here.2. This study has highlighted that PPD and experiences of oneself during CP training wereinfluenced by the context in which trainees find themselves (e.g. professional hierarchies,professional contexts in the NHS). Furthermore, personal and professional identities wereunderstood within relationships. These ideas of identity as relational and viewed within acultural and historical context are in line with Narrative theory. Therefore, a follow-up studycould perhaps focus on context and relational aspects of PPD during clinical training, alsoconsidering the wider societal context.3. The dilemma of bringing the personal into a clinician’s therapeutic work whilst maintainingprofessional boundaries was raised in this study. Given the changing nature of the role of CPs,
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it would be useful to explore how these processes occur in other aspects of work e.g.leadership and management roles. Is it possible to be personal within these types ofprofessional roles? Can personal development enhance the learning process and developmentof these professional roles?
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6. Appendices
Appendix 1: Ethical approval memorandum

UNIVERSITY OF HERTFORDSHIRE

HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

M E M O R A N D U M

TO Natasha Woodward

CC Dr Saskia Keville

FROM Dr Richard Southern, Health and Human Sciences, ECDA Chairman
DATE 10 July 2013Protocol number: LMS/PG/UH/00084
Title of study: How do newly qualified Clinical Psychologists construe the transformation of theirpersonal and professional identities during doctoral training?
Your application for ethical approval has been accepted and approved by the ECDA for your school.
This approval is valid:
From: 10 July 2013
To: 1 June 2014
Please note:

Approval applies specifically to the research study/methodology and timings as detailed in

your Form EC1. Should you amend any aspect of your research, or wish to apply for an

extension to your study, you will need your supervisor’s approval and must complete and

submit form EC2. In cases where the amendments to the original study are deemed to be

substantial, a new Form EC1 may need to be completed prior to the study being undertaken.
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Appendix 2: Email sent to potential participants via course administrator ( sent
16/7/2013)

Dear all,
My name is Natasha Woodward and I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University ofHertfordshire. For my major research project I am conducting research into changes in personal and

professional identities during Clinical Psychology training.

Several authors (e.g. Gillmer and Marckus, 2004, Youngson and Hughes, 2009) have discussedpotential changes to personal and professional identities during Clinical Psychology training. Howeverlittle is known about how this transformation is experienced by trainees. Changes in identity arelinked to personal and professional development during training and may have implications for thedevelopment of reflective practitioners (Schön, 1983).
WHAT IS INVOLVED?

If you consent to being involved you will be asked to take part in an audio recorded interview that willtake place either at the University or your home. The interview should take approximately 1½ hoursand will involve me asking you about your experiences of changing professional and personal identityduring training and beyond.
FURTHER INFORMATION

If you are interested in taking part in this research or have any questions please contact me.Alternatively you can contact the primary project supervisor via the contact details provided below:
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Appendix 3: Participant Information Sheet

A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF HOW NEWLY QUALIFIED CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS CONSTRUE THE

TRANSFORMATION OF THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY DURING DOCTORAL

TRAINING

AIMS OF THE STUDYMy name is Natasha Woodward and I am a third year Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University ofHertfordshire. I am contacting you because I am interested in your experiences of changing personaland professional identities during your Doctoral Clinical Psychology training. Several authors (e.g.Gillmer and Marckus, 2004, Youngson and Hughes, 2009) have discussed potential changes topersonal and professional identities during Clinical Psychology training. However little is known abouthow this transformation is experienced by trainees. Changes in identity are linked to personal andprofessional development during training and may have implications for the development of reflectivepractitioners (Schön, 1983). I hope that you might be willing to take part in my research which aims tofurther understand identity changes during doctoral training and the implications this may have forpersonal and professional development.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF TAKING PART?It is hoped that this study can be used to:(1) voice participants experiences of personal and professional identity change during ClinicalPsychology training;(2) aid an understanding of the processes by which identity changes during Clinical Psychologydoctoral training occur;(3) aid an understanding of the relationship between changes in personal and professionalidentities during training;(4) aid curriculum organisers’ understanding of the relationship between changes in identityduring training and personal and professional development;(5) aid curriculum organisers’ understanding of ways to improve training in Personal andProfessional Development;
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF TAKING PART?To the best of my knowledge there are no risks involved in this study.
WHAT IS INVOLVED?If you consent to being involved in this research you will be asked to take part in an audio recordedinterview that will take place either at the University or your home. The interview should takeapproximately 1 ½ hours and will involve me asking you about your experiences of changingprofessional and personal identity during training and beyond. I will ask every person similarquestions, however, the aim is to hear about your individual thoughts, feelings and experiences.
CONFIDENTIALITYIf you choose to be interviewed for this study all information you provide will be kept confidentialfrom the course team, trainees and other participants who take part in this study, in compliance withthe Data Protection Act 1998. An audio recording of your interview will be given a code (e.g. InterviewA) and stored on a password protected and encrypted USB drive and backed up on a passwordprotected and secure computer. I will pay a transcription service to transcribe my interviews, whichinvolves typing up the interview verbatim. I will gain a signed non-disclosure / confidentialityagreement from the service prior to giving them my recordings. Further to this, all names andidentifiable information will be removed from the transcripts by the researcher and kept securely andseparately from the transcripts. The researcher’s supervisors will therefore be kept blind as to theidentity of participants when reviewing transcripts.I will look for themes within the transcripts of yours and others’ interviews. The results will bereported in a thesis for the purpose of gaining a qualification in Clinical Psychology. The thesis will beheld at the University of Hertfordshire Learning Resource Centre and will be accessible to interestedparties. A summary of the main research findings may be published in written work or articles that theresearcher and / or her project supervisors write, as well as for the purpose of teaching / conferencepresentations. Information emanating from the study will only be made public in an unattributableformat or at the aggregate level in order to ensure that no participant is identifiable.
HOW LONG WILL MY PERSONAL INFORMATION BE KEPT?Your personal information and recordings will be kept for up to five years after the research issubmitted for examination (until approximately June 2019). The information will be stored securelyaccording to the University of Hertfordshire’s ‘Good Practice in Research’ guidelines.
WHO HAS REVIEWED THIS STUDY?
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This study has been approved by the University of Hertfordshire’s School of Psychology EthicsCommittee (protocol number: LMS/PG/UH/00084). The research design has also been formally peer-reviewed by the study’s supervisors - Dr Saskia Keville and Dr Louise Margaret Conlan, as well asresearch staff from the University of Hertfordshire’s Doctoral Clinical Psychology training programme.
FURTHER INFORMATIONThank you for taking the time to read this information. If you are interested in taking part in thisresearch please contact me. Alternatively, if you have any questions please contact me or the primaryproject supervisor via the contact details provided below:
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Appendix 4: Participant Consent Form

A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF HOW NEWLY QUALIFIED CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS CONSTRUE THE

TRANSFORMATION OF THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY DURING DOCTORAL

TRAINING

Informed Consent Form - Date: 21 / 5 / 2013Name of principal researcher: NATASHA WOODWARD, TRAINEE CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTContact details of principal researcher: e-mail: tel:

post: c/o Doctorate in Clinical Psychology,College Lane Campus, Hatfield, AL10 9ABPsychology Ethics Committee protocol no:LMS/PG/UH/00084Participant identification code: __________ (to be completed by the researcher)

To be completed by participant (please initial each box): ParticipantI confirm that I have read and understand the participant information sheet for the above study.I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had theseanswered satisfactorily.I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time,without giving any reason. If I withdraw from the study, the data that I have submitted will alsobe withdrawn at my request.I agree to my interview with the researcher being audio recorded.I understand that a professional transcription service will be used to listen to a recording of myinterview and transcribe the words that the researcher and I say. My recording will be given acode (e.g. Interview A) to make sure that it remains confidential. The service will also sign adocument agreeing to keep my interview private.I understand that parts of my interview may be looked at by members of staff (i.e. thesupervision team) and members of a research peer support group from the University ofHertfordshire. Anonymised sections of the interview may also be looked at by the two examinersof my dissertation. All of these people are required to keep my interview information privateand confidential.I agree that the researcher can contact me to talk about my interview and the study. I am awarethat I can ask the researcher not to contact me anymore.I agree that quotes from my interview may be used in any written work or articles that theresearcher and / or her project supervisors write as well as for the purpose of teaching /conference presentations, as long as my name is not used. I understand that the researcher willdo her upmost to make sure that no one will be able to tell who I am from the quotes, but in rareinstances someone close to me might be able to identify me.
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I understand that the transcriptions of the interview and my personal details will be kept in asecure place. They will stay there for 5 years after the researcher submits the study forexamination. After 5 years, the researcher will destroy the information.I agree to take part in the above study.
__________________________   __________         _____________________________Name of Participant Date Signature
______________________________________          _____________________________E-mail address Telephone number
NATASHA WOODWARD __________ _____________________________Name of Researcher Date Signature
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Appendix 5: Interview schedule, version 2 (16/9/2013)

A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF HOW NEWLY QUALIFIED CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS CONSTRUE THE

TRANSFORMATION OF THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY DURING DOCTORAL TRAINING

Personal and Professional Identity1. What do you understand by the term ‘professional identity’?2. What do you understand by the term ‘personal identity’?
Professional and personal identity changes during training3. Prior to training, in what ways did you view yourself as a professional? (Prompt: how did yourcolleagues/manager view (or describe) you?)4. In what ways have your training experiences influenced your professional identity?(Prompt: clinical, research, academic learning and evaluation)5. Prior to training, in what ways did you view yourself within your personal life?(Prompt: how did others (e.g. family/ friends) view you?)6. Do you feel that your training experiences have influenced your personal identity? If so, inwhat ways have your training experiences influenced your personal identity?(Prompt: clinical, research, academic learning and evaluation)7. Did any relationships influence the changes in your personal and professional identity? If sowhat were these relationships and how did they influence the changes in how you sawyourself?(Prompt: cohort, course team, supervisor relationships, family and friends)8. In relation to your personal and professional lives, how did development in one area influencethe other during training?
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Reflection on changes in identity9. Looking back over your training experience, in what ways have these personal andprofessional changes, impacted upon your current professional work?(Prompts: how you work in a team, how you work therapeutically)10. Looking back over your training experience, in what ways have these personal andprofessional changes, impacted upon your personal life?(Prompts: how you see yourself outside of work, how you see yourself in your personalrelationships)
Experience of this interview11. What has it been like to talk about your experiences of identity change during training?12. What was it like being interviewed by a future peer who is currently engaging in ClinicalPsychology training?(Prompts: feelings/emotions/thoughts)
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Appendix 6a: Transcription agreement with first transcription service

TRANSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Doctorate in Clinical Psychology

University of Hertfordshire

Transcription confidentiality / non-disclosure agreement

This non-disclosure agreement is in reference to the following parties:

NATASHA WOODWARD (‘the discloser’)

And

Transcriber for Dictate2us Ltd  (‘the recipient’)

The recipient agrees to not divulge any information to a third party with regards to the

transcription of audio recordings, as recorded by the discloser.

The information shared will therefore remain confidential.

The recipient also agrees to destroy the transcripts when payment has been made in full by the

discloser.

The recipient agrees to return and or destroy any copies of the recordings they were able to

access provided by the discloser.

Signed:

Daryl Leigh, CEO

Dictate2us

Date: 7th October 2013
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TRANSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Doctorate in Clinical Psychology

University of Hertfordshire

Transcription confidentiality / non-disclosure agreement

This non-disclosure agreement is in reference to the following parties:

NATASHA WOODWARD (‘the discloser’)

And

Transcriber for Dictate2us Ltd  (‘the recipient’)

The recipient agrees to not divulge any information to a third party with regards to the

transcription of audio recordings, as recorded by the discloser.

The information shared will therefore remain confidential.

The recipient also agrees to destroy the transcripts when payment has been made in full by the

discloser.

The recipient agrees to return and or destroy any copies of the recordings they were able to

access provided by the discloser.

Signed:

Daryl Leigh, CEO

Dictate2us

Date: 7th October 2013
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Appendix 6a: Transcription agreement with first transcription service

TRANSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Doctorate in Clinical Psychology

University of Hertfordshire

Transcription confidentiality / non-disclosure agreement

This non-disclosure agreement is in reference to the following parties:

NATASHA WOODWARD (‘the discloser’)

And

Transcriber for Dictate2us Ltd  (‘the recipient’)

The recipient agrees to not divulge any information to a third party with regards to the

transcription of audio recordings, as recorded by the discloser.

The information shared will therefore remain confidential.

The recipient also agrees to destroy the transcripts when payment has been made in full by the

discloser.

The recipient agrees to return and or destroy any copies of the recordings they were able to

access provided by the discloser.

Signed:

Daryl Leigh, CEO

Dictate2us

Date: 7th October 2013
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Appendix 6b: Transcription agreement with second transcription service

TRANSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Doctorate in Clinical Psychology

University of Hertfordshire

Transcription confidentiality / non-disclosure agreement

This non-disclosure agreement is in reference to the following parties:

NATASHA WOODWARD (‘the discloser’)

And

REBECCA ADLINGTON (‘the recipient’)

The recipient agrees to not divulge any information to a third party with regards to the

transcription of audio recordings, as recorded by the discloser.

The information shared will therefore remain confidential.

The recipient also agrees to destroy the transcripts as soon as they have been provided to the

discloser.

The recipient agrees to return and or destroy any copies of the recordings they were able to

access provided by the discloser.

Signed:

Date: 6th October 2013
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Appendix 7: Transcript of interview with Tilly

Transcribed interview

Useful quotes: ------

Metaphors: ------

Initial impressions and interpretations(including descriptive comments, comments on useof language and conceptual /interpretativecomments).Links with theory: ------

Emerging

themes

Question 1: NATASHA: Ok, the first part we’re thinking

about professional and personal identity change

during training, so the actual process of training

(TILLY: Right). So the first question is, prior to

training, in what ways did you view yourself as a

professional, so how did you see yourself in your

professional life?TILLY: Right, prior to training (sighs) erm, I guess I wasworking as, assistant psychologist for a few years, I don’tknow if I saw myself as a professional (said with slightlaugh) I guess I was, didn’t see myself as very confident Iguess very anxious about, who I was as a professional Iguess, always thinking that, erm, I should be someonebetter I guess, and that training was always in front of you(NATASHA: Mm) thinking that, you need to get on thattraining course and they’re gonna tell you exactly what todo, so I guess prior to the training, guess I didn’t really seemyself as a professional (said with slight laugh) kind of,format, if that makes senseNATASHA: Did, so did it feel like the transition intotraining would be transition in being a professional?TILLY: Yeah, or the start of that I think that was always(NATASHA: Ok) the goal that you were aiming at and that,that was where you needed to get, erm, (small pause) soyeah, I guess that was how I viewed it reallyNATASHA: Ok, so maybe not as a professional but how doyou think you viewed yourself at work, what, what wereyou like at work?TILLY: (starts talking before R finishes) Mm, erm, I guess Iwas very conscientious, trying to please anyone, (laughs)(NATASHA: Mm) do everything I needed to do, erm, Ithink I said earlier I didn’t feel confident I guess I, I wasn’tunconfident, at work, erm, really enjoyed the work that Idid, erm, (breathes in and sighs) mm how did I viewmyself at work? Trying to remember back to where I was

Tilly appears unsure of her professional identityand what meaning this had for her in the positionas an assistant psychologist. What is it about theassistant position that does not allow her toconsider herself as a professional?The idea of seeing herself as a professionalsuggests that being a professional is a perspectiverather than an inherent trait? This would suggestthat professional identity is related to how youview yourself or how others view you. Thereforereassurance of her professional identity can comefrom other people’s perspectives of her.It seemed Tilly believed that training would makeher “better” as she would know “exactly what todo” to be better. Is this about being good enough tobe considered a professional?Use of the words “should be better” is suggestive ofTilly feeling in some way inadequate and thereforefeeling a need to be different to how she currentlyis.Training is being viewed as a goal and an end point.Is this linked to searching for certainty, which shehoped would be provided on training. When shehas this certainty will she then be a professionaland “someone better”?
It is interesting how keen she is to talk about being“conscientious, trying to please”. Does this reflectsome of the anxiety in needing to prove herself?Trying to please others may also be linked to hercomment about her needing to be “better”. Doothers decide when she is “better”?The multiple uses of filler sounds (e.g. “um” and“erm”) suggest it may be difficult for Tilly toarticulate her professional identity at this time.

Seekingreassurance ofprofessionalidentity

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who IamSeekingreassurance ofprofessional
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(NATASHA: Mmhmm) (small pause) mm, (small pause) Idon’t know, it’s a tough question, it’s a long time ago, (Rgives a small laugh) ermNATASHA: If it helps, how, how do you think other peoplewould have described you (TILLY: Mmhmm) at work,what do you think their impression of you would havebeen?TILLY: Mmhmm, (small pause) I guess I, I, I rememberbeing someone who, would always get on with things andwasn’t, well I don’t think I was, I think I, was definitely likeworking within my competence I would always be sort ofseeking reassurance I think from my supervisor I wouldn’tbe going off doing stuff on my own but I think, I think, Ithink my supervisor was seeing someone as trusted and(NATASHA: Mm) knowledgeable and able to do the job,erm, I think that’s the way it was, but I suppose, it’s funnythinking about, and you’ll probably talk about that laterwhen you actually do get on the training, (NATASHA: Mm)when you look back maybe I was more confidentbeforehand than I was  actually when I got onto thetraining (said with a laugh) course (NATASHA: Right)more confident than you think you are, erm, maybe, yeah(laughs)NATASHA: So you say kind of, (inhales) something abouttraining was taking away that feeling of confidence I’d say(a glass can be heard being put down)TILLY: Mm, that something about the training was taking...NATASHA: Well it sounds like something, it sounds likeyour confidence almost went away a bit when you got ontraining, rather than...TILLY: Yeah I think so, yeah, in, in a strange way your, Ithink it’s, I, I don’t know if it’s similar for other people butwhen you’re, applying to get on the course it’s all you’rekind of looking to it’s like your life things there (R laughs)and, then you get on the course, and you think woweverything, that’s done now, then actually you start andthen suddenly, things change I think, (NATASHA: Mm) anderm, yeah it becomes incredibly scary again (laughs) soyeah I think that was definitely part of what happenedwith me (NATASHA: Ok) mmNATASHA: So almost like a bit like going backwards?TILLY: Yeah

Tilly links this with the experience being a longtime ago, but it may also be because she did not seeherself as a professional at that time.
Is her seeking of reassurance linked to her beliefthat she “should be someone better”? Is she“always seeking reassurance” because she viewsherself as not good enough as a professional?At this time in her career she was seekingreassurance but also reflects she was competent insome way. Tilly seems to move between consciousincompetence and conscious competence i.e she isvery aware of what she does and doesn’t know.This links with a dilemma of needing to be betterbut also being ok with who she is.
What was lost that means she was more confidentbefore training? It seems training may have beenexposing, leading to a decrease in her confidence,but also validating, as it gave her reassurance thatshe was a professional.

Tilly was always looking forward before startingtraining. Does this link to the lack of recognition ofherself as a professional? The idea that training isthe end/beginning point and then you become aprofessional.Something scary about training. Is this reflective ofcoping with the uncertainty of training? Or that it’snot what she expected? Perhaps training did notprovide the answers she hoped it would.

identity
I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam

Seekingreassurance ofprofessionalidentity
Training asexposing

Seekingreassurance ofprofessionalidentity
Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
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NATASHA: Rather than going ...TILLY: Yeah definitely, (NATASHA: Ok) yeah, which Iguess a part of me sees as a, good thing ‘cause I, I guess Iwould worry, if I was there thinking I knew it all beginningof training (NATASHA: Mm) kinda, guess now from beingsupervisor, and seeing trainees I’ve had who have beenvery confident, they’re actually the ones I’d worry aboutthe most, (NATASHA: Right) I think you need to, need tohave a, perception of who you are as a clinician that you’renot qualified and that you, still have a lot to learn(NATASHA: Mm) if that makes sense

The phrase “part of me” suggests that Tilly hasmultiple feelings about starting training, seeing itboth as scary but also valuable to be in the positionof not knowing.  I wonder if this could be aboutbeing open to development. By taking to position ofsomeone not qualified and with a “lot to learn”, thisallowed her to develop and learn.The stage in her career is an important part ofprofessional identity to Tilly. This links with beingan assistant and not seeing self as a professional.

Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam

Question 2: NATASHA: Yeah it does, mm, ok, erm, so

going onto what obviously comes next (TILLY: Mm) in,

in what ways have your trainee experiences

influenced your professional identity? (Tilly: Oh that’s

big) and that can be any aspect of training or anythingTILLY: In what ways have your professional, your trainingexperiences influenced your professional identity? (sighs)mm, (sighs) I guess it was a long process I think, it woulddepend what part of my training I’m thinking about,(NATASHA: Ok) erm, so yeah, mm, and I guess thinkingabout where I trained I think, erm, the *** course sort ofhas formed part of my professional identity, (NATASHA:Ok) erm compared to perhaps people I know, who’vequalified from other courses, think it’s had an impact onme being more curious and, pragmatic in the way that Iwork (said questioningly), so I sort of see myself as quite apragmatic kind of professional and, not over complicatingsituations just trying to see how perhaps, I as apsychologist can be part of a system that will helpsomeone, (NATASHA: Right) and I think my trainingexperience sort of really allowed me to have those kind ofthoughts and (NATASHA: Mm) to be confident with thatidea of, not having to know everything, so that’ssomething which I (NATASHA: Right) held onto from myexperience of the training, erm, and I guess that in mythird year, that was probably where that was able todevelop and it felt like when you got to the third year, myconfidence sort of came back a little bit, (NATASHA: Mm)and I felt like actually oh ok I can actually go off and, havesome skills in being able to do that, (NATASHA: Mm) erm,I guess when I was at, erm when I was a trainee, I would

The interjection of “oh that’s big” suggestssomething overwhelming has happened that shemay not be able to fully articulate.
Idea of a professional identity forming over timeand influenced by training experiences (e.g. coursephilosophy).  Course philosophy influenced sort ofpractitioner she became and she values in herpractice (e.g. being pragmatic and curious).Comparing self to others in terms of what shevalues and who she is. Does this help createcertainty as highlights what she ‘is’ in comparisonto what they ‘are’?
It feels ok to Tilly not to know all the answers. Thisis different to being an assistant where focus onworking “within competence”. This is a shift inposition to working with safe uncertainty (Mason,1993).
As well as being comfortable with not knowing,Tilly is also conscious of her competence and skills.There is a dilemma in valuing her skills whilstvaluing a not knowing stance.

A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate
Puttingacademicideas intoclinicalpracticeWho am Icompared toothers:Identity asrelational
Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty

Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
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always have thoughts about, don’t know when you starteda new placement and stuff, how, erm, what do the teammembers think of me as a trainee, (NATASHA: Mm) dothey think that I’m not the skilled person, they actuallywant the, the qualified clinical psychologist erm, so I, Iremember always having those kinds of thoughts, thaterm, I wasn’t the right person and again a bit like when Iwas an assistant, (NATASHA: Mm) looking to actuallyqualify, looking to that thing so erm, yeah I think I wasconstantly looking, and looking forward, to qualifying, andhaving almost that confidence come back and feeling(NATASHA: Mm) that, whether it’s taking away that word‘trainee’, and just being clinical psychologist in itself (saidwith slight laugh) was like (NATASHA: Mm) making mefeel, I can do this job, so I think there was something aboutthat for me, but erm, yeah, sort of has, was waiting toimpact on who I was when I actually qualified (NATASHA:Yeah) I don’t know if that answers your question thoughNATASHA: No it does (TILLY laughs) I’m really interestedin what you were saying about, the **** course (TILLY:Mm) teaching you not, the need to know the answer,(TILLY: Mm) could you say a bit more about that?TILLY: Erm, (sighs) I, I think it was on the **** course itmust have been them who introduced sort of BarryMason’s idea safe uncertainty, and that idea of you don’thave to know everything and actually trying to find, all theanswers immediately sort of, take you nowhere and sortof stops that creativity, so I think that’s the thing that, I’ve(gives small laugh) I’m trying to think who must havetaught us that someone at the ***** course must havebrought him up, and I think that was something that Ifound really, erm, quite freeing, because it didn’t, and Iremember when I first started like doing assessments andstuff, I’d think I have to find out everything (NATASHA:Mm) about this person’s life, I must know it all and I mustgo to supervision and be able to tell them everything that Iknow, and what that means, but then actual fact, (smallpause) that doesn’t happen in real life, (NATASHA: Mm)and actually you’re probably finding out stuff that’s notrelevant and, so I think there was something about that,and, I guess thinking about erm, meaning making as welland how, it’s not just about all this information you’retrying to find it’s why’s this person there, at this point in

A focus on what other people think of her and howthey see her. Here the language used to describeand label Tilly is of importance. She attachesmeaning to the trainee label (e.g. “not skilled”).This has implications for her professional identityas she is constrained in some way and onlycompared to other trainees. This does not allow herto “just be” a clinical psychologist or perhaps justbe herself, instead she is always in comparison toothers.

Letting go of striving to find the answers somehowallows for more creativity. This also allows her tobe more comfortable and at ease in her practice. Iwonder if it lets her connect more with her clientsand meet them where they are rather than strivingto find the answers. It seems she is expressing afreedom in letting go of the old constraints of“working within her competency” as shementioned earlier.It seems she has given herself permission not toknow all the answers but it was a risk to do so.Paradoxically taking this risk added to herconfidence and enhanced the meaning making shewas able to do in her practice.

Who am Icompared toothers:Identity asrelational
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time, (NATASHA: Mm) talking to you so, I think those areideas that, I definitely took from my training and, arethings that I talk to about with my colleagues in mypractice here so, yeah there’s something about thephilosophy of **** that, allowed you, not to know(NATASHA: Mm) which erm, I think is scary but onceyou’re given the confidence to know that you’re allowed todo that, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, it’s been a massive impacton who I am now soNATASHA: Yeah, it’s an interesting idea isn’t it having aconfidence, in not having the answerTILLY: Yeah, yeah absolutely,NATASHA: Which is...TILLY: Which I think is weird ‘cause, you know you’d thinkthat you’re meant to know everything aren’t you(NATASHA: Mm) and you’re meant to have all theanswers, but erm, but you know and that’s something Ithink I, I’m still, it’s not something that always comesnaturally to me, (NATASHA: Mm) but I’m a lot better innot having to know everything, and, which I think is agood place to be (laughs) yeah that’s, that’s probably themain thing that I’ve, (NATASHA: Ok) that’s impacted onmeNATASHA: So that sounds like it kinda maybe came frombeing at university (TILLY: Mm) and the more academiclearning? Do you think orTILLY: (a cup is placed down) err so I think definitelythose ideas were, in the academic (NATASHA: Mm) side ofthe course, if I think about my placements, (small pause)it, yeah, erm, I guess in a lot of my placements, so theclinical side of things, those weren’t necessarily the ideasthat were, to begin with, weren’t matching up, (NATASHA:Mm) erm, so I remember my first adult mental healthplacement, it was very CBT based, and I, I really struggledwith it, (NATASHA: Mm) and I really struggled thinkingthat, so actually yeah there was a, it wasn’t congruent withwhat (NATASHA: Mm) I was being taught, but I think bythen, by my third year placement, erm, those ideas werewelcomed and, (NATASHA: Mm) I was allowed to sort ofput them into practice I guess and, yeah, and then as I saidearlier that was when I saw my confidence grow soNATASHA: Something about congruenceTILLY: Mm

Tilly talks about her natural position of looking forcertainty and how training seemed to require herto change her position. She feels this new positionis of value to her, indicated by her saying it is a“good place to be”.

Tilly talks about integrating different trainingexperiences into how she is as a professional. Herthird year placement perhaps allowed her morefreedom to bring her own views and values, someof which were developed by the academic side ofthe training course.  She felt more comfortable andconfident when able to bring these differentlearning experiences together.

Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
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NATASHA: Helped your confidenceTILLY: Definitely, yeah, yeah, (NATASHA: Mm) yeah, yeahNATASHA: How, so how do you think, do you think therewas a difference in how you were, from that first year(TILLY: Mmhmm) to the third year where there was morecongruence do you think...TILLY: MmhmmNATASHA: ...that changed you?TILLY: Erm, mm, (small pause) so actually me as a personrather than, the situation?NATASHA: (speaking over TILLY) yeah so in, in theplacement who you were, (TILLY: Yeah) given that therewas a differentTILLY: (speaking over NATASHA) erm, yeah, erm, I’d say Iwas a lot happier, more relaxed, in my third year, erm, inthe first year, I (sighs) for a number of reasons I reallystruggled with my adult mental health placement, erm,(pause) err I was very happy when I left, which was, whichwas a hard experience (NATASHA: Mm) when it’s yourfirst placement as well ‘cause you think my goodness I’mrubbish at this I shouldn’t be doing it (said with a laugh),but erm, looking back you can sort of pull things apart Ithink when you look back and, and see that, probably justwasn’t suited to, to me as a person, I think (NATASHA:Mm) and I think the philosophies of ***** are quite suitedto me and the ideas of curiosity are so I think that, maybeI’m more naturally ok with whereas, (NATASHA: Mm)some of my cohort probably, people who want to,(NATASHA: Mm) have a structure and know more aboutgetting all the facts and stuff, but erm, so yeah, erm,definitely a lot happier in my third year, erm, and Isuppose I can’t, definitely say that was just to do with thecongruence and stuff (NATASHA: Mm, yeah) and me as aperson and things going on, but erm, yeah there wasdefinite difference for me, so yeahNATASHA: Mm, so in terms of, looking between that firstand the third year do you think (TILLY: Mmhmm) therewas a change in how you were, as a professional at work,were you (TILLY: Mmhmm) really quite different or ...TILLY: (sighs) mm, was I different as a professional?(small pause)NATASHA: And how you saw yourself?TILLY: Mm, (pause) yeah, mm, I think erm, in my first year

The phrase “I shouldn’t be doing this” suggestssomething about not having the ability orcompetence to meet what is required of herprofessionally.
“Looking back” allows Tilly to reflect on and makesense of her experience. She refers to pulling thingsapart but is it also bringing together aspects ofherself? Difficulties perhaps arose when she wasexpected to be a different ‘self’ at work than in ourpersonal lives. It seems in her adult mental healthplacement she was expected to work in a waywhich did not fit with her.

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout myself
Looking backyou can sort ofpull thingsapart
Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother
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I guess, and whether it’s just the same for everyone thatyou’re incredibly anxious, (laughs) (NATASHA: Mm) andyou don’t think you know anything and you’re not reallysure what’s going on, erm, and that’s going to have animpact and I guess I’d very much saw myself as that,(NATASHA: Mm) saw myself as a first year trainee, and asI said earlier a bit like that, that, that trainee word was athing that always sort of, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, impact onme, (NATASHA: Mm) and I wondered whether also that,trainee idea, not thinking you know anything, erm, had animpact on, maybe how honest I was in supervision(NATASHA: Mm) with my supervisor and, I perhapswasn’t so open in saying, “I don’t know what I’m doing”,(NATASHA: Mm) so, I think by the time I got to my thirdyear, erm I actually went back to a previous supervisor I’dhad as an assistant, possibly for the reason that I wantedto have an experience where I felt safe and, (NATASHA:Mm) with someone I trusted, to, be able to explore that abit more, so, whether their ideas of, erm me as aprofessional and being able to, actually be honest about(NATASHA: Mm) what was happening, in my third year,therefore allowed me to sort of, (NATASHA: Mm) developthe skills that I think, came about if that makes sense?NATASHA: Yeah so it, sounds a bit like almost being a bitmore comfortable, (TILLY: Mmhmm, definitely) withyourselfTILLY: Yeah, definitely, yeah feeling ok about, about who Iam rather than trying to be someone else, you know,there’s almost a sense actually that, I wondered whether Iwould always try and, see what my supervisor was likeand emulate that, erm, and whether other trainees do thatI don’t know (NATASHA: Mm) almost as a, ok which, inone hand is trying out different styles, (NATASHA: Mm)but, I think you can get lost as a person in all of that(NATASHA: Mm) and not really know who you are, andwhat you’re doing, erm, so yeah I think definitely in thethird year, I had, I was just more able to be me, andbecause I was being me I was more comfortable, morerelaxed and happy I suppose (NATASHA: Yeah) that allsort of led to each otherNATASHA: OkTILLY: MmNATASHA: Ok, was there anything else about that you

Tilly’s anxiety seems to be related to her positionand status as a trainee, which is in comparison toothers around her.

She also expresses anxiety that she does not knowanything, which is different to when she was anassistant and described herself as “knowledgeable”.Something about the training experience makes herfeel deskilled and therefore she loses confidence.This perception of herself impacted on herprofessional relationships. For example she couldnot be honest about not knowing as she would beexposed as not good enough, perhaps in line withher belief that she should better.
This also seems linked to the theme of looking forthe answers, and in turn for certainty. Tilly actuallysought out a relationship where she would feel“safe” to experiment and develop with differentways of doing things. Is this about being safe to bevulnerable and admit she does not know what sheis doing?
An idea of self-acceptance in feeling ok about whoshe is. This is different to earlier expressions ofneeding to be someone better.

Tilly talks about different versions of herself beingtried out and experimenting with who she is as aprofessional. However this can feel destabilisingand like she is “lost as a person”.  This seems to bereflective of a search for who she is and who shewants to be. However it seems it is also importantto acknowledge and incorporate who she wasalready.

Who amcompared toothers:Identity asrelational
Training asexposing
I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
Needingsafety to beuncertain

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
Trying outdifferentstyles butgetting lost asa person
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were thinking ofTILLY: Not that comes to mindNATASHA: Do you think anything you did research wiseinfla- influenced you ( a cup is placed down)professionally?TILLY: Erm, (sighs)NATASHA: Or were they quite separate?TILLY: Yeah, erm, so my research was looking at, theexperiences of, people (phrase removed for anonymity),erm, (small pause) and looking at that sense of meaningmaking, so a bit like (NATASHA: Mm) what I was talkingabout earlier, erm I guess that was a very personal topic tome, and erm, professionally I, I, I guess that just reinforcedthe ideas I’d had about sort of, erm, people’s, own abilityto make sense of their world, meaning of problems orreferrals and, (NATASHA: Mm) sort of taking a widerstance on that I think, whether that was already in mymind and that’s why I did the research (said with a veryslight laugh) but erm, that definitely has sort of, led intome as a professional, and stayed with me I guess, it’s a bitlike, (NATASHA: Mm) just carries it around me I guess, soerm, yeah, that, that I, that is something that has impacted(said with a laugh) on my professional life yeahNATASHA: an influence but quite different to the otherpart of ...TILLY: mm, yeah definitely, yeah

Tilly’s research drew on her personal experiencesso there is a link between her personal beliefs andthe stance she took in her research. There issomething she “carries it around” with her in allaspects of her life. Her professional identity is builton who she already was and what she valued. Thismay be linked with what she talks about laterabout her experiences echoing in hertraining.

Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother

Question 3: NATASHA: Ok, erm the third one, prior to

training so but similar with personal life, so prior to

training, (TILLY: Mm) in what ways did you view

yourself within your personal life so (TILLY: Mm) in

your relationships and how people would view you?TILLY: Mm (pause) prior to training (sighs) erm well, Ithink I’d had quite a lot of turmoil in my life a couple ofyears before starting training, and I don’t know if I really,
knew who I was erm, I think my self was a bit, all over theplace really, erm, which maybe echoes how my trainingexperience went, actually, erm, how did I view myself?(sighs) mm, (small pause) sorry I have to think about thisNATASHA: No that’s fine, take as long as you needTILLY: Erm, (pause) I guess I, and this might sound a bitstrange, I viewed myself a bit of a, as a bit of a lone ranger,as a bit of somebody who, (pause) didn’t really want orneed lots of other people around me, was just looking out

Tilly is unsure of who she was when she startedtraining. She expresses something about not beingjoined up and her sense of self not being clear. Itwas not possible to articulate who she was becauseshe did not know.Tilly says this feeling was echoed in her trainingexperience. Does this link to her being anxiousabout who she was as a professional?
Tilly seems to feel uncomfortable with the dilemmaof seeing herself as a lone ranger but still needingpeople. Being a “lone ranger” seems to come from aneed to protect herself (“just looking out for

Budding toblooming:Evolvingawareness ofselfPersonalechoing in theprofessional
Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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for myself, erm, (pause) sh- when looking back at that wasquite sad to think about how I was then and a bit, not, notthat I think outwardly I was a very sociable person, erm,absolutely fine you know erm, everything was alright, buterm, yeah inside a felt a bit like erm, and I rememberactually one of the art therapists here, like we were doingsomething and he asked me to draw a picture, I think Idrew a sea and I drew myself in a little boat, and, it felt abit like that that, and, that’s where I wanted to be, on myown out at sea and everyone just leaving me alone, andthat’s what it was like for me really and, I think I struggleda bit coming into this cohort where everyone had to be,(NATASHA: Mm) erm, together and, yeah like, I think Iwould very much see myself as sitting on the outside ofthat, not unhappy just, not wanting that, erm, so yeah sortof think I, was a bit like that at that time (laughs) ermrelationship wise I guess, I geographically I guess and Iwas here and erm commuting up to ****, so not only was Iseeing myself in the outskirts (NATASHA: Mm) I wasphysically taking myself away, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, andall my closest friends were down here, (NATASHA: Mm)and it was very much that, that’s my life, so I was quite,segregating things out, (NATASHA: Right) and then notthrowing myself 100% into the training I think I was,sitting on the edge (laugh) err I think I described it when Iwas at training as sort of like I felt like was a bit on, on atight rope, and I was sort of half way along the tight ropeand was wobbling a bit, but it was alright I knew where Iwas going, (NATASHA: Mm) and I was ok, and I didn’t, no-one could really get to me and I was alright so, yeah, if thatmakes any sense (said with a laugh)NATASHA: No it does, you said that kind of echoes howyou were on the training, (TILLY: Mm) in what way does itecho do you think?TILLY: Erm, what did I mean? Erm, well I think we weretalking earlier a bit about sort of, feeling relaxed andtrusting (NATASHA: Mm) in other people, erm, andwhether I, to begin with in the first year, and, trying tothink what happened in the second year (said as awhisper), in my second year as well, almost not willinglywanting people to help me, support me, sort of a headdown mentality, head down, keep going and you’ll getthrough this (said with a laugh) almost, erm, whereas, I

myself”). However there is some sadness asprotecting herself means being cut-off and alone.Does she feel she has missed out on someexperience or emotional connection?

It seems she saw disconnecting as way of copingand looking after herself. She was disconnectingfrom others both physically/geographically andpsychologically. There was a belief that if shedisconnected she would be safe. If she did connectand trust others there was a risk she would be “letdown”, which perhaps refers to being hurt in someway. However there seems to be a requirement ofthe course that you have to be “together” in orderto engage with the process and her cohort.This theme of pushing people away links withKeville et al. (2013), who discussed howdisconnection could be a way of connecting.

It seems Tilly separated parts of her life as a way ofcoping, which is a way of disconnecting or not fullyconnecting. This means she feels she did notengage fully with the process of training.The “tight rope” is possibly referring to feelingunsure about how she coping with the process, butif there was a destination and some certainty shefelt ok. Is this linked to earlier search for answers?

Head down mentality sounds similar to idea ofbeing “out at sea” and a “lone ranger” as she iscoping on her own. Letting go of this requires her

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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think I was sort of being on a journey of allowing myself totrust people again, which, probably came, probably camevia both, some of the academic stuff, at uni, academicallythe staff at uni, and the supervision I had in my third year,so, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, (small pause) yeahNATASHA: Do you think that was, the same in yourpersonal life like letting people in again? (TILLY: Mm) doyou think that was a process?TILLY: Yeah I think (sighs) yeah I think there was, I thinkthere was so, if I think about my relationships with myfamily I think I was very much pushed them away, and Ithink a lot of this was possibly, in my own body ratherthan physically or, e- emotionally letting people in, I think,I just didn’t want that, (NATASHA: Mm) it was easier topush them away than to, erm, yeah well it was easier topush them away emotionally, to protect myself I guess,and I guess, through the training, yeah that definitely goteasier, found it easier to be around my family, erm, also Ihad a partner when I was at uni, who yeah I think, well Iguess the re- only recently the partner who I was with atuni we split up and it’s sort of looking back on thatactually (NATASHA: Mm) and whether, whether I wasreally letting him in I’m not sure, and, but I guess, in onesense when I was in ****, my head was really in **** butwhether I was, when I was in ***** (NATASHA: Mm) was itthe other way round so it’s, so I don’t know, a protectionfrom both ends I’m not sure, (laughs) (NATASHA: Mm)erm, yeahNATASHA: What do you think, I, I, you don’t have toanswer this...TILLY: No, no it’s fineNATASHA: ...but what do you think you were protectingyourself from?TILLY: Yeah erm, (pause) erm, just being incrediblyvulnerable and, being hurt again I guess, erm, (smallpause, mm, (pause) yes, I, I, yeah just, being in a positionwhere I, where I felt like, your life’s just completely fallenaround you (NATASHA: Mm) and you, have to fight reallyhard to get it back and I think there was a part of me thatfelt like I, didn’t have the strength to do that again,(NATASHA: Mm) so I think I was just keeping myself at asafe distance and, erm, not allowing that tohappen,(NATASHA: Mm) mm

to trust people again, which she struggled withafter her experiences prior to the course.
Idea of a “journey” linked to a developmentalprocess. Also that this process is a difficult one andshe had to reassure herself that she can getthrough. The only way she knew how to do this wasto disconnect, a strategy which seems to come fromher experiences prior to training.
Link between what was happening outsideprofessional life (e.g. pushing away her family) andpushing people away of the course. In both area ofher life this was a way of protecting herself.  Herpatterns of interacting were carried with her intoher professional life. There is an idea about theneed to protect herself from being hurt or some ofher past experiences repeating and having to copewith this.It seems that training becomes part of what ishappening for her already and may have happenedanyway (e.g. trusting people again). Training is justa small part of the story.She is segregating parts of her life but not beingfully engaged with either which is similar to earlierwhen she talked not being fully 100% engaged withtraining as she does not connect with others.

There is an idea that with distance comes safety. Ifpeople are not close to you then you cannot bevulnerable and cannot be hurt. If she is hurt againthere is a belief that it will require some internalresources to cope with this. She does not considerthe strength that be drawn from others.

Personalechoing in theprofessional
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NATASHA: So, do you think those process of, maybeletting people in on the course, (TILLY: Mmhmm) andyour personal life do you think they were linked, or do youthink they were quite separate processes, going on?TILLY: Erm, (sighs) (pause) mm, (pause) (sighs) I don’tknow if I ever really let (sighs) people in on the course(said with a laugh, R laughs) I think academic, I think mm,ok there’s almost three strands there’s, my personalrelationships, there was the, cohort, (NATASHA: Mm) and,then there was kind of also the course team, (NATASHA:Mm) and that was four ok there was kind of, and thenthere is kind of the clin- placements, cohort wise I think Ilet maybe two people in but I was really someone whodidn’t want to gel with my cohort, (laughs) I was, I was,and I’m sure that came across, not that I’m not still incontact with people, nothing like that but erm, there was
something about that cohort that I, really struggled with,(laughs) (NATASHA: Mm) and found it very hard to letpeople in, and I was actually very defensive and, “I don’twant you to come into my life, (NATASHA: Mm) I don’twant you knowing everything about my life” (said with aslight laugh) (NATASHA: Right) “go away”, erm, whereas Iguess the, erm, my supervisor for my research wassomebody who, maybe forced me to (laughs) let me in butno I knew that the research I was doing it was, had to(NATASHA: Mm) engage with him on that, and, but therewas something about my supervisor I guess that, I chosehim for the fact that I knew I could trust him, (NATASHA:Mm) erm, so I guess I, I did let him in, as much as, heprobably would say I didn’t let him in completely (Rlaughs) but erm yeah (gives small laugh) there wereelements of discussions we would have, erm, I think I’velost track of the question nowNATASHA: No that’s ok (both give small laugh) I supposeI’m wondering ...TILLY: They’re not linked, is what the...NATASHA: They’re not linked they’re quite separateTILLY: YeahNATASHA: Yeah that’s fair enoughTILLY: Not linked in a sense but I guess there’s, there is atransformation when you do clinical training, (NATASHA:Mm) things happen to your brain (said with a laugh) youridentity, your sense of self, and they cannot not be

The word ‘something’ was stressed perhapsbecause it was difficult to articulate what it wasabout people she was with that made it difficult forher to connect. It may be that she was “defensive”as a way of keeping something for herself. Use ofthe pronouns I and me (e.g. “I don’t”, “I don’t”, “mylife”) suggests she is possessive of the knowledgeshe has about her life. Is it that if they do not havethe knowledge, they can’t get close and hurt her?Tilly stresses the importance of relationshipshowever these are mediated by her openness to theinfluence of these. She actively sought out thissupervisor perhaps as a reparative relationship asit allowed her to trust again. This links withattachment theory and the concept of earnedsecure-attachment (Pearson, Cohn, Cowan, PapeCowan, 1994).This relationship allows Tilly to connect in a safeway and experiment with doing somethingdifferent. Interesting that she comments he wouldnot think she let him in suggesting there aredifferent ideas about what it means to “let someonein”.
It seems changes in her have a wider impact thanher professional self. She suggests this is
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impacted, impacting on the rest of your life, (NATASHA:Right) and I think that’s become clearer post qualifying forme, (NATASHA: Really) yeah (NATASHA: Ok) definitely,looking backNATASHA: (speaking over TILLY) How do you think it,what do you think that’s about? How do you make sense ofit?TILLY: (speaking before Natasha finishes) Erm, (sighs) Ithink there’s something about clinical training, that, youdon’t realise it’s happening, to your brain (said with alaugh) or something, erm, at, somebody’s put it a-amazingly nicely said erm, you sort of lose that naivety oflife, (NATASHA: Mm) erm you can’t look at the situation inthe naive way and just, let it brush over your head,(NATASHA: Right) and I, I think I tried to think that I canbut actually you can’t and that, can impact on, how youview (there is a bang in the background) other people ,erm, (NATASHA: Mm) the relationships that you have,perhaps expecting people, to, have the same way ofthinking as you, (NATASHA: Mm) have that ability to, beanalytical in how you think about things and, beemotionally intelligent, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, and I guess Ioften find myself in my personal life, some people I know Ijust, take a step back and almost just completely switch offbecause, it’s too much effort to try and get into thatconversation and, (NATASHA: Mm) make yourselfunderstood, it’s a bit like this boat that I drew, (NATASHA:Mm) it’s a bit out at sea sometimes, (NATASHA: yeah) a bitfeeling on your own and a bit, erm, yeah, err yeah just youcan feel a bit, I don’t know it’s like a super power you’vebeen given, I, I’m not saying I have a super power but, it isa bit like you’ve been given a super power, that actuallycan be quite dangerous and you’re not quite sure where togo with it, (NATASHA: Mm) yeah, soNATASHA: There’s something about it’s a super poweryou can’t give back as well isn’t it?TILLY: Yeah, yeah it’s, you can’t get rid of it, yeah, yeahNATASHA: (Speaking over TILLY) it’s like when you saythat naivety’s there isn’t it, naivety, that naivety’s goneTILLY: Definitely, yeah, and I try and think, but I oftenhave these (said with a laugh) thoughts in my head goingwhat did I, ok when I was an assistant, how did I used tothink? What would I want to know? What didn’t I know?

unavoidable change and unavoidable transferenceof the change between contexts.
“Transformation” is a strong word suggestive of asignificant shift.  Something happens  “in yourbrain: suggests a physical and visible change. Shethen lists other ways of thinking about the samechange. Is this because it is difficult to find thelanguage to fully express the change?
Becoming clearer post qualifying, is this lookingback being able to take a different perspective?Something about her is irrevocably changed. Iwonder if it is how she sees the world, alwaysseeing things as a psychologist lens? Herperspective and way of experiencing the world haschanged.
The idea of losing her naivety seems linked to theidea of Pandora’s box, an irrevocable change even ifshe would sometimes like to change back.

“Taking a step back”, is this her separating herselffrom others as a way of coping with the newexperience.
“Superpower” reference seems to have manylevels. It may refer to the isolation which may beassociated with seeing things differently to otherpeople in her life. This is also in some ways self-imposed as she copes with this new experience bydisconnecting. It also seems to refer to a feeling ofbeing out of control because she does not have achoice about when or where her “superpower” isactivated. I wonder if this is why she feels it couldbe “dangerous”. It seems the transformation shemade for her professional development hasimpacted in her personal relationships.
Again Tilly reflects on herself at different stages in
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Err really struggle to think, how things were, (NATASHA:Mm) and as you said you can’t give it back (NATASHA:Mm) it’s, gone now and, a- you’ve got it now and you can’tget rid of it, and sometimes that’s just feels like a reallyheavy burden, and, sometimes I just wish you could just,often just wish I could disappear for a while, for a coupleof days, (NATASHA: Right) and just have none of that,switch off and, be gone (laughs)NATASHA: So in a way that wanting to be, away’s stillthere (TILLY: Mm) but it’s almost more difficult (TILLY:Mmhmm) nowTILLY: Yeah, yeah, I think soNATASHA: Anonymity’s goneTILLY: Yeah, and that all sounds really negative the wayI’ve described it and I don’t always mean it as a negativething, it’s sometimes just quite tiring, (laughs) (NATASHA:Mm) erm, yeah, and erm, but then I, I guess you just, yeah,I do find it hard to remember what life was like, I findmyself looking at people going what, how is it that youthink and (NATASHA: Mm) yeah, what, or thinking what
has changed, why, wh- what is different in my thinkingand, yeah, it- it sort of, it does, it’s something I think abouta lot at the moment and, haven’t quite worked it out but,(NATASHA: Mm) something’s happened (laughs)(NATASHA: Mm) so yeahNATASHA: Mm, so, just thinking about that question, kindof summing up (TILLY: Mm) so it feels like, the things thathappened, in the two areas of your life were quiteseparate, (TILLY: Yeah) but then there’s some overall,(TILLY: Mm) change that’s then impacted on youTILLY: Definitely, yeah, think soNATASHA: Makes senseTILLY: Which I think is, the main, driver of that I think is,the training that we do and, yeah, the career that we have,chosen, ‘cause it’s not really a career, (gives a small laugh)well it is but it’s kind of more than that isn’t it, it’s a, it, ittakes you on as a person, (NATASHA: Mm) well it has meanyway maybe others are different but, but it really has,sort of massively, impacted on me as a person, in a goodway (gives a small laugh) (NATASHA: Yeah) but also in a,tiring way, (laughs) maybe tiring is the wrong word, just a,(sighs) don’t know, I guess it’s thinking about, the erm,who you were before, and who you are now, and what

her career but this is difficult because the changesin her subsequently change how she views herselfin the past.
Tilly seems sad to have lost this naivety. This isinteresting, as it seems unusual to desire naivety inWestern culture.
As the change is irrevocable Tilly always carries itwith her and cannot switch it off. It then becomes aburden to carry in all aspects of her life (personaland professional). She wants to deal with this by‘being gone’ which sounds again like disconnectingfrom those around her.

Tilly is aware she has changed in some way but itseems it is difficult to articulate in what way.  Thechange is complex and there is something thatneeds to be “worked out” which is an ongoingprocess during and after training.

“The career takes you on as a person” sound like itabsorbs her and impacts on her personally. Shewas not able to separate different aspects ofherself.
Training doesn’t happen separately from the rest ofher life so its impact is mediated and influenced byher relationships and experiences in her personallife. There is a reflexive relationship between her

you can sort ofpull thingsapart
Losing ofnaivety vs.gainingwisdomPushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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your life looked like before, (NATASHA: Mm) I suppose it’sabout context, and actually, the life that you had beforedidn’t necessarily grow with you, erm, (NATASHA: Mm)and I think that’s possibly what happened with me, in, inmy relationship with my boyfriend is, he was still thewonderful loving man that he was when I met him, but I’dgrown in a different direction to him, (NATASHA: Mm)and that had erm, we weren’t yeah, we were in differentplaces, and, that wasn’t yeah, that’s, had an impact on ussplitting up I guess, so, it’s interesting, yeah it’s interestingto sort of look back and analyse what happened, and, yeah,mmNATASHA: So it sounds like almost, you weren’t so awareof that during training?TILLY: (sounds like she has a cup/glass over her mouth)mm, I think so, (cup/glass placed down)NATASHA: But now it’s kind ofTILLY: Yeah, I think soNATASHA: Reflecting on itTILLY: Yeah, definitely, maybe it’s about safety whenyou’re in training, a bit like I said before, how, you justwanna get through it, (laughs) (NATASHA: Mm) and like,when you’re an assistant you just think, right when I geton training that’s it, then you realise, no it’s not it, you stillgotta do the training, then you’re on the training andsuddenly, the same thing’s happening you just need to getthrough training and then it’s fine, (laughs) so maybe it’s,since I’ve been qualified I can be more, self assured aboutwho I am as a person, (NATASHA: Mm) not having to tryand fit in and be other things I can just be me, and I think,then being me, I can really sit back and think about what Iwant from life and, (NATASHA: Mm) what’s right what’swrong and, where am I going, so, that’s probably takentwo years, so (laughs) there’s the post-qualifying year aswell (laughs) yeahNATASHA: So that, it sounds like, during training andbefore training there’s all this striving (TILLY: Mm, mm)and, (small pause) say if I’m wrong (TILLY: Yeah) but kindof, you have to, there’s, the, training gives you skills tothink about things (TILLY: Mm) but during that, (TILLY:Mm) there isn’t really, time to do that in a wayTILLY: Definitely, yeahNATASHA: So...

personal and professional experiences.
Something has changed in Tilly, which has nothappened to those around her, leading to ametaphorical distance between them. However itmay be that this distance is more related to herdisconnecting as a way of coping with the changerather than risking sharing her experience withothers.
Tilly seems to be referring to how her perception ofher experiences change with hindsight. The processof change and reflection continues after training,but is linked to those training experiences.

There is safety of not reflecting, maybe on who youare and what’s important to you, during training.What makes it easier to reflect once she isqualified? Is it that during training she was notopen to reflecting on what was happening for her?The course is viewed as something to survive andget through, but this leaves less space for being her‘real’ self.
Once qualified feels more confident in her identity.She seems to be talking about having space onceshe is qualified to think about who she is. Thisspace seems to be created by “not having to try andfit in”. So rather than comparing herself to othersand basing her self-worth on this, so is morecomfortable with who she is.

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting

Looking backyou can sort ofpull thingsapart

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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TILLY: Yeah you’re almost, and then when you qualify,think I was really lucky to come to my dream job, with agreat team, and it’s just given me a chance to, relax and, behappier and just, yeah be happy in my own skin and, that’salright, (NATASHA: Mm) and, I think it’s that space I think,without evaluation, without, having to tick the nextcompetency off and all that stuff it’s just like who are youas a person who are you as a, practitioner, and I thinkthat’s been, (NATASHA: Mm) so lovely over the last coupleof years just thinking about, all of that stuff and,(NATASHA: Mm) not having to worry (laughs) and I thinkI’ve been really well supported in my job here, (NATASHA:Mm) and the sense that they’re allowed me not to just, Ididn’t just have to come straight in and know all of that,(NATASHA: Mm) that’s something that they helped medevelop so, think I’ve been really lucky to have thatexperience, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, so yeah (gives a littlelaugh) who knows what I’ll say in 5 years (laughs)NATASHA: Yeah (laughs)

Tilly seems to be talking about self-acceptancewhich she now has post qualification. However itseems during training the expectations on hersomehow preventing this self-acceptance. Beingfree of these expectations which relate to need tobe “better” (e.g. meeting certain competencies) hasallowed her to think about who she is.

She refers to possibly having a differentperspective in 5 years. Will she be looking back likeshe is doing now?  This links to an earlier theme ofseeing things different when looking back.

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam

Looking backyou can sort ofpull thingsapart

Question 4: NATASHA: Ok, erm, so you’ve talked a

little bit about this but, I think we kind of did this

together but (TILLY: That’s ok) do you feel like your

training experiences have influenced your personal

identity (TILLY: Mm) to how you see yourself as a

person?TILLY: (cup/glass is put down) ErmNATASHA: I think we’ve done that quite a bit (TILLY:Yeah) but is there anything you’d add to that?TILLY: (Inhales and sighs) mm, (pause) (sighs) I guess it’sjust had a, quite profound effect on, erm, (sighs)reinforcing my personal identity (NATASHA: Mm) me,being able to work out what that is, (NATASHA: Yeah)working out who I am, erm, and I think, has, has thetraining? Erm, (sighs) training experiences, I guess I’d sayit’s more, the training experiences, played a massive rolein starting that process, (NATASHA: Mm) but as I sort ofsaid I think it was that post-training, (NATASHA: yeah) iswhen I found I could actually, work best I felt, (NATASHA:Mm) erm, ‘cause I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t say if you took asnap shot of me if we say I don’t know, 5-6 years ago, andme now, (NATASHA: Mm) fundamentally I think I am thesame person, (NATASHA: Mm) the same values, samebeliefs, but there’s just something that, and maybe it’s

Training as the start of a process which includesboth her personal and professionals selves. Thiscontinues after training and is not contained withinthe training. However Tilly does not feel this is achange in who she is but training is a process whichhelps her to make sense of (“working out”) who sheis.
She is more aware and comfortable with of whoshe is. There is something stable in herself whichwas there before the course and is still there.
A process of thinking about who she wants to be of

Budding toblooming:Evolvingawareness ofself
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about me becoming more self assured in who I am(NATASHA: Mm) as a person, bit like the supervisor nottrying to be like somebody else sort of to please them, I’mnow happier thinking about who it is I want to be, andwhether that’s just the training experience I don’t know,it’s, it’s hard to, think of the bigger context of my life but,erm, yeah the training was definitely a big part in it, I’dlove to see what would happen if I’d took the three yeartraining course away, (NATASHA: Mm) and I hadn’t havedone it, who I’d be now, (laughs) (NATASHA: Mm) thatwould be an interesting kind of, snapshot of, whatchangedNATASHA: Is your feeling that you’d be very different or,do you think, some of that would have happened (TILLY:Yeah) anyway?TILLY: It’s really hard to know isn’t it, (NATASHA: Mm)erm, (sighs) oh yeah, I mean it’s like asking a, hundredyear old woman, what you, what you knew then, (Rlaughs) and (TILLY gives small laugh) erm, you know andI’ve had lots of conversations with people recently about,if you had the choice to going back to being eighteen againwould you? And, (said with small laugh) and it’s always, Iwould if I knew what I know now, so whether otherpeople go on this journey, that I’ve been on, (NATASHA:Mm) with or without training, I couldn’t say but, I thinkthe training definitely, has an impact, emotionally on youand, as I said earlier about the way you view the world,(NATASHA: Mm) that’s the thing that it changes, erm, soyeah I think that’s the main thing that’s had an impact onNATASHA: YeahTILLY: Yeah just wh- what lens you’re looking throughand, (NATASHA: Mm) what you’re seeing, hearing,(NATASHA: Mm) all that stuff

which training played one part for her. Howeverothers experiences in her life have also influencehow she views herself. It is difficult to say whatcaused this as it is difficult separate experiences inthis way.

Change in her which she would not undo and thischange being seen as valuable. This is different toearlier when she talks about sometimes wanting togive it back.She uses a metaphor which seems to be saying thatshe would not want to lose what she has gainedfrom her experiences. This suggests she valueswhat she now has, even maybe that lack of naivetyshe spoke about earlier. It also seems she isreferring to a gain in wisdom which is oftenassociated with older age.Some developmental processes happen anyway buttraining can play a part in her seeing the worlddifferently. Is this referring to the loss of naivety inhow she interacts with the world?

professionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother

Losing naivetyvs. gainingwisdom

Question 5: NATASHA: Mm, ok, erm, did any

relationships influence the changes in your personal

and professional identity? So if so, what were these

relationships and how did they influence the changes

you saw in yourself?TILLY: And does that mean, throughout my life orparticularly duringNATASHA: That’s during training...TILLY: During trainingNATASHA: ... but it can be personal relationship or
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professional relationships or your cohort or (TILLY:Mmhmm) or, like the four sections you did (said with aslight laugh)TILLY: Right ok (laughs) (sighs) I’d like, see my gut feelingthere is to say that my cohort didn’t have an impact(laughs) sounds like I really dislike my cohort it’s not that,erm, but obviously they had, (NATASHA: Mm) there wassomething about my cohort that did impact, erm, and havean impact on me as a, my personal and professional kindof, erm identities, what that was, I’m not sure, erm,(pause) (inhales and sighs) (pause) I think there wassome, I, I, I know that something I thought about a lotwhen I was training in my cohort was, looking, at howother people were coping, (NATASHA: Mm) and findingmyself becoming quite, annoyed at hysteria, (laughs) ifthat, oh, in, in a sense that, I found myself getting quiteannoyed with, how, training is hard, I admit that, trainingis a difficult experience, erm, placements are difficult youhave essays to do you have your thesis to write, but I oftenfound that things were so blown out of proportion, that Ifelt people had lost track of the world, and the importantthings, (NATASHA: Mm) and I found myself sort of alwayshaving those thoughts and, I guess, looking back I feel like,perhaps I was very critical of my cohort, for that, ‘causethey’re just human beings living an experience, but erm,(small pause) yeah has it influenced me now? (inhales)maybe it’s just impacted that, even more in me, (exhales)and highlighted how other things are important in life,(NATASHA: Mm) and it’s not whether you’re got the topmark in the essay or, not that we ever got marks, but,things like that were  just never,  the key things to me, andI found that quite hard, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, I guessaside from my cohort, (laughs) erm, guess every singlesupervisor I had would have had an impact whether thatbe good or bad (said with a laugh) erm, and I was, youknow I think you’ll always remember all of yoursupervisors that you had, erm, my third year supervisor,(name 1), was on my training and, before and still now amassive impact on my life, erm, both personally andprofessionally, erm, she’s a very, gutsy woman, who, goesout there, does it, gets on with life, and I think, she, andwhether it’s just, natural to her, but she can just instilconfidence in someone like that, and I think that’s had a

Tilly repeatedly uses the word “impact” althoughthe question was phrased as “influence”. This issuggestive of something strong and forceful orperhaps a collision. This may be referring to asudden or unexpected feeling of being exposed.

Tilly compares herself to others in terms of howthey were coping, but feels annoyed they werecoping in a different way (“hysteria”). She suggeststhat they did not have perspective and were notable to see what she could see, that is that otherthings were more important that training.
Tilly acknowledges the challenges of training butstill feels there needs to be perspective on this.
Looking back gives her a different perspective onhow she was and saw things.

Her experience of losing her partner highlighted toher how important life outside of training is.However this stance allows her to separate herpersonal and professional lives in some way andnot connect with those in her cohort.

Tilly seems to have a lot of respect for being“gutsy”. This seems to be describing someone whotakes risks in their personal and professional lives.

Training asexposing
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massive impact on me now, and the way that I am with mytrainees, and, I do that erm, it’s not about picking peopleapart, but then there’s actually if you can build someone’sconfidence up, (NATASHA: Mm) and help make them seethat they’re alright, that’s when you can start to helppeople to learn things and to (NATASHA: Mm) sort ofmove forward so, she had a massive impact on meNATASHA: Do you think she’s changed how you seeyourself or...TILLY: (gives a little laugh) erm, (small pause) think shedefinitely had a, helping hand in helping me feel, like Iwas, good enough as a person, I don’t think I’ve ever beenthe one that, you know so I think I’d always laugh, I was, Igot 60.5 in my undergraduates so I only just got a 2:1, so Ionly just got on, (NATASHA: Mm) there was always thatkind of narrative, and that was fine with me I was ok withthat but I think she sort of reinforced that you know,people are people and that’s what people need,(NATASHA: Mm) erm, and sort of instilling that confidencein me as a, alright academic, (laughs) but somebody whocan do the job just as good as someone who got firsts, andthat kind of, (NATASHA: Mm) that’s a bit of a strangeexample but yeah, just seeing, sort of the, positives insomeone, so yeah, I think she, she did have an impact,there, erm, mmNATASHA: What about erm, personal relationships didanyone (TILLY: Mm) in your life at that time, impact onthe way you saw yourself?TILLY: In my life at that time? (pause) mm, (sighs) (pause)I feel bad for not thinking of anyone who did, erm, (pause)not at that time, (NATASHA: Mm) I guess, no, erm, I guessit, huh, don’t know if I’d answer the question but it was,somebody who, passed away two years prior to mytraining I guess was someone who had a massive impacton my personal and professional identities, (NATASHA:Right) erm, and as much as he wasn’t there, (small laugh)he was kind of there, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, make-challenging me I guess in my own mind about who I wasas a person, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, that doesn’t quite fitwith your question (laughs)NATASHA: No but it’s still relevant isn’t it (TILLY: Mm)because it’s part of (TILLY: Yeah) what was there duringtraining

Is this something Tilly struggled with after thedeath of her partner, when she would distanceherself as a way of coping? For her to be “gutsy”,would that mean trusting people again?Learning from a mentor. Different in some way tosimply copying supervisors (as discussed earlier).It appears Tilly feels inspired by this supervisor.appears more inspirational. She seems to becomparing herself to this supervisor and hopingshe is able to emulate her in some way.

Tilly seems to be view of herself as only “just” goodenough and compares herself to othersacademically. She seems to need validation from anexternal source to see herself as good enough.Tilly’s relationship with her supervisor seems toenable Tilly to accept herself in some way, withoutfocusing on her academic achievement.

Tilly talks about carrying other people with her onher difficult journeys, whether her mentor or herpartner who died. There is an idea here that otherscan impact on us even when absent, as we stillcarry them with us in some way.

andprofessionally
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TILLY: Yeah s-, I guess it would help to have context, erm,so, two years before training, (sentence removed foranonymity), erm, and obviously, then going into, clinicaltraining we’re meant to be seen as, a health professionalwho’s meant to (NATASHA: Mm) be able to deal withmental health issues, was something that was incredibly,difficult for me, and there was a sense that may- maybeactually this, probably would have helped earlier, erm,that people were looking at me or that as someone well,(phrase deleted for anonymity) how can you look afteryour clients kind of thing, (NATASHA: Mm) whether that,and I don’t think anyone has said that to me or, (laughs)(NATASHA: Mm) or even, erm, inferred that but that wasdefinitely something that, held in my head, erm, andmaybe it’s interesting that I specialise in learningdisabilities, so actually I still keep away from mentalhealth, (NATASHA: Mm) oh well, I work with people withmental health difficulties but, erm, that something I stepback from, erm, because of the impact that that, can haveon your identity, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, yeah and how youthink people are viewing you, erm, and whether that goesback to sort of my relationship with my cohort as well,keeping back from them, ‘cause as much as, it’s not acompetitive environment I guess I did have, thoughtsabout well what is it they’re thinking about me? Or, erm,(NATASHA: Mm) do they think I’m a bad person? Do,dunno do they have their own fantasy about whathappened? Which I, I, I found (NATASHA: Mm) out thatthey you know there was, oh (phrase deleted foranonymity) (NATASHA: Mm) and you know it was justlike, (NATASHA: Mm) stories that had developed, which, Ihadn’t been a part of (said with a slight laugh), erm, yeahand it just, I think they knew that that’s why I kept myselfaway, keep my life a little bit more private, (NATASHA:Mm) (phrases deleted for anonymity) (NATASHA: Mm)but there was a sort of gutsy part of (name 2) that, wouldstay with me, you know, what did I saying was alwayserm, worst things have happened to nicer people,(NATASHA: Right) and I guess that echoes what I wastalking about earlier with the cohort, that actually there’smore important things in life than, (NATASHA: Mm) this,and erm, yeah (small laugh) it’s probably the mostunhelpful phrase (gives a small laugh) that you could ever

Losing her partner before training made her reflecton her role as a psychologist working with peoplewith similar difficulties to him. Is this like theearlier idea about personal experiences echoingduring training? She seems to be carrying with herthe experiences prior to training and reflecting onthese given the context she was now in.There is almost an element on frustration that whatshe now knows might have helped her or herpartner in earlier circumstances. Does she feel sheshould have done something differently?
Distancing herself from working in adult mentalhealth as this is linked to a difficult experience inher personal life. This is a similar process to herdistancing herself from others as a ‘lone ranger’ asa way of keeping herself safe.
She reports this was not a competitiveenvironment, however she often compares herselfto others to ascertain how they see her. Othersperspectives and evaluation of have become veryimportant.

Her way of coping with others curiosity seems tobe being even more private and distance herself.
She carries something of her partner with her andtransfers this into what she values during training.Being ‘gutsy’ is again seen very positively inpartner and supervisor.

Personalechoing in theprofessional
I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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say to anyone, (laughs) you know there’s somethingmelancholic about what he, how he would say that and,yeah I still say it to myself now (NATASHA: Mm) when I’mgetting stressed just go, oh, come one (said as a whisper)(both give laugh) get over it, so erm, yeah, I think that, thatdid have an impact, on me, and erm, was something that I,would talk about with my, well my third year supervisor,she would, she knew me at the time, and with my, thesissupervisor, erm obviously ‘cause that was the content(said with a laugh) (NATASHA: Mm) of the thesis, yeah wehad some interesting conversations I think about that,(NATASHA: Mm) which was helpful, and whether I wouldhave had the opportunity to have those conversations, if Ihadn’t have done the training course, (NATASHA: Mm) it’sinteresting to think that possibly I wouldn’t have done so,yeah, I think that’s definitely had a big impact, (NATASHA:Mm) mm (NATASHA: that makes sense) mm, so yeahNATASHA: I think it’s, (sighs) interesting as well what youwere saying about, being gutsy, (TILLY: Mm) and, (name2) being gutsy and then, (TILLY: Yeah) your supervisorbeing gutsy (TILLY: Yeah) and those being people ...TILLY: Yeah that’s true, that I connect with (both laugh)NATASHA: ...connect with and, (TILLY: Yeah) maybe itsounds like, you want to, be that with your trainees as well(TILLY: Mm) ...TILLY: Yeah, take risksNATASHA: Yeah and be...TILLY: Build their confidence up to be able to take thoserisks, (NATASHA: Mm) and it’s ok if it doesn’t work out,(NATASHA: Mm) ‘cause life doesn’t always work out,(NATASHA: Mm) and I think I very much went through anexperience where, my life couldn’t have been more shit,(gives a little laugh) (NATASHA: Mm) but I got back in itquite quickly, and then I got on with life and, erm, I think aphrase that we use in our family is, talk about thefisherman’s wives, (laughs)NATASHA: Mm, I don’t know that oneTILLY: It’s a Scot- I think they’re in Scotland or Yorkshire Ican’t remember, it could be both, and they’re alwaysknown as these really stoical people, (NATASHA: Right)who work long hours with their husbands out getting fish(NATASHA: Mm) they’re there, bringing them all in, and Ithink that’s an image that my mum would always, portray

Tilly is quite harsh on herself which suggests sheshould be coping in a different way or doingsomething differently.

Opportunity for conversations provided bytraining. What was it about training that allowedfor these conversations? The relationship withsupervisor? Yet earlier she spoke about having her“head down” during training and there being nospace for reflection because just had to get through.Did she make a choice to not reflect during trainingas a way of coping? Was not reflecting a way ofkeeping others at a distance?

Confidence to take risks, but what are those risks?Is it connecting with others, even though you mightbe vulnerable and get hurt? She tells a story ofresilience which suggests taking those risks isworth it.

Metaphor of fishermen which is again a link to thesea again where she earlier spoke about being ‘outat sea’. There is a focus on being stoical which alsolinks with earlier when she says need to get on
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to me about you know being a quite stoical person, erm,and I guess I really struggled (said with a slight laugh)sometimes with thing like reflective groups (NATASHA:Mm) at uni, ‘cause it felt like, I think I always used to say itfelt like you go there and we would moan and we wouldtalk about all these awful things and someone would cryand run out the room, and I used to say “oh why can’t wehave” erm, oh what was the word I used, I can’t remember,what was it? Erm, a resilience group, (laughs) change itaround and, (NATASHA: Mm) you know ‘cause I think, weneed to be resilient people and, (NATASHA: Mm) it, it’s notall about, a- it is about reflecting on us, but I, I found a lot, Ifind a lot of psychologists when they’re reflecting, can be,feels to me, can be quite self indulgent, (NATASHA: Mm)and actually, it’s important for the client relationship butit’s not always, you don’t always have to be talking aboutyour own life, and how (NATASHA: Mm) you’re feeling,‘cause there’s a person in the room that needs the helpmore than you (said with a laugh)  if you need that muchhelp, go somewhere else (laughs) so I feel the trainingcourses should focus more on resilience and, (NATASHA:Mm) that kind of stuff, but erm, yeah so, that wasn’t, didn’tfit well (NATASHA: Mm) with who I was at the time,(NATASHA: Mm) and I just didn’t want to sit in a roomwith sixteen other people, talking about all of that stuff,(NATASHA: Mm) so I actually stopped going to them in theend, I couldn’t handle that, (NATASHA: Mm) that space,erm, yeah (laughs)NATASHA: And just a- yeah I’m just wondering if thatalmost, taught you something you didn’t want to be?TILLY: Yeah, might have been yeahNATASHA: This isn’t for meTILLY: Yeah, definitelyNATASHA: I wanna do this differentlyTILLY: Mm, it’s not who I want to be

with it and keep her head down. There appears tobe a narrative from her family which she bringsinto her response to training. This sometimescaused her difficulties as her perspective on usefulways to cope conflicted with some of the courserequirements (e.g. reflective groups).
Questioning usefulness of reflecting on personalissues too much, instead the focus needs to be onservice user and helping them.
Tilly seems to be talking about having the strengthto take risks but also feeling weak when exploringemotions and wishing for resilience training. Is thissomething where different experiences areconflicting (family narrative of getting on withthings vs. people she admires who are gutsy andtake risks) and this creates a dilemma.
It seems it was difficult for Tilly to connect with theexperiences of the rest of her cohort given thingshappening in own life. In the end she physicallyremoved herself, like earlier when spoke aboutbeing geographically separate as well asemotionally.

Question 6: NATASHA: Ok, mm, I think we’ve talked

about this a lot all ready (TILLY laughs) (TILLY: Yeah)

so let’s get into things before I get (TILLY: Mm) but, in

what ways did your professional and personal

identities influence each other?TILLY: Ooh (sighs) my personal and professionalidentities influence each otherNATASHA: So how things are going at work (TILLY: Yeah)
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influence how (TILLY: Mm) things are at home and theother way aroundTILLY: Yeah, (small pause) I guess they go- one doesn’t gowithout the other does it? (NATASHA: Mm) Erm, mm,(pause) (NATASHA: Mm) I g- I, I think I can always, youcan always tell how things are, with me, at home, or atwork, (NATASHA: Mm) just looking at each other, erm,(small pause) and I think it’s quite easy sometimes to say“oh, oh I’m really stressed at work”, but actually it’spossibly the other way round (said with a laugh) as well(NATASHA: Mm) erm, and I think, so through my trainingor prior to training, through my training and now, not onlyas, have I changed professionally, yes there have beenthose personal identity that, my personal identity there’salso sort of, had to develop and I wonder if that had gonein, what order they’d gone in, (sighs) (pause) yeah ‘causeI’m wondering whether, is it sort of something y- youchange professionally which has an impact on yourpersonally, or is it the other way around? (noise can beheard of participant drawing arrows and circle) not sure, Ithink it’s a bit of both, maybe it’s discreet moments, sosomething professionally can happen, that changes you,which then impacts on you personally, (NATASHA: Mm)and equally something might happen in your personal lifethat’s gonna impact back, into your professional life, that’sprobably how it goes, but they’re constantly sort of inmotion with each other (said with a slight laugh),(NATASHA: Mm) erm, so I could think back and think if(name 2) hadn’t have died, I think I could categorically say,I wouldn’t be the psychologist that I am now, (NATASHA:Mm) erm, or the person I am now either, erm, (pause) soit’s sort of things like that or equally when I’ve, so recentlysplit up with (name 3)...
a door is heard opening and someone enters the room, says

sorry, and leaves againTILLY: ...split up with (name 3) I think again, that’s, overthe last few weeks I’ve noticed in supervision, talkingabout other sort of things about (NATASHA: Mm) bothprofessional sort of life and how, maybe it’s sort of just,erm, cementing, the things I had before so the ways I wasthinking before, and feeling more confident, (NATASHA:Mm) and self assured in myself as just a person, to, be thatperson professionally, (NATASHA: Mm) and definitely,

A strong link between her personal andprofessional identities and bi-directionalrelationship (influencing each other). She does notview these as separate parts of herself.

It seems there is a reflexive relationship betweenaspects of her identity rather than a lineal causality.

When she talks about discreet moments, is this hertrying to make sense of the process of how aspectsof her identity influence each other?There is an idea of constant motion and flowbetween her personal and professional lives.The type of psychologist she becomes is influencedby personal experience, suggesting these aspectson herself are inseparable, even if it difficult toascertain how they are linked.

Tilly talks here about the process, rather thanchanging her, instead adding to her confidence inwhat was already there.
Does saying she is ‘just a person’ refer to being trueto who she is, rather than continually comparing

Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother

Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theotherPersonal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother

Budding toblooming:Evolvingawareness ofself
Who amcompared to
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recently thinking about me, personally and just that sortof, real sort of reflective, kind of, (small pause) who am I ?(each word punctuated) rather than, always seeing theself in this context of other people, so I think (NATASHA:Mm) erm, and whether you know (said with a slightlaugh) as, sorry I’m rambling now, (NATASHA: No, no)whether the professional side of things, led me, (smallpause) to see that I wanted to not be with my boyfriend,(NATASHA: Right) erm, so everything’s sort of linking it alltogether, but it feels like I’m now coming to a point whereI’ve feel a lot wholer as a person, erm and I think, I think Ieven used the words, or people in my research used thewords, “you feel like half a person when something likethat happens, in your life”, and I think I definitely felt, a bitlike a half a person during my training, yeah and I, I’m(NATASHA: Mm) nearly full again (laughs) (NATASHA:Right) so yeah, sort of all happen- happening really, mmNATASHA: Ok, ok, was there anything else about that partthat you’d like to say that we feel we haven’t said?TILLY: I don’t think so (NATASHA: No?) (a cup is placeddown) I think I’ve rambled at youNATASHA: No, I don’t (TILLY laughs), very interesting.Erm, I think it was all relevant ok, so the next part’s kindof reflection on those changes, (TILLY: Right) so, kind ofthinking how you are now, (TILLY: Yeah) I think we’vedone that a bit as well but ...TILLY: No that’s ok

herself to others? She seems to saying somethingabout being herself rather than trying to pleaseothers and changing to try to do this.

The idea of being “wholer as a person” is link to herpartner dying and losing something of herselfbecause of this experience. She has been through aprocess of becoming full again. Is this referring toknowing who she is? Sounds like having to rebuildthe other half of her, not necessary linked totraining but part of this process was happeningduring training. Her personal life and developmentcontinued whilst on training.

others:Identity asrelational

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam

Question 7: NATASHA: ...so looking back over your

training experiences, in what ways have these

personal and professional changes impacted on how

you are now at work?TILLY: At work, (laughs)NATASHA: So your professional work nowTILLY: Yep, so looking back over your training experiencesin what ways have these personal and professionalchanges impacted upon your current professional work?(inhales) massively (laughs) erm, (pause) mm, yeah erm,(pause) (sighs) it’s hard to put things in words sometimesisn’t it (NATASHA: Mm) erm, (pause) in what ways I’m justtrying to be a bit more, tangible with this erm, (pause) Idon’t know ok, well there’s just something about me being,a happy psychologist (said with a laugh) and that soundsvery, woolly and, erm, not particularly helpful, but there’s

Difficult to articulate the change in herself but sheis very aware of its magnitude.

Being ‘a happy psychologist’ is a very positive wayof describing the outcome of the changes in her.Also interesting that she uses an emotion word to

A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate
I should besomeonebetter vs.
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something about, almost, having to have gone throughexperiences where, you change professionally orpersonally, to get to a place where you can, be useful inyour life (said with a laugh), be useful (NATASHA: Right)as a clinical psychologist here, erm, feeling relaxed, beingcurious, and, not constantly having these sort of, pressuresof thinking that are you good enough are you there yet?(NATASHA: Mm) I’m here, (laughs) and, (NATASHA: Mm) Ifeel like, err, yeah, I, I re- I feel very sort of present in myjob, erm, which I think impacts on my job now as well, and(NATASHA: Mm) how I am with clients, how I am as partof a team, and how I work with that team, erm, so yeah Iguess there’s something about the experiences of, (pause)things changing? (NATASHA: Mm) I guess it, it feels almostlike there’s been phases, and a bit like we’ve put the pre-pre- erm, pre-training training, then I sort of have the,post-qualifying year, (laughs) it’s just, and extension of thetraining, erm, and now I’m just there it’s, great (laughs) Ifeel relaxed, I feel happy, and I feel, like I’m alright nowand, I’m content, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, yeah (sighs) but Iguess you have to sort of go through all of this there’s areal sense that you have to have these experiences youhave to have learnt from them, in order to get to a placelike that, (NATASHA: Mm) otherwise you’re back at the,naive end, (NATASHA: Mm) where you’re not seeing anyof that, so, as much as I’ve, it’s difficult, sort of, losing thatnaivety, I wouldn’t want to be there, (NATASHA: Mm) erm,yeah, so something about that I thinkNATASHA: So very much, a necessary process then?TILLY: Mm think so, definitely, yeah, almost feels like youknow, talking about it (said with a laugh) feels like I’vebeen through a bit of a, washing machine, (NATASHA:Mm) come out the other end (said with a laugh) and ermyeah and I’m nicely folded on the side (both laugh) andyou know that’s alright but, yeah I’m a firm believer thatpeople need to go through things to be able to, deal withthings, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, yeah and I guess I worryabout people who haven’t, especially in our line of work,(NATASHA: Mm) so yeah, mmNATASHA: How do you think that process has changedhow you are with clients, what do you think is thedifference?TILLY: Mm (sighs) yeah, (small pause) I think I’m, well I

describe the impact on her work suggesting theshift is not one in skills, but in her emotionally as aprofessional.
Describing her own description as “wooly” againseems to be referring to some change that isdifficult to describe.
The idea of being useful in your life seems to referto the idea that she is worthwhile. This is incontrast to her early comments that she did notview herself as a professional and therefore not“good enough” which she now feels she is.
The comment ‘are you there yet?’ links to herearlier comments on looking for certainty and anend point in when she had become a professional.However it seems she has now stopped looking forthis.
She talks about being “present” in her job which isdifferent to earlier when constantly lookingforward (e.g. to training and qualification). Herexperiences of change have enabled her approachher life differently and connect more with thosearound her.

Tilly is very positive and hopeful which is differentto some of the difficult times in her life. Yet shewould not undo her experience as she feels she haslearnt from them. She needed to lose her naivety toget to where she is, although it has at times felt likea “burden”.There is a process of being ‘shook up’. Is it that thesame person comes out but looking different?There is again the theme of something to getthrough like the stoical Scottish fishermen.

feeling okabout who Iam
A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulateI should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who IamComfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
Losing naivetyvs. gainingwisdom

Budding toblooming:evolvingawareness  ofself
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think I notice when I’m at work I’m, I don’t, I don’t go inwith agendas with clients, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, prettyrubbish, I don’t usually read the stuff before I go there Ijust go there with an open mind, (NATASHA: Mm) to seewhat it’s like being there with them, and I think, I hopethat sort of relaxed kind of, erm, persona, allows clients to,feel at ease with me and to, communicate whatever theyneed to communicate (said with a slight laugh)(NATASHA: Mm) erm, I don’t have ‘doctor’ on my badge, Idon’t ever introduce myself (said with a laugh) as ‘Doctor(Name 4)’, erm, I’m just, me, and I, I think erm, that’ssomething that I’m very comfortable with, erm, I’mcomfortable with chairing meetings, when things don’t goquite to plan, that’s something I think I’ve learnt to feelalright with, erm, I don’t think I have these expectationson me that I kind of need to be this perfect person, I’m justhappy trying out and see what happens, and if I don’tknow the answer, I’ll go and find it out, (NATASHA: Mm)so I think, hopefully that kind of idea is, helpful one for theclients that I work with, I don’t need to be this perfectperson (NATASHA: Mm) and realistic as well, erm,especially with the client group I work with, err, it’s not,trying to looks at where I think they should be, you knowit’s about their lives, and I think I, I think erm, that’ssomething I’m very passionate about is thinking about ohwhat is it you want? (NATASHA: Mm) Why do you thinkyou’re here? Did you even know there was a referral?(laughs) (NATASHA: Mm) and that’s something we’re verypassionate about in erm, my department, and erm, yeah,trying to put that in context for them, (NATASHA: Mm) so Ithink that’s, probably, where I’ve come toNATASHA: That seems really linked to that idea at thebeginning of uncertainty (TILLY: Mm) and (TILLY:Definitely) feeling un- feeling comfortable with that whenyou go in a room and, (TILLY: Definitely) and if it does gowrong...TILLY: Yeah, definitely carry on, (NATASHA: That’s life)that’s all good with me (small laugh)NATASHA: and then that almost feels linked to what youwere saying about, (inhales) that is life, life things happenin life, (TILLY: Mm) and,... (a cup is placed down)TILLY: You deal with themNATASHA: ... You’ve got to deal with it (TILLY laughs)

Tilly has moved away from her earlier position ofneeding to find the answers or certainty. Thisrelaxed persona linked to feeling more accepting ofherself? She no longer needs to be perfect on orderto be good enough.
“I’m just me” is similar to earlier when talks aboutbeing “just a person”. There is somethinguncomplicated about this. The words make methink of letting go of what she has been carryingaround. This also seems to be accepting of herselfas she no longer needs to be the “perfect person”.

Tilly is passionate about her work and theapproach she takes. It seems she’s found somethingthat fits with her and which she feels passionateabout. There is a link between her philosophy andacademic ideas and her clinical practice.

Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty

I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam

Puttingacademicideas intoclinicalpractice
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yeah, (TILLY: Yeah) as it comesTILLY: Yeah, and I think, definitely from the experience of(name 2), I didn’t, y-, you can’t stop that happening it, it’shappened and you have to get on (NATASHA: Mm) withlife, and then I think when I talked about the training howI was there almost trying to protect myself from all of that,(NATASHA: Mm) erm keeping myself aside from people,and that was that protection kind of thing ‘cause I couldn’tdeal with it, again (sighs) erm, but I guess, (small pause)when I come out of training it’s almost like, my reserveshave gone up again and I’m actually ok if that happensagain, (NATASHA: Mm) I’ll deal with it, (laughs) you knowand I, when I split up with (name 2) it was very much,having conversations with my friends that, you will bealright, (NATASHA: Mm) you’ve done worse before withhappened and you will be fine and I think there was that,realisation of, oh yeah, yeah I will, and so I think(NATASHA: Mm) that kind of has, w- I don’t think Icould’ve done that a few years ago so, (NATASHA: Mm)yeahNATASHA: There’s very much a theme of resilience reallyTILLY: Yeah, absolutely yeahNATASHA: Making a differenceNATASHA: Yeah definitely, mm

There is a theme of resilience and belief in herability to cope with whatever comes.  She seems tobe willing to risk connecting with the experience asbelieves she can cope. The idea of her reservesgoing up sounds like she has gone through aprocess of repair. She is able to reflect that havingbeen through something so awful and come out theother side has added to her belief in her ability tocope.

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting
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Question 8: NATASHA: Ok, so looking back over your

training experience, in what way have these personal

and professional changes impacted on your personal

life?TILLY: Ooh, (sighs) humph, well I’m now single (laughs)erm, looking back on your training experience in whatways have these personal and professional changesimpacted on your personal life? (pause) mm, well I guessthe theme of the last couple of months for me has verymuch just been about, (small pause) working out who I amas a person, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, without the links to,(small pause) so, err who I was with (name 2), who I waswith (name 3), it’s just about, hang on a minute, who am I?what do I want from life? (NATASHA: Mm) regardless ofanyone around me (said with a laugh) and that’s beenquite empowering I think just, (NATASHA: Mm) erm,feeling comfortable with being able to do that, hopefullythat’s something I will continue (said with a laugh), to beable to do but that’s definitely something I’ve beenthinking about a lot and I think, those experiences, of thetraining and, other life experiences, almost led me to aplace where I am, able to be like that, (NATASHA: Mm)again I couldn’t have been like that, 7 years ago 5 yearsago, erm so something has happened, to make me feelcomfortable, (NATASHA: Mm) being able to do that anderm, that feel very sort of liberating and exciting and,(NATASHA: Mm) yeah so there’s, yeah definitely is erm,it’s a new way of looking at life (NATASHA: Mm) I thinkand, but a way I’ve always, I think I’ve always hoped that Ilook like that at life like that, but it’s almost a realisationthat, oh you weren’t really were you, you were always like,trying to yeah, think about who you are but how do you fitin where now it’s like no, who am I? who am I? (NATASHA:Mm)NATASHA: Without the importance of fitting in?TILLY: Everything else yeah definitely, and erm, I thinkthat’s nice being away from training almost ‘cause there’sa sense that, you are that cohort, erm, forever I’ll be cohort8 or whatever number I was and erm, and how I wasmeant to be fitting in with all of these other people, whoare all lovely people (small laugh) but now it feels like noI’m just (participant name), (NATASHA: Mm) I’m a clinicalpsychologist, even down to the fact that, you don’t have a

Who she is without her romantic partners andwhat she wants? Something about having aseparate identity to those around you. Is this linkedto only seeing yourself in comparison to others,rather than ”just you”?She talks about “working out” who she is as aperson, suggesting a process of continuallyreflecting on this.
“Empowering” is a different feeling to herexpression earlier of not knowing who she was.Instead she now feels confident in herself andasserting what she wants from life. The locus ofcontrol is with her rather than those around her tosay she is good enough.
“Something happened” but this is difficult for Tillyto identity what this process was that allowed herto feel comfortable. It is also difficult for her toidentity what changed her (e.g. training and otherlife experiences intermingled). She uses verypositive words used (liberating, exciting) todescribe the experience of looking at lifedifferently.
Before she was trying to ‘fit’ and maybe be thesame as other people rather than finding her ownway of being? However now she feels self-assuredin who she is separate from others. “Who am I?”being repeated and stressed suggests she wastrying to work something out but also feelingpowerful because its her choice not other peoplesperspective that matter.

Budding toblooming:Evolvingawareness ofself
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A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate

Who amcompared toothers:Identity asrelational
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supervisor, (NATASHA: Mm) who is res- clinicallyresponsible, and that took a while to, think oh, I’mclinically responsible (NATASHA: Mm) you know, I’d takereports up to my supervisor (R :Yeah) when I firstqualified and he was like “no (participant name) I don’tneed to read that” it’s like (R laughs) “oh god” (laughs) soit, it’s (R :Right) that I think is part of the development,(NATASHA: Mm) as well, feeling, you can make your owndecisions in life and, (NATASHA: Mm) nobody else,actually matters (laughs) so I think that’s something thatchanges when you qualify, (NATASHA: Mm) which youneed to get used to again, (NATASHA: Yeah) ‘cause if youthink about, as an assistant, ok let’s say I was an assistantfor, I don’t know, three or four years, trainee for threeyears, (NATASHA: Mm) it’s a long time, where somebodyelse (NATASHA: Mm) is always responsible, so, yeah so it’sbeen, something I’ve had to get used to but now I feel atthe point where that’s, comfortable and, yeah, just sort ofempowering really, so, (NATASHA: Mm) yeah

Being a clinical psychologist is a part of her identityand this has meaning that she is responsible. Thisfeeling of having responsibility is important as itmeans she is not seen in comparison to others,rather as a responsible individual.Interesting parallel between being clinicallyresponsible and making her own decisions in herpersonal life, where she makes choices about whoshe is.
The phrase “nobody else matters” highlights againher sense of self separate from those around her.

Use of the word empowering again sounds like shefeels truly comfortable with who she is.

Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother

Who am Icompared toothers:Identity asrelationalI should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
Question 9: NATASHA: Ok, ok so I just wan- wanted to

finish with thinking about this interview, (TILLY: Mm)

so, I really, I was wondering what it’s like to talk about

these things? (TILLY: Mm) whether, you have other

opportunities to talk about these things?TILLY: I think erm, it’s something actually me and mysupervisor here, have had (NATASHA: Mm) quite a fewconversations about, erm, yeah and feeling of, difference,around family members (NATASHA: Mm) or, friends, Ithink that’s something that, we, we will talk about insupervision, which I find really helpful, erm (sighs) butthen it’s kind of, oh, oh it’s a bit like the, is it the Masons?The secret, secret handshake, (both laugh) but, you can’treally have these conversations with people, who aren’t inthe same situation, (NATASHA: Mm) ‘cause doesn’t, I don’tknow if it’d make sense, (NATASHA: Right) erm, ‘causemaybe it is something that is a bit of a lonely thoughtsometimes for people, (NATASHA: Mm) so it, it’s been, it’sbeen nice to talk about it, and I wonder, probably for thenext week I’ll be thinking about it, and thinking of loads ofother things (said with a laugh) that I would say or, erm,

Others with similar experience are able tounderstand. What is this about? Something difficultto articulate but can refer to with others withsimilar experience.
Metaphor of the Masons suggests something secretand hidden which you cannot understand if you’renot part of and already have some knowledge (e.g.the secret handshake).

This is a “bit of a lonely thought” maybe links towhen she talked about losing her naivety andfeeling different to those around her anddisconnected.

A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate
You can’treally havetheseconversationswith peoplewho aren’t inthe samesituation.
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sort of make more links I guess (NATASHA: Mm) so it’sprobably really helpful to have these conversations ‘causeit gets you to think about, (NATASHA: Mm) your life andwhere you come, but it doesn’t give us any answers, (Rlaughs) but erm, yeah does get you thinking about, andhopefully that’s h-, h-, helpful clinically, and to sort ofthink about where we stand as psychologists, (NATASHA:Mm) erm, (inhales) mm, so yeah it has been, it’s beeninterestingNATASHA: So when you say erm, people in the sameposition, (TILLY: Yeah) do you mean for myse- forexample myself (TILLY: Mmhmm) or do you mean peoplewho’ve gone through the whole process (TILLY: Ahh)what were you thinking when you said that?TILLY: Erm, (small pause) I think I meant a general kind ofpsychol-o-gist (NATASHA: Yeah) term, that would go froma trainee onward (small laugh) (NATASHA: I was just)yeah, (NATASHA: Wondering yeah) if people were in theposition to have those kind of thoughts, I think, I’m surethe *** trainees would be able to think in that respect,(NATASHA: Mm) I guess I’ve, my most contact now is withanother course which I noticed have a different kind of,(NATASHA: Mm) mindset and, different feeling aboutpeople, (NATASHA: Mm) erm which has been odd (gives asmall laugh) something to get used to, (NATASHA: Yeah)but I think I’m very lucky with my supervisor here whoerm, is equally as, yeah, lets pull this apart, but she’s really(laughs) so, so yeah

There are outcomes of these sorts of conversationsincluding reflections, links, and making connectionsto other things. This seems to be an ongoingprocess over time, prompted by these sort ofconversations and other experiences.It seems she is thinking here about her professionalidentity but does not give answers suggesting sheis comfortable with not knowing.

Returning to making sense of herself and herexperiences through comparison to others. Thismeans that those with similar experiences are seenas similar to her in some way.

Looking backyou can sort ofpull thingsapart
Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty

Who am Icompared toothers:Identity asrelational

Question 10: NATASHA: Well my final question is kind

of one I’ve asked already but, what was it like being

interviewed by a future peer who’s currently doing

trainingTILLY: Ok so would it have been different if you were aqualified orNATASHA: Yeah, or even another profession orTILLY: So ok so I think it would have been possiblydifferent if you weren’t in psychology, (NATASHA: Mm)there’s almost a sense that, you can say things ‘cause you’llget it, (NATASHA: Mm) erm, and I often find that, youalmost, you say things differently depending on who youraudience is, (laughs) (NATASHA: Yeah) erm, so I think itwould have been very different if it wasn’t psychology butI haven’t felt there’s been an impact with you being a

Again a reference to the usefulness of a sharedexperience. Does this help her to articulatesomething that is difficult to articulate? The use ofa shared language and assumptions in how weexpress something to someone who has a sharedexperience.

A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate
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trainee (NATASHA: No) I don’t think (NATASHA: Mm) thathasn’t erm, or maybe it’s easier that you’re a trainee, if Iwas chatting to a, don’t know, ten year (R laughs) twentyyear qualified psychologist (NATASHA: Mm) would theyreally have that kind of, grasp of it all, erm, all yeah, so Ithink so it’s probably (NATASHA: Mm) been helpful thatyou’re still a trainee…NATASHA: I’m just interested, this isn’t on the schedulebut, (TILLY: Mmhmm) I was thinking back to when youwere saying, about you wonder what you’d say in fiveyears time, (TILLY: Mm) (TILLY gives a small laugh) and, Iwas thinking for you, (TILLY: Yeah) do you feel this is agood time to be having this interview or do you think,(TILLY: Mmhmm) there were other times when you wouldhave liked to have had this sort of ex, (TILLY: mm) time,what (TILLY: Yeah) do you think this is a particularlyrelevant time for you, ‘cause I wondering what you’resaying about you’re thinking about these things, (TILLY:Yeah) at the moment orTILLY: Yeah I think it probably is a relevant time for me,erm, (pause) I think it’s about finding, I think these a-,these kind of conversations can’t be forced on people,(NATASHA: Mm) almost they need to come at a pointwhere someone’s ready to have themNATASHA: That’s what I was thinking reallyTILLY: Mm, yeah, otherwise you’re kind of forcingsomeone to think about something that maybe theyhaven’t really thought about, not that that’s a bad thing(NATASHA: Mm) ‘cause that’s probably what we’re meantto do, as psychologists but erm, so I wouldn’t, it feels likethey’re important but it depends who they’re with, whenthey are, yeah so I think it, (NATASHA: Mm) I think it’simportant to think about thatNATASHA: Ok, thank you, do you have anything you’d liketo addTILLY: I don’t think so, I’m sure I will in like a day’s time

Also ‘closeness’ to the experience seems to also beimportant. This increases the idea that we havesomething shared.

Tilly stresses the importance of timing forreflecting on experiences (“can’t force it”). Doesthis link to her saying she did not reflect duringtraining. However she does feel training sets youon a pathway towards being able to do this.
Interesting reflection that as psychologist may askpeople to think about difficult experiences, buttiming is still important. Similarity betweenneeding to be ready for therapy and ready fortraining? However is this because it is a risk toreflect?Reflection and developmental process continueseven after our interview.

You can’treally havetheseconversationswith peoplewho aren’t inthe samesituation

Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting

Looking backyou can sort ofpull thingsapart
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Appendix 8a: Tilly’s emergent themes as they aroseThemes in red indicate the first occurrence of this theme.Seeking reassurance of professionalidentityI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amSeeking reassurance of professionalidentityI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amSeeking reassurance of professionalidentityTraining as exposingSeeking reassurance of professionalidentityComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amA change in myself that is difficultto articulatePutting academic ideas into clinicalpracticeWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyEnhanced creativity and meaningmaking from taking an uncertainpositionComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyEnhanced creativity and meaningmaking from taking an uncertainpositionComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certainty

Putting academic ideas into clinicalpracticeI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about myselfLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartPersonal and professional selves:One doesn’t go without the otherWho am compared to others:Identity as relationalTraining as exposingI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amNeeding safety to be uncertainI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amTrying out different styles butgetting lost as a personPersonal echoing in theprofessionalBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfPersonal echoing in theprofessionalPushing away vs. risking connectingPushing away vs. risking connectingPushing away vs. risking connectingComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyPushing away vs. risking connectingPersonal echoing in theprofessionalPersonal echoing in theprofessionalPushing away vs. risking connectingPushing away vs. risking connectingPushing away vs. risking connectingPushing away vs. risking connectingNeeding safety to be uncertainPushing away vs. risking connectingPersonal and professional selves:One doesn’t go without the otherA change in myself that is difficultarticulateLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartLosing naivety vs. gaining wisdomPushing away vs. risking connecting

Pushing away vs. risking connectingPersonal and professional selves:One doesn’t go without the otherLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartLosing of naivety vs. gainingwisdomPushing away vs. risking connectingA change in myself that is difficultarticulatePersonal and professional selves:One doesn’t go without the otherPushing away vs. risking connectingLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartPushing away vs. risking connectingBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of the selfPersonal and professional selves:One doesn’t go without the otherLosing naivety vs. gaining wisdomTraining as exposingWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartPushing away vs. risking connectingBeing gutsy: Taking risks personallyand professionallyWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalSeeking reassurance of professionalidentityI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amCarrying people with mePersonal echoing in theprofessional
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I should be someone better vs. feelingok about who I amPushing away vs. risking connectingWho am compared to others: Identityas relationalPushing away vs. risking connectingCarrying people with meBeing gutsy: Taking risks personallyand professionallyI should be someone better vs. feelingok about who I amPushing away vs. risking connectingBeing gutsy: Taking risks personallyand professionallyPushing away vs. risking connectingBeing gutsy: Taking risks personallyand professionallyPushing away vs. risking connectingPersonal and professional selves: Onedoesn’t go without the otherPersonal and professional selves: Onedoesn’t go without the otherPersonal and professional selves: Onedoesn’t go without the otherBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfWho am compared to others: Identityas relationalI should be someone better vs. feelingok about who I am

A change in myself that is difficultto articulateI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amA change in myself that is difficultto articulateI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyPushing away vs. riskingconnectingLosing naivety vs. gaining wisdomBudding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyI should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I amPutting academic ideas into clinicalpracticePushing away vs. riskingconnecting Budding to blooming:evolving awareness of selfBudding to blooming: evolvingawareness of selfA change in myself that is difficultto articulateWho am I compared to others:Identity as relational

Budding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of selfWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalPersonal and professional selves: Onedoesn’t go without the otherWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalI should be someone better vs. feelingok about who I amA change in myself that is difficult toarticulateYou can’t really have theseconversations with people who aren’tin the same situation.Pushing away vs. risking connectingLooking back you can sort of pullthings apartComfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certaintyWho am I compared to others:Identity as relationalA change in myself that is difficult toarticulateYou can’t really have theseconversations with people who aren’tin the same situationPushing away vs. risking connectingLooking back you can sort of pullthings apart
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Appendix 8b: Emergent themes for Tilly

Seeking reassurance of professional identityI should be someone better vs. feeling ok about who I amComfort with not knowing vs. the safety of certaintyTraining as exposingA change in myself that is difficult to articulatePutting academic ideas into clinical practiceWho am I compared to others: Identity as relationalEnhanced creativity and meaning making from taking an uncertain positionLooking back you can sort of pull things apartPersonal and professional selves: One doesn’t go without the otherNeeding safety to be uncertainTrying out different styles but getting lost as a personPersonal echoing in the professionalBudding to blooming: Evolving awareness of selfPushing away vs. risking connectingLosing naivety vs. gaining wisdomBeing gutsy: Taking risks personally and professionallyCarrying people with meYou can’t really have these conversations with people who aren’t in the same situation”
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Appendix 8c: Clustering of Tilly’s themes

Developing acceptance of self Enhanced awareness of self Taking risks and managing
uncertaintySeeking reassurance ofprofessional identity

I should be someone better vs.feeling ok about who I am
Training as exposing
Who am I compared to others:Identity as relational
Trying out different styles butgetting lost as a person
A change in myself that isdifficult to articulate

Budding to blooming: Evolvingawareness of self
Personal and professionalselves: One doesn’t go withoutthe other
Putting academic ideas intoclinical practice
Looking back you can sort ofpull things apart
Personal echoing in theprofessional
Losing naivety vs. gainingwisdom
Carrying people with me
You can’t really have theseconversations with people whoaren’t in the same situation

Comfort with not knowing vs. thesafety of certainty
Enhanced creativity and meaningmaking from taking an uncertainposition
Needing safety to be uncertain
Pushing away vs. risking connecting
Being gutsy: Taking riskspersonally and professionally
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Appendix 8d: Subordinate themes for Tilly and corresponding quotes

Subordinate
theme

Page: Line Quotes

Seekingreassurance ofprofessionalidentity
1: 9-14 I don’t know if I saw myself as a professional […] didn’t see myself as veryconfident I guess very anxious about, who I was as a professional I guess, alwaysthinking that, I should be someone better.2: 5-7 I was definitely like working within my competence I would always be sort ofseeking reassurance I think from my supervisor.I should besomeonebetter vs.feeling okabout who Iam
6: 18-23 ‘Cause you think my goodness I’m rubbish at this I shouldn’t be doing it.7: 28-29 Yeah feeling ok about, about who I am rather than trying to be someone else.15: 39-44 The training experiences, played a massive role in starting that process, but as Isort of said I think it was that post-training, is when I found I could actually, workbest […] I wouldn’t say if you took a snap shot of me if we say I don’t know, 5-6years ago, and me now, fundamentally I think I am the same person, the samevalues, same beliefs, but there’s just something that, and maybe it’s about mebecoming more self assured in who I am.16: 1-5 I think she sort of reinforced that you know, people are people and that’s whatpeople need, and sort of instilling that confidence in me as a, alright academic,(laughs) but somebody who can do the job just as good as someone who gotfirsts, and that kind of, that’s a bit of a strange example but yeah, just seeing, sortof the, positives in someone.
18: 21-29 I don’t ever introduce myself as ‘Doctor’, I’m just, me, and I, I think, that’ssomething that I’m very comfortable with, I’m comfortable with chairingmeetings, when things don’t go quite to plan, that’s something I think I’ve learntto feel alright with, I don’t think I have these expectations on me that I kind ofneed to be this perfect person, I’m just happy trying out and see what happens

Training asexposing 2: 15-16 When you look back maybe I was more confident beforehand than I was actuallywhen I got onto the training course.42: 1-8 You’re incredibly anxious and you don’t think you know anything and you’re notreally sure what’s going on, and that’s going to have an impact and I guess I’dvery much saw myself as that, saw myself as a first year trainee, and as I saidearlier a bit like that, that, that trainee word was a thing that always sort of,impact on me.
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Who am Icompared toothers:Identity asrelational
3: 41-44 What do the team members think of me as a trainee, do they think that I’m notthe skilled person, they actually want the, the qualified clinical psychologist.17: 16-17 I thought about a lot when I was training in my cohort was, looking, at how otherpeople were coping.19: 30-33 ‘Cause as much as, it’s not a competitive environment I guess I did have, thoughtsabout well what is it they’re thinking about me? Or, do they think I’m a badperson?23: 8-14 Feeling more confident, and self assured in myself as just a person, to, be thatperson professionally, and definitely, recently thinking about me, personally […]who am I? rather than, always seeing the self in this context of other people.

Trying outdifferentstyles butgetting lost asa person
7: 33-36 I wondered whether I would always try and, see what my supervisor was like andemulate that, and whether other trainees do that I don’t know almost as a, okwhich, in one hand is trying out different styles, but, I think you can get lost as aperson in all of that and not really know who you are.

A change inmyself that isdifficult toarticulate
24: 5-15 It’s hard to put things in words sometimes isn’t it, in what ways I’m just trying tobe a bit more, tangible with this, I don’t know ok, well there’s just somethingabout me being, a happy psychologist and that sounds very, woolly and, notparticularly helpful, but there’s something about, almost, having to have gonethrough experiences where, you change professionally or personally, to get to aplace where you can, be useful.Budding toblooming:Evolvingawareness ofself
8: 34-38 I’d had quite a lot of turmoil in my life a couple of years before starting training,and I don’t know if I really, knew who I was, think myself was a but all over theplace really, which maybe echoes how my training experience went, actually, howdid I view myself?14: 31-37 So maybe it’s, since I’ve been qualified I can be more, self assured about who I amas a person, not having to try and fit in and be other things I can just be me, and Ithink, then being me, I can really sit back and think about what I want from lifeand, what’s right what’s wrong and, where am I going.16: 2-5 I think I am the same person, the same values, same beliefs, but there’s justsomething that, and maybe it’s about me becoming more self assured in who Iam.23: 5-12 Maybe it’s sort of just, cementing, the things I had before so the ways I wasthinking before, and feeling more confident, and self assured in myself as just aperson, to, be that person professionally, and definitely, recently thinking aboutme, personally and just that sort of, real sort of reflective, kind of, who am I?27: 13-18 Hang on a minute, who am I? what do I want from life? regardless of anyonearound me and that’s been quite empowering I think just, feeling comfortablewith being able to do that.
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Personal andprofessionalselves: Onedoesn’t gowithout theother
22: 12-19 I guess they go- one doesn’t go without the other does it? Mm, I think I canalways, you can always tell how things are, with me, at home, or at work, justlooking at each other, and I think it’s quite easy sometimes to say “oh, oh I’mreally stressed at work”, but actually it’s possibly the other way round22: 22-29 Not only as, have I changed professionally, yes there have been those personalidentity that, my personal identity there’s also sort of, had to develop and Iwonder if that had gone in, what order they’d gone in, yeah ‘cause I’m wonderingwhether, is it sort of something y- you change professionally which has an impacton your personally, or is it the other way around?22: 35-41 Maybe it’s discreet moments, so something professionally can happen, thatchanges you, which then impacts on you personally, and equally something mighthappen in your personal life that’s gonna impact back, into your professional life,that’s probably how it goes, but they’re constantly sort of in motion with eachother.“Looking backyou can sortof pull thingsapart”
6: 18-23 ‘Cause you think my goodness I’m rubbish at this I shouldn’t be doing it, butlooking back you can sort of pull things apart I think when you look back and seethat probably just wasn’t suited to me as a person.

Personal“echoing” intheprofessional
8: 32-38 Prior to training well, I think I’d had quite a lot of turmoil in my life a couple ofyears before starting training, and I don’t know if I really, knew who I was, I thinkmy self was a bit, all over the place really, which maybe echoes how my trainingexperience went.Losing“naivety” vs.gainingwisdom
12: 15-25 You sort of lose that naivety of life, you can’t look at the situation in the naive wayand just, let it brush over your head, and I, I think I tried to think that I can butactually you can’t and that, can impact on, how you view other people therelationships that you have, perhaps expecting people, to, have the same way ofthinking as you, have that ability to, be analytical in how you think about thingsand, be emotionally intelligent.16: 21-27 I mean it’s like asking a, hundred year old woman, what you, what you knew then,and you know and I’ve had lots of conversations with people recently about, ifyou had the choice to going back to being eighteen again would you? And, and it’salways, I would if I knew what I know now.Carryingpeople withme 18: 40-44 I guess was someone who had a massive impact on my personal and professionalidentities, and as much as he wasn’t there, he was kind of there, make-challenging me I guess in my own mind about who I was as a person.“You can’treally havetheseconversationswith peoplewho aren’t inthe samesituation”

28: 35-41 It’s a bit like the, is it the Masons? The secret, secret handshake, but, you can’treally have these conversations with people, who aren’t in the same situation,‘cause doesn’t, I don’t know if it’d make sense.
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Puttingacademicideas intoclinicalpractice
5: 25-36 I guess in a lot of my placements, so the clinical side of things, those weren’tnecessarily the ideas that were, to begin with, weren’t matching up […] but Ithink by then, by my third year placement, those ideas were welcomed and I wasallowed to sort of put them into practice.

Comfort withnot knowingvs. the safetyof certainty
2: 30-33 Then you get on the course, and you think wow everything, that’s done now, thenactually you start and then suddenly, things change I think, and yeah it becomesincredibly scary again.3: 26-34 I think my training experience sort of really allowed me to have those kind ofthoughts and to be confident with that idea of, not having to know everything […]I guess that in my third year, that was probably where that was able to developand it felt like when you got to the third year, my confidence sort of came back alittle bit.5: 9-16 You’d think that you’re meant to know everything aren’t you and you’re meant tohave all the answers, but, but you know and that’s something I think I, I’m still,it’s not something that always comes naturally to me, but I’m a lot better in nothaving to know everything, and, which I think is a good place to be.Enhancedcreativity andmeaningmaking fromtaking anuncertainposition

4: 20-26 You don’t have to know everything and actually trying to find, all the answersimmediately sort of, take you nowhere and sort of stops that creativity, so I thinkthat’s the thing that, I’ve (gives small laugh) I’m trying to think who must havetaught us that someone at the ***** course (referring to Mason (1993) and hisconcept of safe uncertainty) must have brought him up, and I think that wassomething that I found really, quite freeing.
Needingsafety to beuncertain 11: 29-33 There was something about my supervisor I guess that, I chose him for the factthat I knew I could trust him, so I guess I, I did let him in, as much as, he probablywould say I didn’t let him in completely.
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Pushing awayvs. riskingconnecting 8: 41-44 I viewed myself a bit of a, as a bit of a lone ranger, as a bit of somebody who,(pause) didn’t really want or need lots of other people around me, was justlooking out for myself, when looking back at that was quite sad to think abouthow I was.9: 7-15 I think I drew a sea and I drew myself in a little boat, and, it felt a bit like that that,and, that’s where I wanted to be, on my own out at sea and everyone just leavingme alone, and that’s what it was like for me really and, I think I struggled a bitcoming into this cohort where everyone had to be, together and, yeah like, I thinkI would very much see myself as sitting on the outside of that, not unhappy just,not wanting that.9: 41-44 Almost not willingly wanting people to help me, support me, sort of a head downmentality, head down, keep going and you’ll get through this almost, whereas, Ithink I was sort of being on a journey of allowing myself to trust people again.10: 1-2 I think I was very much pushed them away, and I think a lot of this was possibly,in my own body rather than physically or,  emotionally letting people in, I think, Ijust didn’t want that, it was easier to push them away than to, yeah well it waseasier to push them away emotionally, to protect myself I guess.Being “gutsy”:Taking riskspersonallyandprofessionally
20: 35-37 Build their confidence up to be able to take those risks, and it’s ok if it doesn’twork out, ‘cause life doesn’t always work out.
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Appendix 9: Master themes for group

Super-
ordinate
themes

Subordinate themes Presence of subordinate theme for each participant

Tilly James Nicole Jane William Ben Lizzy

Ac
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f s
el

f

I should be someonebetter vs. feeling okabout who I am ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Being valued by othersto valuing myself ✖ ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔

Comparing myself toothers ✓ ✓ ✖ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔

Aw
ar

en
es

s 
of

 s
el

f a
nd

ot
he

rs

Budding to blooming:Evolving awareness ofself ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Personal andprofessional selves:One doesn’t go withoutthe other
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Losing naivety vs.gaining wisdom ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ta
ki

ng
 r

is
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an
d

m
an

ag
in

g
un

ce
rt

ai
nt

y Comfort with notknowing vs. the safetyof certainty ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Opening to connection ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖
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Appendix 10: Exert from researcher’s reflective diaryReflection on meeting with supervisor (8/4/2013)
Areas of interest discussed in meeting:

1. The interaction between the personal and professional context, how do we bring out contextinto the training experience?2. How do our working and personal relationships differ?3. Personal connectedness with training, is there something of ‘you get out what you put in’? Thisseems similar to therapy in some ways, need to engage with the process for it to ‘touch’ you apersonal level.4. How do people manage the boundary between their personal and professional lives? Do theyconnect to or avoid the experience?
How do I relate to these topics? There seem to be many levels in which these topics are relevant to me:my experiences of training which have influenced me on a personal level, my relationships which Iexperience as having personal and professional aspects to them, my partner working in a similar fieldand therefore the boundary between personal and professional sometimes feeling very fluid, mypersonal struggles (e.g. with back pain) during a professional training. It has felt impossible to ignoremy personal experiences/emotions during the course of training – this has made me curious howothers experience this boundary between their personal and professional lives. Perhaps this was why Iwas initially interested in impact of training on romantic relationships (previous UH thesis).
How do I focus this topic? It’s so wide and overwhelming. Is there some way to narrow it down whilstallowing for different experiences to come through? Wondering about concept of identity, sometimesmentioned in literature. How do people change during training? Trying to look at what is insidethem/how they feel about themselves – what changes here? Is this identity? Perhaps could look at thiswith the research question: how do newly qualified Clinical Psychologists construe the transformationof their identity during doctoral training? Allows people to talk about personal and professionalchanges in themselves and how this has felt.
Reflections on a lecture at the University of Hertfordshire: Crisis, identity and change: lessons forcoaches from the world on criminology, by Cathy Weston (16/7/14).
Cathy’s lecture on how change happens for people who desist from crime seemed to have resonancefor my thesis in terms of ‘change processes’. She asked ‘why do people stop doing harmful behaviour?’
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How do people make significant changes in their lives? Could you say that if you change yourbehaviour there is a change in your identity? In this case, identity as a criminal, in my thesis identity asa Clinical Psychologist. So if I act like a psychologist, am I a psychologist? It feels like it somethingdeeper than this, not sure I’m there yet!
She spoke about how social bonds can lead people to desist from crime, but might this process happenin other life changes – the influence of people around us. Links with concept of identity as relational –our identity is formed through our relationships with others and how they see us. This feels very truefor me, who I am is linked to how others see me and how they behave towards me.  Identity asnegotiable and requiring feedback from others. Not really how this is written about in some literature.
She also spoke about the “entry shock” of going into prison and the idea of transition trauma. Althoughobviously very different this makes me think of my own transition into training, which did feel like a‘shock’. The ground shifting beneath my feet, a process of unknowing what I had known before. Theidea of ‘psychological survival’ which Cathy spoke about seems a key concept. How do you survive theexperience of such major adjustment? However it is difficult to know if others felt the same. In mytraining cohort, others seemed to struggle with this period of transition, but I need to be able tobracket this experience in my interviews.
Cathy spoke about initial stress then adjustment on entering prison. CP training, which is obviously avery different experience, has felt similar to this in some ways. Some adjustment to a new way of beingbut also continuing instability, as if the rug could be pulled from underneath me at any time. The ideaof trauma challenging ones identity was interesting – instead of a trauma the idea of the stresses andstruggles of training leading to identity shifts. Not as extreme as prison but still making you consideryourself. The process of thinking about myself, who I am and how I act. This awareness feelstransformative, I cannot get away from it. But it is difficult to articulate – what is different?
Cathy then talked about narrative approaches to responding to crisis, in this case being in prison. Theidea of ‘unification of the self’ (from author William James) touched me – unifying where have youbeen and where you are going. This felt very important for me as I progress through training – linkingwhat has happened in my life with what is happening now. I wonder if this would give some sense ofstability, during a time when things feel so unstable. The thread through someone’s life – what is thatfor me? Could that be what I call my identity? Is this the same for others?


